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Scope Paper

The primary problems that the United States faces in
Mexico are: (1) philosophy on the Government's role in
economic development which discourages private foreign and
domestic investment, and (2) an approach to international
relations and Sino-Soviet bloc {Including Cuba) subversive
activities which is not always consistent with the funda-
mental security interests of the United States.

I. Mexican-American Relations

Relations between the United States and Hexico are.
basically friendly« Mexico is traditionally wary of the
influence of the United States on its political and
economic life but is also pragmatic in its approach to its
relations with the United States and recognizes that its
future is tied closely to ours. Although Mexico vigorously
insists on meticulous respect for its sovereignty and its
position as an equal, it emphasizes its economically weaker
position in seeking concessions and assistance from the
United States or ajiplying restrictions on United States
trade or investment. Nevertheless it should be recognized
that Mexico generally demonstrates a much more responsible
attitude in almost all particulars than most other Latin
American countries. :'

II. Political Situation

The Partido Revolueionario Institucional (PRI), which
has dominated the country's political life for thirty years,
is increasingly showing signs of strain from trying to com=
promise widely divergent ideologies within its membership
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of office so long. The PRI by
our political standards is generally left-of-center, and
would probably _moy,e__ further to the left but for the concern
of Mexican leaders over the reaction of the United States
and the adverse effect it would have on Mexico's ability
to obtain foreign private and public capital to promote its
economic and social-progress. The impact of the Cuban
revolution tended to polarize the political factions within
the PRI and has stirred general public debate on political
issues and principles. There has been an undercurrent of
political strife punctuated by occasional outbursts of
violence usually fomented by the Comnunists or Castro
followers. Discontent among the campesinos because of
generally depressed economic conditions in the rural sector,
which were aggravated by a decline in the rate of economic
growth in 1961, has been a point of special concern to the
Government. Hie population pressures in Mexico and the
economic decline have also had the side effect of swelling
the flood of Mexicans seeking entry into the United States,
thereby adding to our own unemployment problems.

Former President Lazaro Cardenas is the apparent leader
of the National Liberation Movement (HLN) which is a front
for the Conmmist Party. The JSLN seeks to bring within
its organization all of those on the far left, including
the left-wing of PRI and has as a major objective exerting
sufficient political influence on the President and PRI
to secure the nomination of a President favorable to it in
1964. The Freate Clvico, under the acknowledged leadership
of former Presidents Miguel Alemin and Abelardo Rodriguez,
seeks to organize the moderate elements of the PRI as a
counterpoise to the ambitions of the Communists and extreme
leftists.

The Catholic Church, a political force in Mexico before
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the Revolutions has sought to rally the Mexican people
against Castro=Co322unism in a campaign under the banner of
"Cristianismo, si~Coiaunisrao, no", while at the same time
protesting that its activities are strictly non-political.
Ldpez Mateos'is said to have had these demonstrations in
mind when he said on June 7, 1961, that he would not tolerate
political agitation either the right or left. He may
even consider the Catholic Church a greater threat to his
political position and the dominance his party wields in
Mexico than the Communists and like-minded parties in
Mexicoo

President Lopez Mateos personifies the present
equivocation in Mexican political life, and many observers
consider him t?eak and ineffective. However, it seems more
likely that he has designed his tactics to ensure his
personal control of Mexican political life to the maximum
extent possible and that he ie closely directing the
present course of Mexican political and economic policies.
Lcjpez Slateos has been schooled in the Mexican Revolution,
which is anti-clerical in religion, paternalistic on social
problems9 and centralist in politics, with a strong dis-
position towards government control and operation of the
economy. Tae Marxian approach to economic philosophy, in
which Government ownership, control or direction of the
means of production is considered necessary and foreign
investment is viewed as imperialistic domination of the
economy has found rather wide acceptance. However, the
Mexican economy is still based primarily on private
initiative and most Mexican leaders can be regarded as
non-Conssunist in outlook.

C
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III. Economic Situation

The Mexican economy experienced spectacular economic
growth over the last two decades but the annual economic
growth rate levelled off in 1956 to around 5%, and dropped
to 3.5% in 1961. Gross national product is about $12
billion. Per capita income in Mexico Is about $300, but
the average in Mexico City, Monterrey and the cities
bordering on the United States Is $600 or more. Manu-
facturing has gradually Increased as a component of GNP
and in 1961 accounted for 25.7% of the total. The contri-
bution of agriculture to GNP has dropped to 20.3%, but 53%
of the population is engaged in agriculture. Commerce
accounts for 20.8% of GNP and other activities 33.2%.

With a population growth rate of over 3%, per capita
( growth rate in Mexico In 1961 was near 0. The levelling

off of the growth rate over the last several years to an
average of 5%, and the sudden drop in 1961, can be traced
to a decline In private investment* which for the first
time In twenty years fell in absolute terms in 1961. Public
sector investment has been increasing in both relative and
absolute terms and accounted for 47% of all investment In
1961. —

Private Investors have been disturbed primarily by what
they consider encroachment by the government In fields here-
tofore reserved exclusively to private investors and by the
Government^* attitude towards Cuba and Communism. They have
complained that this encroachment on the private sector is
financed by taxes paid by the private sector, and by deficit
financing which accounted for about 7% of government expend-
itures In 1961. In order to hold down the inflationary
effects of its deficit financing the Government has restricted
credit to the private sector. Finally, recent constitutional
changes requiring profit sharing and severely restricting the
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right to discharge workers, both changes being made without
any consultation with business, have led to widespread
criticism and mistrust of the Ld'pez Mateos administration
in business circles.

The amount of private foreign investment in Mexico
dropped off in 1961 to less than $75 million, as opposed to
an average of about $100 million. In addition to the
policies of the Government which have concerned Mexican
investors, foreign investors have been reluctant to invest
in Mexico because of a policy of "Mexicanization" aimed
at having majority ownership of all private enterprises
in Mexico in the hands of Mexicans, this is a policy
urged by Mexican businessmen, but also encouraged by those
who are opposed to foreign investment on ideological
grounds.

Imprudent statements in the summer of I960- by Mexican
political leaders in support of Fidel Castro, and investors1

concern as discussed above, sparked a flight of capital
out of Mexico which did not slacken until September 1961.
There was another large outflow in December 1961 following
Mexico's vote in the OAS favorable to Cuba. Mexico lost
at least $150 million in capital flight in 1961. Mexico's
foreign exchange position has suffered seriously because of
capital flight. In April 1962 real net foreign exchange
holdings were almost $100 million less than in April 1961.

In June 1961 the Mexican President assured the public
that he would curb political agitation in Mexico over the
Cuban issue. In September 1961 he promised that the
Mexican economy would continue to be developed primarily by
private enterprise. In January 1962 at Punta del Este,
Mexico took a public stand against the Castro regime, holding
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it to be "incotopatible with the inter "American system1^ but
Mexico refused_to_a£cept a stronger resolution condemning
Cuba and excluding Cuba from the OAS. In April 1962 the
Government actively sought the cooperation of private
investors in the development of some 500 new industries
in Mexico. This move was part of a Plan of Immediate
Action to cover the remaining three years of the Lopez
Mateos administration. It calls for increasing internal
gross investment from 15.5% of GNP in 1960 to 18.4% by
1965. It proposes an Increase of $200 million annually
in foreign public credits over the present annual level
of $300 milliono It also envisages a doubling of private
foreign investment to $200 million. These public state-
ments and actions have helped restore confidence, but they
have not been sufficient thus far to generate a resurgence
of economic activity.

IV. Foreign Policy

Internationally Mexico has traditionally sought to
avoid appearing a follower of the United States. It
has forcefully asserted its national Identity and advanced
its own national policies, sometimes to the detriment of
the United States, as in the case of UN consideration of
Cuba in 1961. It is one of only five Latin American
countries that still have diplomatic relations with Cuba.
Prior to the Cuban Revolution it was almost alone in
espousing an independent foreign policy within the
hemispheric family, but it now apparently feels it has
found a kindred spirit in Brazil, and possibly also Chile,
Ecuador and Bolivia. Mexico is seeking to develop a new
relationship with Brazil in which both assert an independent
policy and non-alignment with politico-military blocs.
Mexico insists, however, that it is not neutral in its
basic commitment to the Western Christian civilization
and its fundamental ideals and to the inter-American system.



A comroon tactic of Mexican representatives, at which
they have been relatively successful in both the United
Nations and the Organization of American States, is to
seek compromise at the lowest common denominator on which
they feel Mexico can agree. This very often results In
resolutions much weaker than the U. S. desires. Mexico
is only occasionally in open opposition to the United States.
At the 16th session of the General Assembly the only signifi-
cant issue on which Mexico voted in opposition to the United
States was that of banning nuclear experiments and establish-
ing nuclear-free areas. In the Law of the Sea Conference,
Mexico took the leadership in opposing the efforts of the
United States to obtain a resolution establishing the
territorial sea at three or six miles. Mexico seeks a
nine-mile territorial sea. At the Foreign Ministers' meeting
on Cuba, Mexico opposed our efforts to obtain a resolution
condemning Cuba.

V. United States Objectives

Our immediate objective should be to encourage such
modification in policies of the L<Spez Mateos Administration
as will promote more rapid economic and social progress.
After considerable urging by us, the L6pez Mateos Administra-
tion has developed a three-year Plan of Action to spur the
growth of the economy. This Plan has clearly identified
the requirement for substantial additional domestic and
foreign private capital if Mexico is to achieve an average
annual economic growth rate of 5% over the next three years.
The Mexican Government has taken limited steps to adjust
its policies with the objective of obtaining such invest-
ments and it should be assured of our cooperation, to the
extent feasible, in achieving that objective. .The philosophy
which President Kennedy expressed in his speech to the
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St&^Ml^^^GT of Comcserce is the line we should
seek to have the Mexicans follow0

Although there-are some cases where Alliance for
Progress funds would be helpful, promises of large-scale
assistance at this time unless made conditional upon
greater self-help and necessary reforms would only serve
to relieve the pressure on the administration to pursue
vigorously its efforts to mobilize capital frost private
sources.

Our secondary effort should be to encourage Mexican
support of our foreign policy objectives on the United
Nations, Berlin, Cuba, disarmament and other issues, and
to dissuade Mexico from efforts to pursue an increasingly
"independent" position, which may take on some of the
characteristics of non-alignment.

Third, the President may wish to consider taking up
with the Mexican President specific bilateral issues which
are of particular timeliness. These include: (a) our efforts
to get Mexico to agree to consider promptly and dispose
of numerous outstanding claims, (b) the desire of NASA to
expand its tracking operation in Mexico for phases of
development beyond—^ae Mercury project, (c) our interest in
improving Mexico's air traffic control system in northern
Mexico as an aid to our Air Defense System, and (d) our
desire to have expanded cooperation t?ith Mexico in the
control of narcotics traffic from Mexico.

VI. Mexican Obj ec tives

Mexico will be seeking; (a) assurances of large-scale
financial assistance to promote its economic growth, (b)
what it calls "just prices" for its primary products such
as lesd and zinc, coffee, cotton, etc., and (c) removal of
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restrictions on Mexican exports to the United States.
Mexico will seek such concessions while avoiding any
significant commitment on its part to pursue vigorously
domestic policies which would support any program in which
we might agree to cooperate.

Closely linked to these fundamental objectives will
be the.Mexican effort — through adroit publicity, any joint
statement by the two Presidents, and otherwise — to utilise
the visit to prove to the Mexican people that the united
States approves of all of the Mexican President's domestic
and foreign policies. The Mexicans realize that it will
be almost impossible for the United States to avoid con-
veying that impression without destroying the value of the
visit itself.

President Lo'pez Mateos will also be seeking commitments
that will help him politically during the remainder of his
term and focus public opinion on something else than the
stagnant economic situation. In pursuance of this objective
Mexico has proposed discussing Mexico's outstanding ter-
ritorial claims and its claim to a nine-mile territorial
sea. Actually, Mexico hopes we can accept Mexico's claims
before the visit and simply have President Kennedy provide
confirmation. Acceptance of the 1911 Chamizal award would
provide the best single commitment of this nature for which
the Mexican President could hope. Mexico will also seek
definite assurances on our part regarding a program to solve
the Colorado River salinity problem.

- The Mexican President would prefer to avoid any dis-
cussion of Cuba. Mexican policy is to ignore the Cuban
situation, because the President and his advisers believe
that the Cuba problem will eventually solve itself. With
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a history of intervention in Mexico by the U.S., Mexico
also feels that any acquiescence on its part on inter-
vention in Cuba might later be used to justify inter-
ference in Mexican affairs. L6pez Hateos will also prefer
to avoid any discussion of Sino-Soviat intervention in the
Hemisphere or the threat that such intervention poses to the
security of Kexico, the United States or the Hemisphere in
general.

c
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BACKGROUND PAPER

Coraarcmisa i n Mexico

Sumaary

off ic ia ls have long tried to belitt lv the
coisaunist problen in Mexico on the ground that the
number of known Corassuniafc Party aaeabers i s relatively
s sa l l , and that the Mexican Revolution offers an aie-
quat@ csediyni to sat isfy the aspirations of tn© Mexican
masses for social and economic iaproveaent. While her
Sosaaunists are not numerically strong, they wield a
disproportionate influence in the country by their
presence in schools and universities, in the aovernsfeit?
Itse l f , in son?© labor unions and in fans associations
The adraixvLeitratlon of President Lopes M&teos has Jailel
SCG-3 of the cost active CoBoaunists «hen they have d iret ly
attscked fcha Government.

Backgrownd,

Kesico has a significant coasninist problen but, in
its desire to be liberal and tolerant of slnority opinion k
it frequently fails to take effective action to protect
Itself froa Internal coaaunist Influence and aggression.
Thsrs is also a widespread belief among intellectual
and officials, apparently including the President of the
Republic, that som& ill-defined type of socialiea is now
the wave of the future. The Mexican Revolution's postu-
lates, no%t largely embodied in th© Constitution of 1917*
are also believed by aany Mexicans to be so advanced as
to give their country a certain degree of imanity l'roia
the social and economic appeals of i

The communist e f f o r t i n Mexico i s two-pronged. On
the one hand, t h e r e are the Mexican consaunlst p a r t i e s and
front-organizations working to spread consronist Influence
through national institutions. On the other, there i s
the presence of Soviet bloc'.,diplomatic missions directing
their efforts against the United States and giving direction
to the national cemmunist eleaents of Mexico and Central
Aasriea.

DECLASSIFIED
E.G. 12958, Sec. 3.5(0)
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The parties that openly avow cooraunisfc a f f i l i a t i o n
are:

The Mexican Coraaunist Party (Partido Coaauniata
Ffegicano — PCH), of about 5»000 aeeabers ana an addi-
tional 5*000 Jmotan sympathizers; this is a legally rec-
ognized political party tout of insufficient strength
to Beet ainissua membership requirements for having its
candidate placed on ballots. (In the July 1958 Presi-
dential election ths PCH ran a candidate, but on a write-in
basis).

The tfezican Wor&ere1 and Peasants' Party (Partido
0bgQgo-Caaipe3ino Hezicano - POCH), of only 50 to 200
sgjsbers and bOO known sympathizers, but highly vocal
and claising to represent the Interests of tens of thou-
sands of workers and peasants; a legally constituted
party but too snail to raset the requirements for placing
candidates on a ballot.

The Popular Socialist Party (Partido Popular Socialista -
PPS), of about 75*000 oembers and an estimated 150,000
sympathizers j the personal party of Vicente L03SBABS0
Toledano, long-time pro-cosaunist labor figure; a legal
p&rty with a large enough aeiaberahip to aeet aininuia
requiresents (75,000 registered neisbers) for placing
candidates on ballots for Presidential and other elections»

Finally, the National Liberation Movement (Hogialenfco de
Liberacion Macional - HLH), which is not a political party,
but rather claiss it is sioply a "civic organization}11
created in aid-1961 by a nuiaber of proainent pro-coisaBunists#
notably ex-President Lasaro CARDENAS, the HLK is a violently
anti-United States, pro-Castro organisation which, f@r the
first fcisss in Mexico, provides a cosaon »seting ground for
all coisaunisfc and pro-coEffiunist groups; aeoabers of the PCH,
the POCK and the PPS have also Joined the MLN, which
advances claiss of as high as 300,000 "aerabsrs" or adherents,
undoubtedly exaggerated; the PCS is aalcing a determined
effort to gain full control of the MLN,

Kezic&n coasaunists probably exert their largest Influence
in the field of education, both at the secondary and univer-
Bity level. The Normal School, which prepares teachers for
ths public school systea, is also a center of cossuniet
activity* In the University, certain schools and principally
those of Econoaics, and Political and Social Sciences, have
veil-known Coiaaninists on the teaching and administrative
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staffs, Aiaong labor unions, two of the three electrical
workers' groups and the Teachers Union are Coaeunist
influenced. There are Coonunists deployed in some
Governaent oinistries, tor the Most part on the working
level. In the state of Nuevo Leon, the Governor its a
Conaunist sympathizer and has appointed several aides
who are known Coissunlsts.

Recent Developgents

The Government has acted decisively against Coasnmiats
when the vital interests of the state have been directly
threatened. In Harch 1959 the Coomunlst leader of the
Railroad Workers1 Union was arrested during a strike that
halted service on two major railroads. Two aeabers of the
Soviet Esbaasy tier® expelled froa the country for alleged
participation in the planning of the strike. This union
leader is now serving a five-year sentence. During the
height of pro~Castro student demonstrations in August
i960 attacks wsrs also directed to the Govern&ent leader-
ship,, Faxsed moralist Alfaro SIQUEIROSj high officer of the
Mdsicen Coaaaunlat Party, was arrested. He was recently
sentenced to an eight-year tern in jail.
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CARDENAS d e l Rf o , ^fefejga
(Pronounced: ~ CAEJPaeh-nahs)

MEXICO

.."«. * .Former President of Mexico

General Cardenas, former President of Mexico [l^k-ho) and
one of Mexico1 B most controversial personalities, has beBnin-
. directly, "but very influentially, involved in politics for the
last seventeen years. The actual extent of his present power
is debatable: many Mexicans "believe that he still has great
influence in Mexico; vhile others feel that he has lost much of
his pover and prestige, since his activities have been rather
effectively restricted by the L6pez Mateos government. Vith
Cardenas* retirement from the army in January, hovever, and '
his -withdrawal from the government's Party of Revolutionary
Institutions (Partido Revoluc ionario Institucional - PRl)j \
Lopez Mateos no longer has direct avenues of control over the
ex-President's actions, statements and travels. - However,
Cardenas continues to hold the position of Executive Director
of the Balsas River Development Project, to vhich he vas named
in December I96I when President Lopez Mateos brought the six
living ex-Presidents into his government. * -

Born 21 May 1895, into a predominantly Indian family, Uzaxo"
Carden^S So revived only a sixth-grade Ra t ion .and began,-.
vorking at an early age in a printing shop. He joined the , . . . - .
revolutionary forces of General Guillermo Garcfa Arag<5n in. : : - - . - ^
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CARDENAS del (Continued) MEXICO

^ and participated in many revolutionary campaigns, becoming
a captain at the age of IB and a .general ten years later. Out-
standing posts he has held include those of Military Governor
of the State of Veracruz (I918); Provisional Governor of Michoacan
(1920) and Governor of that State (1928-30); President of the
Executive Committee of the Rational Revolutionary Party (Partido
Revolucionario J?aciortal - PEN) (1930); Minister of Interior
(August-October; 1931); Minister of War and Marine (1933);
President of Mexico (^S1^-^); Commander of Mexican Forces,
Pacific Coast (19^2); Minister of national Defense (19^-45);
Executive Director, Commission for Development of the Tepalcatepec
River Valley (19^7-57); and Executive Director, Grijalva River
Valley Development Commission (195U). In l^hS Cardenas turned
dovn an offer of the Presidency of the UN Food and Agricultural
Organization (FAD), and in 195^ offered to resign his post vith
the Tepalcatepec Commission, after criticism and allegations
charging misuse of funds; his resignation vas not accepted by
the then President, Ruiz Cortines. From October I958 to February
1959 be made a -world tour vhich covered many Western and Iron
Curtain countries, including the USSR and Communist China.

He vas listed as a vice president of the World Peace Council
at the World Peace Congresses at Helsinki (August 1955) and
Stockholm (July 1958) and sponsored the Latin American Conference
for National .Sovereignty, Economic Emancipation and Peace at
Mexico City (March-I96I). An organizer of the January 1962
"People's Conference" at Havana, he vas prevented from attending
the conference by the Mexican government vhich declared that
if he vent to Cuba he vould lose his Mexican citizenship.
Previously, in April I96I, Cardenas had arranged to fly' to Havana
to assist in the defense of Cuba at the time of the Bay of
Pigs invasion but (reportedly, by .-direct order of the President)
the aircraft vhich he had chartered vas not permitted to take off.

General Cardenas is married to the former Amalia Solorzano,
by vhom he has a. son, Cuauhtemoc, an engineer in his: mid-tventies;
he also has an illegitimate daughter, Alicia, believed to be in
her late twenties or early thirties. He speaks no foreign.
languages.

June I962
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON 25. O.C.

5 July 1962

MEMORANDUM FOR THX SPECIAL. GROUP (AUGMENTED)

From: Brig. Gen. Lan

Subject: Progress, Operation Mongoose

President in Mexico. State reported that President Kennedy's
visit to Mexico greatly enhanced U.S. goed-wiU in Mexico, was
marked by the absence of pro-Castro propaganda, and fulfilled U.S.
plans to impress upon Castro that Mexico, upea whom the Caatstv ;
regime counts as an ally, is solidly with the United States and
West. In discussions about Cuba, President Lopes Mateos
the Mexican view that Castro was in trouble and that his regixa*
would fall of its owa weight. President Remedy expounded the W.&
view of the Cuban problem; State believes this should ease the w»y
for future discussions about Cuba with the Mexicans.

Joint Communique. The joint communique issued by President
Kennedy and President Lopes Mateos, included a topic of interest to
Operation Mongoose: "Both presidents reaffirmed the dedication of
their countries to the ideals of individual liberty and personal dignity
which constitute the foundation of a civilisation which &ey share in
common. In consonance with their dedication to these ideals and
acting always as sovereign asd independent countries, which decide
their own policies and their own courses of action, they propose to
respect and maintain the principles ef noa-interventiom - - whether
this intervention may come from a continental or extra-continental
staU - - aad ef self •determination of peoples. "

»d that the Mexican press and political observers
isage as evidence of President Kennedy having
txico's policy of lthands off Cuba. " In response

irtment of State said: "There were no develop-
ments resulting from the President's trip to Mexico, including the
text of the joint United States-Mexico Communique, which alter the
basic guidelines governing the Cuba project."

3

This 'l^?'.-.;-:
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Operation!. My visit to the Miami area included discussions
with the operation! !taif of the CIA station, which carrie! the brunt
of current work on Operation Mongoose. I wa! pleased to note
that CIA ha! built a team which ha! a number of people experienced
in operation! into Communiit-controlled area! (Europe and Asia),
who!e know-how itrengthen! the operation! of people with Latin
American experience. They have some problems, mo it of which
are being resolved on the operating level. Some problem! involve
policy matter!, which are being staffed for presentation to you.

Overall, this is a spUndid effort by CIA within present guide •
line!. On intelligence-collection, the magnitude of the special
emphasis given the operation is indicated by the pretence of 45
agent! now in the Habana area alon* (a rather remarkable accomplish-
ment in a Communist capital where there is no official U.S. presence).
In addition, there are agents and team! in the provinces; efforts are
being made to complete the provincial coverage at an early date, since
there are some area! insufficiently covered now.

"Voice of Cuba. " Th« !eparate CIA weekly report noted the
successful initial ^°^^^9t9^KS8^SKSKK/BMKK/Mith9 U S

publication of the fact that such broadcasts were heard in the U.S. ,
and the replay of this news back into Cuba for the general public. It
is noted that UPI carried this news item, but spiced it up with added
stories of Castro's use of militia against guerrillas in Matansas.
The two stories put together by UPI have no relationship in reality,
and the "Voice of Cuba" broadcasts are being closely directed to fit
in with other operations and to keep within Mongoose guidelines*

Diplomatic. State reports that diplomatic efforts are being made
to block Cuba's application for accreditation to the European Economic
Community. Similarly, efforts are being made to exclude Cuba from
the proposed Latin American Free Trade area.

Contingency Planning. Rumors in mid-June of a Cuban uprising
led to my tasking Defense for further contingency planning, including
an inter-departmental plan. Defense reports this planning is progress
ing well. As an interim report,

: * ' • ' ; > • • * • : • *



You will be informed, when this planning is
completed.

Defense Intelligence. Defense is reviewing actively its
ponsibilities for intelligence collection in Cuba, with a view of
strengthening the effort considerabl

Voice of America. USIA reported that VOA concentrated mostly
on the President's trip to Mexico. Other telling news items ware a
Costa Rican labor union condemnation of the Castro tyranny, inter-
views with Cubans who had escaped from a concentration camp and
who gave minute details of the terrible conditions, a quote from
Castro's own press about chaotic administration (367 days to answer
a letter from a Cuban asking permission to acquire industrial equip-
ment)* the story of Cuban students disappointed with Russian agricul-
tural schools (VOA pointed out that Russia, with its own agricultural
failures» was not la a position to teach others), and an interview with
a person from Cardenas where the recent hunger demonstration led
to a big Castro military show of foree.

"Eyes Only11 copies to:

1. General Taylor
2. Mr. Johnson -*
3. Mr. Gilpatric
4. Mr. McCone

5. Mr. Kennedy
6. General Lemnitzer
7. Chief of Operations

'Ld .rl.'.'/l"
:•••&:'
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THE PRESIDENT

THE UK1TE HOUSE WASHINGTON

:SJ>E QUE SAL I DE KEXICO HE VEHIDO SIGUJEENDO

INTERES EL VUELO DEL COSMONAUTA SCHIRRA, Y AHORA

LO HA COMPLETADO VEKTOROSAKENfTE ME ES 6RAT0 EXTENDER A UETED,

SENOH PRESIOENTE, HIS MAS CORD1ALES FELICITA CIONES,

ROGAUDOLE LAS HAGA EXTEN$IVA£ AL PUEBLO HORTE

AMERICANO^ AL COSMONAUTA Y A TODOS LOS ftUE COW EL

KAN CGLABORADQ EN ESTA EKPflESA aUE INDUDflBL£t»ENTE CONTRIBUIRA

AL AVAHCE DE LA CIA, EN BENEFICIO DE LA HUNANIDAD

ENTER A.

ADOLFO LOPEZ NATEOS PRESIDENTE DE LOS EETABGS UNIDOS HEXICAK05

L
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: Ant 1-Subversion Capabilities ea& Extent of .
Threat in Latin ^maricon Gountries

-TO-

PBOM
-

SUBJECT

I attach a ̂ ountiTy by country compilation which attempts
to set forth in brief fashion thalr anti-subversion capabilities
and the' extent of the Castro conununlst threat. I believe that
in roost cases, the material has been checked out with your staffs*

This was initially prepared for another purpose but it
occurs to me that it might prove a useful Jumping ofr point for
a LAFC discuss ion of whether, in the rather considerable number
of countries with inadequate capabilities, there are any things
that we might 66 • to".improve those capabilities more rapidly than
present policies are doing. Every now aiid then this kind of over-
all look may be a stimulating supplement to our country paper
discussions,. •':•; - J \ ••̂
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Talking Points

U.S. - MEXICAN COOPERATION ON CUBA
(TO be raised by President;
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MEETING OF PRESIDENTS JOHNSON AND LOPEZ MATEOS
IN CALIFORNIA

February ZU-22, 1964

Background Paper

U.S, - MEXICAN COOPERATION ON CUBA

Political Relations with Cuba

Mexico has taken unpubliciaed measures to restrict
travel to and from Cuba and has cooperated with us against
Castro in other ways which do not draw public attention.
For domestic political reasons, however, the Mexican Govern-
ment tries to avoid having to take a public stand in-the
OAS or elsewhere on the issue ot action against Cuba.
Mexican leaders have no sympathy for the Castro regime, and
they realize that their vital relations with the United States
can be jeopardized by seeming to be neutral on the Cuban
issue. Nevertheless, there is a vocal minority in Mexico,
led by former President Laza? ̂  Cardenas, which still supports
Castro. The hand of this pro-Oastro element is strengthened
by Mexico's traditionally strong opposition to invervention
in the internal affairs of another state. With a national
election in the offing, Mexican leaders are extremely
reluctant to have the Cuban issue emerge as a divisive
political force. Proposals far firm OAS measures against
the Cubans on the Venezuelan arms cache issue therefore
will present a problem to the Mexican Government.

Mexican Transportation Links to Cuba

No Mexican vessels have called at Cuba during the past
three years.

Mexican air service to Cuba is limited to infrequent
unscheduled charter £: lights,, and twice monthly unscheduled
flights (with no passengers) by the Mexican carrier, SAESA,
to move accumulated air mail to Cuba, primarily originated
by Cuban exiles in the United States.

On the
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On the Cuban side, Cuban vessels—and Soviet trawlers
based on Cuba--make regular calls at Mexican ports. The
Cuban airline, Cubana, flies on the average between once
and twice weekly, and occasionally all flights have been
suspended for brief periods for maintenance or commitments
to other runs. We have approached the Mexicans both
bilaterally and through the OAS in order to control travel
to and from Cuba because it allows Latin American subversives
to obtain special training. jfexican cooperation has been
good. They have restricted the issuance ot Mexican transit
vxsas and have generally honored the requests by other
Latin American Governments not to permit movement of their
nationals whose passports, were not validated for travel to
Cuba. Cuban aircraft of Soviet manufacture have been
prevented from' landing in Mexico.

Economic Facts

Mexico is a minor trading partner of Cuba. During the
first six months of 1963, Mexico exported $180,000 to Cuba
in drugs,, and food products. Mexico did, however, export
some yellow sulfur, a critical item for Cuban nickel pro-
duction. Imports from Cuba are insignificant.

Despite continuing good cooperation, Mexico is,
according to a Department of Commerce analysis, one of the
three most important trans-shipment points for United States
origin goods.

Group 3
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MEETING OF PRESIDENTS JOHNSON AND LOPEZ MATSOS
IN CALIFORNIA

February 2J-22, 19C4

Background Paper

POLITICO-ECONOMIC SITUATION

As Mexico looks forward to a change in national
administrations later this year, the prevailing mood is one
of optimism. The dominant political party, the PSI, has
chosen in Gustavo Diaz Ordaz a presidential candidate who
has a reputation as a forceful personality and who was
considered the most moderate of all the aspirants to the
PRI nomination. This does not suggest, however, that he
will make any significant change in Mexican policy. His
selection has engendered confidence in the continued sta-
bility of Mexico's unique political system. The Mexican
economy has recovered steadily since the recession of
1961. With business men reassured by the nomination of
Diaz Ordaz, even the slump which is traditional during
election years in Mexico may not materialize.

During his final year in office, President Lopez Mateos
will try to avoid the emergence of any issues which might
result in national or party disunity and thereby endanger
the peaceful transfer of power to his successor. Major
innovations in domestic policy are unlikely. In foreign
affairs, the Mexican Government regards the issue of Cuba
as the most serious threat to national unity. Mexican
leaders feel themselves caught on the borns of a dilemma.
On the one hand, there are the nationalistic and historic
pressures to resist any semblance of U.S. intervention in
Latin America, and on the other, the reality of Mexico's
overwhelming economic dependence on this country. Thus
Mexico's Cuban policy is aimed at avoiding any confrontation
in the CAS which would force it to take a public stand on
further action against Castro. Farther afield, Mexican public
opinion is not easily aroused by events outside the Western
Hemisphere, and President Lopez Mateos can be expected to
pursue actively his goal of building an image as a world
statesman, following an "independent" foreign policy.
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He will receive President de Gaulle in Mexico City in
March, and is reported to be planning to visit Great
Britain, Belgium, Italy, and, possibly, the Soviet
Union in the spring. Lopez Mateos recently permitted the
establishment of trade and cultural contacts with Commu-
nist China. But he has assured us he will not establish
diplomatic relations with Red China.

When Gustavo Diaz Ordaz begins his six-year term on
December 1 the most difficult problem he will inherit will
be the extreme ^poverty of the millions of inhabitants of
rural Mexico. In his campaign speeches, Diaz Ordaz has
vowed to attack the agrarian problem and has shown a good
grasp of the measures needed to make progress in that area.
A major task of the new President will be to move the

-~> divided and graft-ridden Mexican bureaucracy to bring to
bear on the agrarian problem a number of essential technical,
financial, and other institutional reforms.

In attempting to bring to Mexico's peasantry the
benefits of a developing society, Diaz Ordaz will have a
number of factors in his favor. Due to its good record
of price and exchange stability, Mexico's credit standing
abroad is excellent; it should be able to continue to borrow
several hundred million dollars a year for its development
needs. Mexico has an experienced and enterprising private
business elite, who, with proper encouragement from the
Government, go a considerable distance in providing the
several hundred thousand new jobs in industry which are
needed every year to drain off the surplus rural population.

Mexican - United States relations are very good, and
should continue to be, provided we demonstrate to Mexico
that we will respect its vital interests. In the present
context, this means, solving the Colorado River salinity
problem and softening the effect of the termination of the
bracero program.
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MEETING OF PRESIDENTS JOHNSON AND LOPEZ MATEOS
IN CALIFORNIA
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Background Paper

COMMUNISM IN MEXICO

Summary

Mexican officials discount the Communist problem
in Mexico on the ground that the number of known Com-
munist Farty members is relatively small, and that the
Mexican Revolution offers an adequate alternative to
satisfy the aspirations of the Mexican masses for social
and economic improvement. While the Communists are not
numerically strong, they wield a disproportionate in-
fluence in the country by their presence in schools and
universities, in the Government itself, and in some labor
unions and farm associations. The administration of
President Lopez Mateos has jailed some of the most
active Communists when they have directly attacked the
Government.

Background

Mexico has a Communist problem but, in its desire
to be liberal and tolerant of minority opinion, it
frequently fails to take effective action to protect
itself from internal Communist influence. There is
also a widespread belief among intellectuals and of-
ficials, apparently including the President of the
Republic, that some ill-defined type of socialism is
now the wave of the future. The Mexican Revolution's

postulates
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postulates, now largely embodied in the Constitution
of 1917, are also believed by many Mexicans to be so
advanced as to give their country a certain degree of
immunity from the social and economic appeals of
communism.

The Communist effort in Mexico is two-pronged. On
the one hand, there are the Mexican Communist parties
and front organizations working to spread Communist
influence through national institutions. On the other,
there is the presence of Soviet bloc diplomatic mis-
sions (including Cuba) directing their efforts against
the United States and giving direction to the national
Communist elements of Mexico and Central America.
Communist China is also intent on establishing a pres-
ence in Mexico and recently has made some headway by
staging a trade fair and by buying Mexican wheat and
cotton. Mexico, however, does not have diplomatic
relations with Communist China and has in the past
supported continuing the representation of the Nation-
alist Chinese in the United Nations.

The Communist movement in Mexico consists of a
multitude- of parties and front groups, reflecting both
Moscow's willingness to use a variety of approaches to
increase Communist power in Mexico as well as the in-
ability of native Communists to agree.

An orthodox Communist party, the Partido Communista
Mexicano (PCM) has at most 5000 members. A pseudo-
nationalist Communist party, the Partido Popular Social-
ista (PPS) has about 50,000 members and is registered
to take part in national elections.

The most serious effort which the Mexican Communists
have made in recent years to obtain mass support was the

formation
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formation in 1961 of a pro-Castro front group, the
National Liberation Movement (MLN). The MLK was founded
at the height of pro-Castro sentiment in Latin Ameri-
ca and had as its unofficial head the still popular ex-
President of Mexicos Lazaro Cardenas. Beginning with
the early defection of the PPS, the largest Communist
party, and coinciding with the decline of Castro's
popularity over the past two years, the MLN has failed
to materialize as a serious threat to the PRl's domina-
tion of the political arena. A similar organization
sponsored by the leaders of the MLN to organize the
peasantry also has met with little success. The latest
political efforts of the Communists have taken the form
of a front party, the Frente Electoral del Pueblo (FEP)
which failed to meet registration requirements, but
will conduct a write-in campaign for its candidate.

Government Action to Check Communism

Whenever the Communists have directly threatened
public order, the Mexican Government has acted decis-
ively against them. The Government has broken illegal
strikes led by Communists, prevented or disbanded
demonstrations which threatened to get out of hand,
and arrested and sentenced to long jail terms the Com-
munist leaders of such disturbances. The PRI presidential
nominee3 Gustavo DIAZ ORDAZ, as head of the Government
department which has had the job of preserving internal
security, issued the orders for these crackdowns on
Communist agitation, and has generally adopted a hard
line toward the Communists.

Although the Communists do not represent an electoral
threat to the PRI and have not been allowed to get away
with civil disorder, they have been successful in infil-
trating the teaching profession and to a lesser extent,

government
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government departments, trade unions, and peasant
associations. It is in this area of infiltration and
indoctrination that the Mexican Government has been the
most negligent and TThere the Communist threat is
greatest in Mexico.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Subject: Your Meeting with President Lopez Mateos

We do not expect .to make any major political decisions
but want to give new emphasis .to pie friendly relations
which exist between Mexico and the United States. These
relations are now at an all-time high. Mexico felt it had
a real friend in President Kennedy. They feel the same
relationship exists with you but want to be reassured. A
warm Texas handshake and abrazo when you greet Lopez Mateos
at Los Angeles would symbolize the continuance of that
relationship.

Me want to stress the identity of interests of our two
countries and our ability to work out in the "spirit of
El Chamizal" any problems that may arise between us.

Despite the Informal atmosphere of the visit, we
should give scrupulous attention to Mexico's extreme
sensitivity on sovereign equality and Mexico1© strong
desire to avoid any appearance of subservience to the
United States.

Lopez Mateos speaks for the Mexican Government and
no important decision is made without his approval. He
has followed an "independent" foreign policy but knows
that good relations with us, especially in the economic
spheres are essential to his country. At times his foreign
policy has been too independent—-for example on Cuba and in
commercial and cultural relations with Communist China.

But
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But when fundamental issues ara at staka we have usually.
:found him understanding and willing to be helpful"-controlling
travel of Castro agents, non-recognition of Red China, offer-
* ing help on Panama.

Lopes Mateos has choeen his successor, Gustavo DIAZ
Ordaa, who will take office in December 1964 after elections
in July. Power ia therefore drifting toward Diaz Ordaz.

Enclosed is a paper on points which it ia suggested
you raise at the meeting* and those which it is believed
Lopez Mateoa will raise.

r/s/ Dean

Dean Rusk

Enclosure:

Paper on point3 to be
raised at the meeting
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MAJOR POINTS OF INTEREST TO THE UNITED STATES

1. General Information and Hemisphere Relations

—- , W e desire to continue close working relations with
? Mexico both within and outside the QAS and the UN.
*
| We hope Mexico will continue to use its key political
| and geographic position to help control Castro/Communism.
| : Mexico is very sensitive about publicising its cooperation
C i- and we have carefully avoided any, public comment on Mexican
£ control measures.

I
I -, Mexico has offered its assistance on Panama. Mexico
I is not aware of the role of President Orlich of Costa Rica
I . ; in mediation effoits and we do not desire that this come to.

| Mexico's attention. We welcome Mexico's assistance within
i an QAS context.

2. Red China

The coming visit of De Gaulle to Mexico and Brazil in
March ha3 prompted speculation that these two countries
are about to recognize Red China*, f I

f We do not: flesireT
to raise tnis issue, but it Lopez Matsos raises it, we
should let him know we are awara of his assurances.

3. Mexico's Role in the Alliance for Progress

Mexico's participation in the Alliance Is essential
to its success* Mexico has played a leading role in IA-ECOSCC
and has named the Director General of the Bank of Mexico as
its representative to CXAP. It has cooperated with us In
providing extensive training facilities for Latin American
technicians. We want Co encourage Mexico to make a greater

contribution

COPYLBJUBRARY
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contribution. Mexico Is making renewed efforts to promote
private enterprise and we also want to encourage Mexico
along this line. We should continue to cooperate with
Mexico in maintaining financial stability and promoting
economic development.

*• Disputed Tracts en Rio Grande

There remain several tracts on the Rio Grande over
which sovereignty is in dispute. We desire to have the
International Boundary and Water Commission study thesa
problems and recommend a golution.

5. Control of Narcotics

Mexico and the United States are cooperating in
controlling the importation ©f narcotics and dangerous
drugs into the United States. We should strengthen this
cooperation in the mutual interest of both countries. We
hope therefore that Mexico will agree to periodic meetings
of the highest law enforcement officars of the two countries.

&• Desalinization Plant at THuana

An appraisal report by Interior show* that this is
the most economical way to supply water to Tijuana. We
are prepared to go ahead with a feasibility study if
Mexico desires and will share the cost.

MAJOR POINTS LOPEZ MATEOS IS EXPECTED TO RAISE

1« Salinity Problem on Lower Colorado

The Mexican President wants a reaffirmation of Presi-
dent Remedy's commitment "to reach a permanent and effect-
ive solution at the earliest possible time" of the salinity
problem. We can agree but should avoid any comm-t *mt*r\t on
timing. If Lopea Mateoa raises the related problem of the

groundwater

COPY l&tUBRARY
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groundwater recovery program at Yuraa, we agree that the
Boundary Commission should study the problem. Fanners
in the lower Rio Grands Valley are seriously concerned
about saline drainage discharged into the river by Mexico
and want the Boundary Commission to achieve an early
solution to this problem.

2. Bracero Program

The Mexican Government is privately seriously
disturbed about the termination of this program. Con-
gressional opposition to it is strong and we cannot commit
ourselves to continue the program. We are looking into the
problem to see if anything can be done to help Mexico. One
possibility is an expanded community development program
in Mexico through private channels (P.L.480 foodstuffs
through U. S, voluntary agencies) if Mexico is interested.

3. Mexico's Concern about U. S. Trade Policies

Mexico is concerned about United States restrictions
or threatened restrictions on textiles, lead, zinc and
meat and other products and United States cotton policies
which it claims hurt Mexican cotton exports to the world
market. We recognize that we are natural markets for each
other. We desire to expand trade, promote competition and
develop markets. We want to maintain or expand the present
level of access to each other's market but we would not be
able to guarantee Mexico its present share of our market in
each commodity or a share in increased consumption.

4. Chamizal Settlement

Lopez Mateos wants to be recorded in history as the
man who returned the Mexican flag to the Chaxoizal. He
wants a ceremony at the Presidential level at El Paso-Ciudad
Juarez before December 1964 to symbolize the Chamizal settle-
ment. We should only agree to consult later in the year on
an appropriate ceremony and a possible date.

CGPYLBJUBRARY



NATIONAL SECUEITY COUNCIL

November 23, 1964

Bromley 3nith:

Attached are memoranda:- of conversation

on the meeting with the Mexican President-

elect .

I recommend that they be approved.

I suggest State excerpt Part I and

send only that part to the other agencies that

need to have i t .

Part I I should be made Limited

Distribution. If i t should get out to the

public i t could really hurt Diaz Ordaz.

EMS

S.0.12356, Sec. 3.4

, KA3A, Date
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SUBJECT:

Part I I of I I

Mexican-Cuban Relations

DATE: November 12, 1964
5:00-6:00 p.m.
LBJ Ranch, Texas

President Johnson
President-elect Gustavo DIAZ ORDAZ
Ambassador CARRILLO Flores
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r ; ~i
While in the automobile, the President asked Lie. Diaz Ordaz

what the Mexican people thought about Castro.
The Licenciado said that there was a small group in Mexico

who loathed Castro and, at the other,extreme, another small group
who thought he had the cleanest political banner in the hemisphere.
The great majority of people were in between and there were many
variations in the way they thought.

He said that Castro had no, appeal for the great majority of
Mexicans and did not constitute a political threat in Mexico. The
majority of the Mexican people did not like the idea of intervening
in Cuba's internal affairs, particularly since historically Cuba
had been a refuge for Mexican politicians in exile and, conversely,
Mexico had been a haven for Cuban politicians who had fallen on
evil days, Mexico's hope was that the Cuban people themselves
would find a way to return Cuba to the democratic path and even
harbored the idea that at some propitious time in the future —
Mexico knew that this was not the time — Mexicans might be able
to be the bridge over which Cuba could come back to freedom*
Meanwhile, Mexicans were disenchanted with the undemocratic

[ procedures and the excesses in Cuba. . ,

DS-12S4 •- LTMTTKTt DISTRIBUTION

GROUP 3
Downgraded a t 12 year
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The President asked what Licenciad© Diaz Ordaz thought about
.;ie resolutions adopted at the Foreign Ministers Meeting concerning
the isolation of Cuba. The Licenciado replied that he had not had an
opportunity to study in depth the validity of Mexico's juridical
position but in essence it was that the decision of the majority
seemed to have been directed against a minority of four and was
oat binding on Mexico unless and until approved by the Security
Council of the United Nations,

The President inquired whether this juridical position would
not basically weaken the validity and effectiveness of the
Rio Treaty — whether it did not nullify the treaty and impair the
ability of the American States to protect themselves against
aggression in the future.

Licenciado Diaz Ordaz stated that he personally shared the
President's preoccupation. He noted that the Security Council
could hardly pass favorably on a resolution of this kind in view
of the Soviet veto. At this point, Ambassador Carrillo Flores
asked his President whether it was not true, that the essence of
the Mexican position was that the facts in the Venezuelan case
did not support Venezuela^ assertion that an act of "aggression"
vithin the meaning of the Rio Treaty had taken place. The
Ambassador suggested that there was a difference between the facts
proven during the missile crisis of October 1962 and the facts
alleged in the Venezuelan case.

Licenciado Diaz Ordaz said that there were many cases where
aggression had been falsely-charged. He said that, for example,
Guatemala had in the past fabricated stories about alleged
Mexican aggressions against Guatemala. He implied that Cuban
complicity in the plot to overthrow the Venezuelan government had
i-iot been proven to Mexico1 s satisfaction. Taking then Ambassador
Carrillo1 s suggestion, he said that he thought there was considerable
merit in the idea that the Rio Treaty should not be invoked for
relatively minor offenses of the type alleged by Venezuela but
rather should be reserved for grave situations.
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Licenciado Diaz Ordaz recalled Mexico's position during the
October 1962 missile crisis and said that the United States could
be absolutely sure that when the chips were really down, Mexico
would be unequivocally by its side. He added that Mexico, for
example, might not perhaps know about the details of what was going
on in Viet-Nam or Cyprus but that he and the Mexican Government
understood perfectly well what the stakes were and that Mexico's
interests in a show-down would be parallel to ours.

Ambassador Carrillo noted that this was a very significant
statement by the President-elect.

Licenciado Diaz Ordaz then went on to say that the juridical
distinctions made by Mexico might not seem to be logical or
profound. He said he would not argue that they were. He would
say, however, that they were the product of Mexico's history and
of Mexican tradition and sentiment. It would be unrealistic and
no favor whatever to the United States for the Mexican Government
to take a position on this or other issues which would be contrary
to the opinion of the majority of the Mexican people. A Mexican
Government policy not supported by the Mexican people would not
endure. Moreover, there was considerable advantage when the
issues at stake were not great if Mexico could continue to
demonstrate its political independence and divergence on relatively
minor issues. While divergence on relatively unimportant matters
might at times create temporary discomfiture they also demonstrated
that the American States did in fact enjoy independence.

The President thanked Licenciado Diaz Ordaz for his statements
that Mexico would stand side by side with the United States in the
event of a major crisis and did not further pursue this topic.

COMMENT: It was apparent that Licenciado Diaz Ordaa shared the
President's concern about the vitality of the Rio Treaty and that
he intended to give the subject further thought. I did not get
the impression that the Licenciado had foreclosed the possibility
of reconsidering Mexico's future relations with the Castro regime.



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

.INFORMATIONI .INFOR
f "Wednesday - July 31, 196a - 3;

FOR THE PRESIDENT /UL*^ ^ f 13

SUBJECT] Student Disturbance a in Meidco City

Sines laat Friday Mê dco Citjr has been the scene of almost consent
student turmoil. The difficulty started whan an aphorized rally to
celebrate the Cuba* July 26 anniversary degenerated into vandalism
and arson, Tha paUce intervened and Jiad to use tou^h tactics against
student participants to bring the situation under ccntroL

Tbe actiDD againflt the students triggered increasingly violent confront-
ations between students a nd security forccs ^ g u c C Q £ E | v e d a

Ocularly on Mcndajr and yesterday. The gDvermnent had t0 bring in
tha not police backed up bjr paratroopers to restore order.

do not have an accurate picture of the number killed, injured and
arrested. Unconfirmed reports claim four student a are dead.

A cabte from the Emb a a a y this morning (coP1r attached) reporta a claim
by Mexican a«thoritita that the Mexican Communiat Party," with Soviet
Embassy coinplicity, enEin^re<i tile July S6 disturbance, Thu Embassy
aoes not have independent information to oacfc up thli claim, but considers
that Moscow may have ordered tha militant tactics to counter the impact
•f events in Czechoslovakia.

There i 5 no reason to think that Mexican security forces cannot cOntrcL
the situation. Events have aot reached a point where President DiaK
Or da* has considered it necessary to stop his tour of the interior Co
return to the capital, What doe* worry Mexican official* is the image
projected by the disturbances and the impact on the Olympics in which
they hava ao heavily invested.

O. Bowdler

Attachinent

Embassy's message of July 30 {no. o234}r
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PAGE 02 MEXICO

H A V E B E E N I N T E R P R E T E D AS SIGNAL, FOR- S T R O N G E R T A C T I C S B Y - P C
FACT THAT'CUBAN AMBASSADOR WENT TO."MERIPA INSTEAD OF.
STAVING IN CAPITAL FOR JULY 26 FIESTA SUGGESTS' HE MAY HAVE
KND^N WHAT WAS COMING THOUGH H£ UftNTED TO- AVOJD- ANY
OF CUBAN

WH:LE SEEDING TD AVOID DIRECT' INVDUVEHENTJ SOVIETS MAY BEL
CAM AMXJETY TO AVOIP ANY DIPLOMATIC CDNTfiETEHPS W[tH

T WORLD AS- OLYMPICS NEAR' GIVES SOVIET EMBASSY MORE
RQDM FOR SUBVERSiVE HAN'EljVESu HOWEVER^ THEY' KhfOW THEY' RISK

• STflDNG GOVERNMENT CHACKDtJ'rtN OH PCMD STATEMENT BY MEXICAN POLIC
CHIEF^ WHO LINKED RECENT RIOTS. WITH' OLYMPICS. SOJNO TO RECALL TO
PCH AND MOSCOW PRESIDENT'S WARNINS ON MAV 7 IN TALK- WlTiH-PcM..

• POLITBURO THAT GOVERNMENT WILL: CRACK D̂ WN1 ^ARO IF PCM FORMENTS
DISORDER It* WEXT FEW MONTHS- SUJ'PCM USID T.D CRACKDOWNS AND'
MOSCOW MAV BE PROCEEDING 5Y LENIN-^S OLD INJUNCTION "B

-•FEWER BUT BETTER,"

5. DEPT" MAY WISH TO PASS MOSCOh1

\.VJ Libratv
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WAXII ISOTOB
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Friday, September Z 7, 196B, 4:00 P.M.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT: Security Considerations in Mr, NLJKO^S Planned Visit
to Mexico

Director Helms is forwarding to you the attached C£A memorandum
citing the potential dangers inherent in a visit to Mexico City October 15
which Mr, Nijcon is planning.

The Secret Service has the legal responsibility for the security of
Candidate Nixon under the provisiou.fi of the June 6, I96S, Joint
Resolution, CIA ia furnishing pertinent information to the Secret
Service, Mr, Helms is indirectly asking whether ha should also
provide info:miati<m directly tp Mr. Nixon,

I believe it would be beat to deal with Mr, Nixon on this subject
through thu Secret Service, If Mr, Nucan actually goes through with
his plan and there aru questions about whether he had been informed by
CIA of the dangers of the trip, the response would be that Director Helms
had made available to the Secret Service all information CIA had on the
security siln^ti-yn in Mexico-, in accordance with the Joint Resolution,
bearing on this subject.

Teii Director Helms to send his information to the Secret
Service only.

Tell Htlms that lie should be responsible for g&tfcing security
iiiformaEion Ca Mr, Nixon, in addition to sending it to the
Secret Service,

Call me
_ . •

^ • f U l J C H =• I
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MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE UOUSF,

- Cbt.obnr

TICJ

? ^ 7*1 z+s - I^ri-Mit. of LjaemuiirLgt

Ton asi:r?'. ai>cu~ *bn ^ar^nt .̂o wbich +lifi Cuban Gwr^^zts or o"!hpr
.foreign groups I-YT^ imr<ilvr;a in t^n 1'iexlcan rio+s Hl-his v^=k.

iiE3 l y s i s G+iiGciifiJ

rai^ i^s restricted to sappltjlfig snsc uane^ to of

ifata v^apons cc;plciT2<! by the
li xhDv 5JJC1 net &-Mirt the ^

siiTiflta,, and Ca3+ralfr;s a l l cs^italinrid cm tls;* fdsordfirs
^ :r. :.nt +cdc c-.o-1?.'^ [/arts.

cnivr-r I?rc tL+ "''ho [Jol'i'M at)3 aj^j ' frcci pzr^per^d rio?^tiers in v^
.M+ buiLcjin^&r cjiqi they•

tar:rc during *«J

P. $• Bruno Pagiiai called when he Vras in Washington £or tint Bank and
Fund meRtinjjE. He had talked with President Diaz Ordaa, Dias Ordaz

that he will establish, la*- and order and gee the Olympics through,
^ ^ n i s Di&z Ordaa says that fchs riotfc were
.". - CJ7. iOMieriiTKiiKi carefully plannedd A good niany people

'=t 2 - -E3J .ln\:c<?± came into the country. The guns used
were dew a,jid had their numbers filed off.
The Castro and Chineet Cor^mujiist groups

¥'*F' • - • " i - i r t > < ' T | were at the center of Ihe effort. The
. .._,'" .-] "' y CcoTunuuists had io came a]ong to avoid

:'"'rt J - - ' the charge of being chicken*

COPY tJ)J LIRlUHi
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V ^SSP DECLASSIFIED
tn^THE PRESIDENT 01 £ ^ I " C ^ " " ° " ̂ S i j k * ^

TO: DIRECTOR, CIA fll. >-.,.-•.wSBQCT 5 1 $ 5Q - i^y cb. __ • • j ' i A f l A A t e f r y ^
TO! ' DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY &[ . ^-.v, .
TO:.. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 01 \ fe- . \ h - : - •'- ••..••••
T O : • DEPART^IEKT-OF THE AIR FORCE 01 •.:,:::-:
T O : - WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM, ATT. t SECRET SERVICE <PIDJ --- .^.V--
T O ; •• ATTORNEY GENERAL CBY MESSENGER) •
FROHi DIRECTOR, F B I ..•.n.^U-^ \1..-. -. .TtT-.J- : . . - " S ^

• ? - • - . • • : ^ 1 . • • • : : ^ v > ^ r ^ ! ^ - : ^ j ^ • • • • • • • • • • • - > » • . : . . - . - ? . i v : : . v . - : - . : . = ; • . ; • . • • . . ; ^ v . . . :

. . ' • • >

. . - • • • • • • ' • • • • ' • • : •

PROCOWMUNISr ETUDES - A C I I V I T I E J INMEaICG<

i ^ ^ i .: .--.• -. -:.-.;.

• . . ^ - . . - . . i : ^ • • • : • • • • .

LL1: SOURCES USED HEREIN HAVE FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION i; •-'
I N . - . T K E . P A S T * " : ; " ; : - - ^ '•"'' ••: • •'-.•: - - ; r;V-1- - • / ". ' r •;:

•r.. ON OCTOBER FOUR, • NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT, THE FOLLOWING WAS - %&
OBTAINED FROM A 'SOFJRCET WHO IS ACTIVE IN THOTSKYIST AFFAIRS. v ••':: - '&&-W-

THE-VLIGA CO^TUWrsTA ESPARTACO aCETCOMMUM-IST SPARTACUS .:;:v-.^
LEAGUED AND OTHER GROUPS OF THE TROTSKYIST FOURTH INTERNATIONAL
MET IN MEXICO CITY DURING THE PREVIOUS WEEK. DELEGATIONS
FROJf VARIOUS STATES WERE PRESENT, THEY FORMED A SINGLE

.JOINT SHOCK GROUP CALLED THE OLYUPIA BRIGADE WHICH MADE I T S
FIRST.APPEARANCE O^OBER TWO, NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT, AT THE
PLAZA OF THREE CULTURES- • - -,.-"....
END PAGE ONE ' ' . . • - ' - :J; .

•.. , \ r_ .• i f / - ' • *-::'• • ' •

PAGE TWO

OT HERE . UlTFOflT UJWTELTf * AT
JLICE ON THE THI7JD FLOOR STARTED TO CARRY

~ M p n _ r ° £ ™ E NATIONAL STRIKE COUNCIL AND SINCE SOCRATES
COWFOS LE?1Uo WAS AHHEDj THEY FIRED WORKING SHOTS TO DZTKR
HIT1 FROM RESISTING. THE fiRMY HEARD SHOTS ON THE THI3D FLOOR
AND FI^ED IMTO I T . IN THE CONFUSION MA MY LCE MEMBERS FLFD
HIGHER INTO THE CHIHUAHUA 3UILDIM9 AND WEpE GIV£tJ REFUGs '

Copy LBJ Library
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PAGE THREE <-C O - H f l D : K T U Ls

SOIFRCE REPORTED S N I P E R S WERE FIRING ON THE TROOPS
FRQfl OTHER B U I L D I N G S FROM VARIOUS ANGLES-

THE LCE GROUP HID UNTIL THE FOLLOWING DAY AtfD LEFT
THE CHIHUAHUA BUILDING IW P A I R S WITHOUT BEING ARRESTED.
SOURCE LATER DETERMINED THE Q L W I A BRIGADE iJ£D STUDENTS
WHO BUSKED BUSES AMD STREETCARS ON THE NIGHT OF
O C T O B E R T W O , ,.. - - . - • • • • . ,. •• . •.-• : " - ' '&"

THE BRIGADE-HAS PLANS TO COMMIT ACTS OF SABOTAGE
D US INS THE OLYMPIC GAMES. T T I S MADE UP OF EXTREME. ,
RADICAL TROT SKY I S T S KNOWN ONLY TO EACH OTHER AMD THE. - • :'•?£}> r ••
LEADERS OF THE T R O T S K Y l S l GROUPS. THEY ARE SAID TO HAVE -:•.-:", :'••'•'
CONTACT WITH GUATEMALAN GUERRILLAS AMD CUBAN T R O T S K Y I S M . "• :

WHO ARE IK HEXTIOO ON A "SECRET M I S S I O N . " AUTOMATIC ARMS
FOR TERRORIST ACTIVITY Rfl.VF DFEN SUPPLIED B ? THESE
LATTER GROUPS- •'••• •: : :v ' ; -t:ffi-&t4&&.* '•% •'''-'"

• A SECOND SOURCE" HAS ADVISED THAT THE LCE I S ' O N E * ' '=•• ' : • • - > .-.'

•' ~ V ;

A SECOND SOURCE" HAS ADVISED THAT THE LCE I S ONE
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT TROTSKYIST ORGANIZATIONS WHICH-
FOLLOWS THE PRO-CHINESE COMMUNIST LINE IN MEXICO. •••••.

THE SECOND'SOURCE.ADVISED TH^T MEXICO CITY DETECTIVES
WHO TOOK REFUGE BEHIND ARMORED- CARS DURING THE F I R I N G ,
REFOHTED THE SOLDIERS I N S I D E VEI?E SWOKING MARIJUANA
AND EESHGING LIKE CRAZY MEN AND FIRING
END PAGE THREE
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• MEMORANDUM

THE HOUSE

SECTUiT

MEMO FOR WALT

SUBJECT: Mexican Riot a

October -9,

E.O- 12958* See.

j j y
?NA£vA g i i^

CIA went
gat answers to the
response is

| ^ ^ ^ ^ | t o try to
you rjLiaed in staff meeting.

I donrt think thcte is enough new information in this to warrant
seinding it up to the President. H&TVcvei:, State is trying ED get
some additional evaLuation of tbe sittliition Irom the Enihassy
which we should have shortly, and CIA mity also come through
with more details,

SWLewis

COPY LfiJ
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SUBJECT : Answers to Questions Raised by White House
Concerning Student Disturbances in Mexico

1. Tbs Xollowing is currently available inionna-tion on
the questions raised on 7 October:

A. Question: Hexiczn
students were using new rifles with numbers ±iied""
off supplied by "Chinese sources", is there any
verification?

3.
Answer: There is no verification to date

that such rifTes were being used. ^^^^^^^^^^^~^~

B. Question: Did- or did not individuals from
outside Mexico Infiltrate the country just prior to
the riots and take part? If so, where were they from
and who did they represent?

Answer :̂  i^e only confirmed inzForxiition on
individuals from outside Mexico who possibly aight iiave
been involved, in the riots involved two Trench students t
one Ctilean^ one Puerto Hican, and one American. The
latter three were arrested on 26 July and were deported.
The French students were not apprehended* It is not
known whether these individuals represented themselves
or International organisations. Although the Mexican
press continually "plays the the^e of foreign involvement,
no conclusive evidence to this effect Eias been presentee
to date.

C. Question: What faculties of the university were
involved in the rioting and to what extent?

Answer: All faculties of the National Autonomous
University had been involved to some extent. The Rational
SCrike Coma it; tee consisted of OYST 200 members
representing the Rational Autonomous Universityf the

E.Q, 12953, £<^

*nr,v l.flT 1.i
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Polytechnic Institute, tJie National Agricultural
^ r V S ^ 6 8 ' Vocational ^ Preparatory
At the Sauicnal University the most active

faculties at the beginning Of the disti^bances *£re
of Economics, Law, Philosophy ^d Political Science

support.
the Mexican —

Democratic" ̂ ^ ^ , ^ ^ 2 ; % ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " S f 1 ™ " 1

Mexican Women have given J W r a l " suppcrt to the student
movement and Have participated iE the collection of funds -
It is not possible to determine the amount of money "
collected by the students ^ho have resorted to period-c
c o n •••••,.•. o:: - :\:_,:M iga s thr c ugho ut the city. ^ M l ^ ^ B M t b c '

". tL"\ ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ H ^ V I H H H H H ^ I studied the _
cost of student trouble from 2S July to 26 Septealser and

million pesos" (-320,000 u.S, dollars)
food^ support, and so forth,

Questlog: Verify if possible the acts of the
Brigade as reported by the Bureau..

a small groupTof
University of Mexico advised
the Tratskyists had lomed a Stigad?^5ichTSa
down varr+£fecretl7 into small.conpartmented cells gj three
to five students. Soxe students call this croup the
•Brigade Qlympia". • ^ ^ • ^ • • • • • • • • i ^ o

plass to dyoamate electric transmission centers and

• o T r il - ••
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at key places in Mexico City In order to
interfere with Olympic events; dynamite certain bridges
en the circuixferential highways at times which y^uld
cause the graa/fcest cliff icultios £or Olympic events; seise
some of the buses "being used for transportation of

athletes; and capture some £gag_us atltletes who
in the Olympics * 1^ M^^^^^^^^^^^^^

UHmt.
2. Additional information will be larwarded as it becomes

available.

n • i Tf T I



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMO FOR WALT RC^FOW

SUBJECT: Mexico Riots

The attached cable from Maxico City
contains a good analysia of the .recent
riots and assosaea what there ia to
about foreign influence.

The best evidence suggests violence M̂as
sparked by amall well-urgani^ed Mexican
extramigt groups and that foreign influence
was probably a minor factor.

Attachment

Mejdco Embtel 7514, 10/12/63.
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CN a- FOREIGN INFLUENCE-ON STUDENT" DISOROEPS LIKE.
QUESTTCW OF STUDENT LEAOESsHI? [TStLF DIFFICULT' TO1 DETERMINE
BECAUSE OF PROFUSION OF" CURRENTS' UITHJM STUDENT' MOVEMENT,
FLUIDITY OF LE^DE^SJJIP AT DIFFEPEMT' MOMENTS* HIGH DEGREE OF

TY HHTCH HAS CHARACTEREZEC' STUDENT1 ACTIONS-E
ARMY SElZLrRE OF UMAH WHEN LEADERS. SCATTERED

TY ENHANCES FOR UNCOORDIN-ATEO ACTIONS tSPSClALLY BY

2<i DIREC1" INVOLVEMENT *,r FCPE
AMD 9Y rCSEIGfc EMBASSIES HARD

HAS S7A7EP GQM HAS SOLID
PROOF SOY AND CUBAN EMBASSIES HAVE' HELPED STRIKERS, EMBASSY HAS
UG SL'CH PROOF ANO OCES NOT KNOW NATURE OF GOtt PROnF- THERE KAS
CONSIDERABLE INVOLVEMENT- BY GROUPS LINKED TO COMMUNIST
AND INDIVIDUALS U^Q HAVE TRAVELED TO USER OS CUBA AND WHO
THEREFORE BE YIE'HED AS FORZ 1 GN*SUPPDRTED « THESE. IND I V [DUALS
HAD
S7EONG [NF»_UENCE ON FORMULATION OF' STUDENT DEMANDS HH£CH CH
INITIAL FOCUS ON AFTERMATH 3F JULY 25 INCIDENT TO INCLUDE ISSUEa
SUCH AS GELE^S?:- OF PC-LITICAL QRISIONEPS AND O E R O G A T T O N OF ARTICLE
|+5 ON WHICH COMMUNISTS KAO TRIE3 UNSUCCESSFULLY F03 YEARS TO

r>F.ur. UP

2^ EXTENT OF INFLUENCE OF FO??E ] GN- SUPPORTED GROUPS li-i ANY
CAL
=ITUATICN nuC!- LE5£ CLE^^ CUT* HTFOTH£SIS WHICH BEST FI^B

SANUE

MTJ 95-,

- • V I I - •- - - O E l l
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IS THAT *T LEAST DNE AND' PERHAPS SEVERAL SMALL,
J ^ ^ N D DISCIPLINED EXTREMIST CROUPS HAVE OPERATED /

J ^ " TIMES fM THE SHADOW Or THE BRQADJ MASSfVE '
STUDENT MOVEMENT-

AT" TIMES fM THE
H A S, FOR MOST PART,

THE. BRQADJ M

" MODERATE.

THAi TUDENT
DIAZ O P D A Z TOLD CONGRESSMAN

OF-

! ' T h t «»tS*LJNE LEFT AND TH£
: NG WI7H EACH' OTHER AND WTTH THE nODERATE

LEADERSHIP OF IKE STRJKE MOVEMENT. [THERE MAY ALSO HA^E
f RESENTIM(3 ALLEGED TMTEPESTS Op

5ni! T
ELL K

PHCSLEM AND T 0 SDM^
OI-PL^CING THEM HAY
ON CLC L:NESS WHICH

T° SeCyftlTY- FORCES, CAUSED GGVT' LITTLE
EXTE,NT SUCCCSE OF M0R£ EXTREME GROUPS ]N ^
*AVE S^EN FACIL.ITAT£0-av GDVT PRESSURES
CAUSER THEM TO- PULL 0A C K*

NEWJT3, MCRt EXTREHE
C:P:_;^Ji AND SES

HAVE SHOWN OREAHI IDNAL
WHICH TH [ S WAS NOT AD HOC

CITATION 3UT RATHER A M Z A
E ,AND WELL DEVELO = ED» REPORTS THAT EXTR£> IST

w O y L D ATTEMPT DISRUPT OL/MFIC G A M E S HAO CAUSED
SECU^TV AGEKTS CONCERN EVÊ f SE-C-Ri STUDENT

AGITATION SE3AW» EVID£NTE TENOS TO shDW THAT WHEN G&CUP
STLCAHE: AC.IVE IN STUDENT MOVEMENT GOVT HAO ONLY' SUPERFICIALLY P
TED

!££! I
aErG3E GAMES ANO TO DO ThCS IF

IN WAV WHICH ,CL,LD N0T INFURiATE MASS OF STUO^TS ANO
NOT £SEATE ADVERSE PUBLIC ATMOSPHERE FOR

SHIP
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flu AS 3ATE FCR GAMES A P P R 0 A C * £ D , 7*0 LAST AIMS BECAME LESS rMPn

I£?I ""fljS^f 8 A G M N^ ITERATIVE NEC^SS TV SR T fl '
ORCA^ZAT.pN- AND 5E3ZE TTS L£ADEPSHjP* THUS A HAJOft RFASON FDRHAJOft RFASON FDR3 TSF^

• £HpASSiiil SI:
Y r N v O l -VED EN VIOLENCE* N

STL/OENT Q^THE^INGS F̂ DR SEVERAL

W fl T o HAVE
INCREASING

r S F ? . STUDFNT3 TO *itOiB|.V Gh OCT. 2
AvS EASIER TD PREVENT STUDENT'5
i i T UP »"^»*»P»» BECAUSE IT

f - J i : , V sTR£iISr ELEMENTS AND DE
S M j A D [ ^ S £ Z ' M S ASUKDANTLr CLEAR THAT

9EE/-J

- ^ f P t ! T 3 E E M S L I * E L Y l N r ^ L = ^ T OF
G G V W 0 U L : 3 h A ^ P'!*er*l?fiJE© TD

Z> ALTHOUGH T ^ S IS HOT CekUlti-M IN

: i -i
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IT' WAS PREPARED 70 USE'FORCE IN WHATEVER DEGREE NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE
[Hit U S J t L ' l E

TS EDUALLV CLEAfi T>AT NUMEROUS WELL-ARMED EXTREMIST STUDENT
ELEMENTS HERE CAREFULLY PLAC^O ]N f,J LEAST 3 OF THE SUIL^NCS
SURROUNDING THE PLAZA OF THE THREE CULTURES- A3 T0" SPECIFIC GROUPS,
ONE CAN CONCLUDE' A PRIORI THAT THEY WOULD INCLUDE TRQTSKYITE TYPES
IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER. EMBASSY HAS NOW HEARD FOR SECOND T[ME OF A
SRJGADA 3L5MFIA THOUGH NOT IN CONNECTION W[TH DCT. 2-. JT SEFMS
UNLKELv THAT DEPLOYMENT ARMED EXTREMISTS WAS AGREED POLICY OF
ENTIRE STRIKE COUNCIL WH[CH INDEED MAY NOT HAVE BEEN AWARE 0 F [T IN
*DlMNC£* EVIDENCE IS INCOMPLETE OR CONTRADICTORY *$ JD WHETHER THIS
DEPLOYMENT OF ARMED EXTREMISTS WAS. FOR PURPOSE AMBUShfNC- ARMY AND
THUS FRCVOKIkG FTRE FiQHT IN PRECSENCS FOREIGN PRESS I WHO THEV
KNEW W0UL3 3E PRESENT] OR WHETHER [T WAS "DEFENSIVE". EMEi IWCLI NED TC
FOR^E.^ VIEW- WITH EVACJATCh,- OF UNAM CAHPJS AND OTHER STEPS
STEAM SEEMD AGAIN GQlNt- OUT OF STUDENT^ EXTREMISTS MAY HAVE
THOUGHT- TIME HAD ARRIVED Fa* ALL' OUT' EFFORT'. AS EMB HAS
POINTED OUT PREVIOUSLY E^TfiEfllSTS HAVE HAD' OPTION OF THWARTING
PEACEFUL SOLUTION SV PROVOKING VIOLENCE*

M* REP0RT5 OF USUALLY RELIABLE SOURCES AND ON SPaT'QI
VARY GREATLY AND *fiE OFTEN FLATLY CONTfiAO1CTDRY'As TO
FIRST' SHOTS. PREPONDERANCE EVIDENCE SEEMS TO EE FIRST SHQTs
OCCURRED IN OR CAHE rRDM CHIHUAHUA APARTMENT HOUSE* WHETHFk
riEPE FIRED BY STUDENT EXTREMISTS OP PLA3NCLOTHES SECURITY AGZNTS [N
•JUILDING CONTINUES M(JCH DISPUTED PC [ NT. FACT THAT
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JOSE HERNANDEZ TOLEDO WAS. SHOT WHILE USING BULLKORNlTO
CROUD TO DISPERSE PEACEFULLY SUGGESTS STRONGLY'F'IRSI SHOTS DID
NOT COME FROM ARMY* PERHAPS QUESTION WHO FIRED! FIRST1SHOT7WILL
NEVER BE KNO^N AND Is, IN ANY CASE/

DUETIONING OF LARGE NUNEER OF PERSON'S L REPORTEDLY
{ 20G3h DETAINED AT" TLATELOLCO HAS TAKEN; CONSIDERABLE" TIME*

MAJORITV HAVE QEEJH R£LEASEDJ BUT' OPER AT ION WETTED1 A NUMBER OF
'"STS AND THE[R LEADEPS> GO^T1 APPEARS' TO' BEUEVE THAT

RESULT HAS BEEN SUBSTANTIAL BREAKING' UP- Of TERROfiiST' QRGANJZtflON•
TECHMISUE OF PUBLIC STATEMENTS 0E"O^E: PRESS" QY TERRORJST 1-EAOESS
HAS FROEABLY BEEW VERT' E^fECTIvfi1 IN- CRE^TTNG^ FEAPJ MUTUAL DISTRUST.
ANO UNCE^TA:NT¥ AMONG STUDENTS :N GENEHAL. AE WELL AS REMAINING
ELEMENTS OF TERRORIST ""

[3* HJTH R£SPECTLTO PJBLlC STATEMENTS ABOUT FOREIGN CONEP[RACVi
IMPORTANT TO NOTE U&E O.F FOREJGM1 SCAPEGOAT- FREQLIENT1 IN HEX fed A C
IN THES INSTANCE DESIGNER TQ D I^CRE^l T' STUDENT' MOVEMENT' AlS'C PERHAPS
TO SdME CE&fiiE TO •IvERT' ATTENTION 'RDM D^iPER LOCAL' ROOT^
OF PRCELE.1- GDVERNMENT- HAS SEVERAL. TTtiES" HI N ^ E ^ AT" SOVl ET
CUBAN INVOLVEMENT^ WHTLE SOME ELEMENTS1 ON LEFT HAVE'BLAMtD
OR FBI- CARDENAS STATEMENT' IS NOT' SPEC IFICi THOUGH GIVEN H
BI^^ES^ HE r̂ AV HAVE US IN MIND* SOCRATES AKADOR: CA^PQS L E U S
SHIFTED FOCUS FROh FOREIGN INVOLVEMENT" 70 PDSSI &LE CLJPAGlLrTV OF
DISAFFECTED LCCAL POLITICIANS., CONCEIVABLY WITH-SQ MANY
[M TOWM FOR OLYMPICS,, GCM DOES NOT' WANT' TO F^cUS ON

E BUT J.FTES OLYMPICS* E S P E C L A L L Y [F STUDENT1

, LATTER THEME MAY'RE

14- DOCTORfB STRIKE, WHICH IN TACT' INVOLVED INTERNS IN ONLY OwE
OR TWO HOSPITALS AND ACCORDING TO DIRECTORS THOSE INSTITUTIONS DID
NOT [ N T E ^ F L R E WITH NORMAL O P E R A T J C N S , h'AS NEVE3 MATTER OF
CONCERN AND, INSOFAR A& EMS A W A R E V IS NOW OVEF*

"REEMAN

ii i • i li r n r v
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June 6, 1969

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

We submit herewith a report dated June 6, 1969,
entitled "Narcotics, Marihuana and Dangerous Drugs
Task Force." As you can see, it is the result of the
joint efforts over an extended period of time of many
persons from not only the Treasury Department and the
Justice Department, but also from the Departments of
Defense, Health, Education and Welfare, Agriculture,
Labor, Commerce and Transportation. The State Department
was represented in an advisory capacity. A representative
of the Interstate Commerce Commission also participated
and a staff assistant to Mr. Ehrlichman was present as
an observer at all meetings of the full Task Force.

This report is a direct result of your pledge to
the American people on September 16, 1968, at Anaheic,
California. At that time you stated that you intended
to do several things. Among them was your intention
to "move against the source of drugs" and to "accelerate
the development of tools and weapons to detect narcotics
in transit".

In the immediate future, the combined enforcement
resources of the United States Government will be utilized
in order to make a concerted frontal attack on the illegal
importation into and the subsequent illegal sale and use
of marihuana, narcotics and dangerous drugs in the United
States.

We will keep you advised on a continuing basis of
specific programs that will be initiated to implement
the recommendations of the report. We will also advise
you of the results of such programs.

J
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In this regard, you should also be advised that
representatives of our respective departments will be
meeting in Mexico City on June 9th, 10th and 11th,
with officials of the Government of Mexico to consider
all aspects of the illegal traffic between our two
countries in narcotics, marihuana, stimulants and
hallucinogenic drugs.

The Department of State, which will assume the
major burden of obtaining Mexican cooperation on a
continuing basis, will participate in these meetings
and will coordinate our follow-through efforts with
the Mexican authorities. Under Secretary Richardson
has assured us of that Department's whole-hearted
support for the report.

Because the report concerns itself not only with
recommendations as to enforcement matters but also
with the dangers and effects which result from the
use of marihuana in particular, representatives from
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare made
valuable contributions to the efforts of the Task
Force. We have been authorized by Secretary Finch
to inform you that he fully concurs in the report,
its conclusions, and reconunendations.

Respectfully,

/s/David M. Kennedy
Secretary of the Treasury

/s/John N. Mitchell
Attorney General
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most serious problems facing the United
States today is the marked increase in the use of narcotics,
marihuana and other hallucenogenic or "mind-changing" drugs.
This problem is especially prevalent among the youth of our
nation, who have experimented with these drugs.

Most of the marihuana in the United States today comes
from Mexico and is smuggled across the border by various
means. Mexico has become by far our largest supplier of
marihuana and it is also the source of a substantial amount
of other drugs. As the primary sources of supply, free-lance
smugglers and organized traffickers are largely responsible
for the marihuana and drug abuse problem.

In an effort to find a solution to this problem, the
Attorney General requested the formation of an inter-
departmental Task Force to conduct a comprehensive study
of marihuana with specific emphasis on the Mexican border
problem. The objective of the Task Force has been to
formulate a plan for positive and effective action to
control the illicit trafficking of drugs across the
Mexican border. The Task Force has also reviewed the
best scientific information now available on the health
dangers inherent in the use of marihuana and has endeavored
to communicate unequivocally in this report the facts con-
cerning the social implications of marihuana use.

It was considered advisable to involve in this study
all Government agencies dealing with one or more phases of
the problem.

The following individuals represented their departments
and agencies on the Task Force and actively participated in
its deliberations:

Co-Chairman Mr. Richard G. Kleindienst
Deputy Attorney General
Department of Justice

Co-Chairman Mr. Eugene T. Rossides
Assistant Secretary
Department of the Treasury
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Executive Secretary:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Mr. R. Richards Rola'£>p
Special Assistant to the

Deputy Attorney General
Department of Justice

S,
Mr. John J. Caulfield .>
Staff Assistant to Counsel
The White House

Mr. Paul Eggers
General Counsel
Department of the Treasury

Mr. G. Gordon Liddy
Special Assistant to the

Secretary .
Department of the Treasury

Mr.. Lester D. Johnson
Commissioner - Bureau of Customs
Department of the Treasury

Mr. John E. Ingersoll
Director, Bureau of Narcotics &

Dangerous Drugs
Department of Justice

Mr. George H. Revercomb
Associate Deputy Attorney

General
Department of Justice

Mr. Cartha D. DeLoach
Assistant to the Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice

Mr. Raymond F. Farrell
Commissioner, Immigration &

Naturalization Service
Department of Justice

Mr. William E. Ryan
Chief, Narcotics S Dangerous

Drugs Section
Criminal Division
Department of Justice

- 2 -
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Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member:

Member;

Member:

Member:

Mr. Henry E. Petersen
Acting Deputy Assistant Attorney
General

Criminal Division
Department of Justice

Mr. Robert E. Jordan, III
Chief Counsel
Department of the Army

Mr. Frank A. Bartimo
Assistant General. Counsel
Manpower and Reserve Affairs
Department of Defense

Dr. Theodore C. Byerly
Assistant Director, Science &
Education

Department of Agriculture

Mr. Rocco C. siciliano
Under Secretary
Department of Commerce

Mr. John Gentry
Executive Assistant to the
Under Secretary

Department of Labor

Dr. Mark Novitch
Special Assistant for
Pharmaceutical Affairs

Office of the Secretary
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare

Dr. Stanley P. Yolles
Director, National Institute of
Mental Health

Department of Health, Education
and Welfare

Mr. James M. Yohe
Deputy Director of Compliance
and Security

Federal Aviation Agency
Department of Transportation
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Member: Commander Frederick J; Lessing
U. S. Coast Guard
Department of Transportation

Member: Mr. Fritz Kahn
Deputy General Counsel
Interstate Commerce Commission

The Task Force convened its initital meeting on March 26,
1969. In that first meeting the general scope of the proposed
study was discussed, objectives formulated and Subcommittees
formed for more specific and detailed research on the various
aspects of the overall study. The Subcommittees were:

Health Subcommittee — Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, Director
of the National Institute of Mental Health, Chairman.

Resources Subcommittee — Mr. Cartha D. DeLoach, Assistant
to the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Chairman.

Enforcement Subcommittee — Mr. John E. Ingersoll, Director
of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, Chairman.

Each Subcommittee was given direction on the scope and
nature of its study and assigned certain questions by the
Task Force. The Task Force requested the Health Subcommittee
to prepare a comprehensive report on the medical implications
of marihuana use. The Task Force was particularly interested
in learning by whom and to what extent marihuana is used
and the health dangers involved, if any. This Subcommittee
was also requested to report on present efforts to educate
the public about drug abuse and to recommend particular
areas where educational efforts can be increased and con-
centrated.

The Resources Subcommittee was asked to survey and
report on the manpower and facilities available to aid in
the control of trafficking in marihuana. This Subcommittee
undertook an analysis and comparison of the resource needs
of existing law enforcement agencies to enable such agencies
to participate effectively in a long-range program for
marihuana control.

- 4 -
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The Enforcement Subcommittee developed a recdmmended
plan of action, for immediate and long-term implementation,
designed to have a significant impact on unlawful marihuana
trafficking across the Mexican border. Its study included
an examination of existing programs of law enforcement
agencies with a view to the improvement of coordination
and efficiency. The Enforcement Subcommittee defined the
various aspects of the enforcement problem, reached certain
conclusions and made appropriate recommendations for imple-
mentation.

These Subcommittees devoted considerable time to careful
study of the assigned subject matter. As an example of the
effort expended, the Enforcement Subcommittee devoted over
25 hours for discussion meetings within a three-week period
of time.

The Task Force considered the Subcommittee reports during
its second meeting on April 28, 1969. The reports were dis-
cussed in detail, and Task Force members made suggestions for
changes and additions. The final report in draft was submitted
to each member of the Task Force for discussion and approval
at a concluding meeting on May 19, 1969.

This final comprehensive report is a product of the
extensive research and study by the Task Force of an extremely
complex problem.

- 5 -
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Ill, PREVENTION^AND CONTROL OF DRPg SMUGGLING
AT THE MEXICAN BORDER . v,, ^

BORDER CROSSING RESTRICTIONS-

The suppression of drug smuggling along the border is
directly related to the physical and regulatory control of
individuals and conveyances. The huge volume of vehicle
and pedestrian traffic crossing at border points creates
serious enforcement problems for Customs officials. The
limited manpower available and the enormous volume of
traffic make it impossible to inspect adequately each
vehicle to determine if it is transporting contraband.
Inspectors detain and carefully search only those cars or
individuals whose likelihood of possessing contraband
merits secondary inspection. Since it i3 impossible under
this method to detect all persons who may have contraband
items, many smugglers successfully traverse the border.
Any information that could lead to some common denominator
as to the kind of person who smuggles contraband articles/
should be analyzed. This would aid border inspectors in
their discretionary authority to search persons and vehicles,

The Task Force recommends:

Case histories of past and future smuggling
operations_should be analyzed to determine
identifiable characteristic patterns of smugglers
to facilitate primary inspection at the border.

One way to decrease the flow of vehicular traffic would
be to encourage those traveling to Mexican border cities for
brief visits to leave their cars and enter Mexico by foot.
This procedure could be encouraged by providing additional
parking facilities at border crossing points. Because of
the advantages of parking a vehicle on the 0. S. side, many
temporary visitors would probably desire to use such parking
facilities.

The Task Force recommends:

The United States Government should acquire
property at border crossings for the construc-
tion of parKing facilities.

The immigration and Naturalization Service has stressed -
the effectiveness of fences currently installed near authorized i;
points and is convinced that their extension would enhance
efforts to restrict unauthorized crossings.
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The Task Force recommends:

Existing fences along the United States-Mexican
Border should be extended after careful determi-
nations are made of those areas where.such
extensions are most needed and' would have the
most beneficial effect. ""

The lack of sufficient easements at the border, particularly
at metropolitan points, compounds the problem of choking off
traffic at unauthorized entry points. In such areas, an
easement of at least thirty feet would be necessary to effec-
tively control these areas.

The Task Force recommends:

:y feet wide at metrop
be granted to the Uni

Easements up to thirty feet wide at metropolitan
border points should be granted to the United
States Government to enhance its efforts to
restrict unauthorized crossings. ~

The large number of military personnel in San Diego
produces an economic boost for Tijuana. It also creates
many problems with respect to the safety and welfare of
these men. Although a relatively small percentage of the
military element is involved in the smuggling of narcotics,
the social and commercial atmosphere produced by the drug
trade in Tijuana greatly affects their activities. Should
Tijuana be placed off limits to all military personnel, the
effect on the local economy would be substantial. Such
action could be considered as an inducement for better drug
control along the border.

The Task Force recommends:

A study should be made by the Department
of Defense to consider the feasibility of
imposing an off-limits restriction on military
personnel at Ti^uanaT"

Aliens are inadmissible to the United States under the
Immigration and Nationality Act if they are narcotic drug
addicts or if they have been convicted of a violation or
conspiracy to violate any law or regulation relating to the
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illicit possession of, or traffic in, narcotic drugs or
marihuana. They are also inadmissible if the Immigration
Officer knows or has reason to believe such aliens have
been illicit traffickers in narcotic drugs. Furthermore,
alien narcotic drug addicts convicted of offenses involving
narcotic drugs or marihuana trafficking or possession, are
subject to deportation. There is a program whereby the
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and the Bureau
of Customs furnish the Immigration and Naturalization
Service information concerning aliens who are arrested for
criminal offenses involving narcotic drugs or marihuana.

DRUG DETECTION METHODS AND DEVICES

The Task Force discussed many technical devices presently
available and in the experimental state that would aid in the
detection of drugs at the border.

Because further study is necessary of the many scientific
considerations that are necessary in determining the feasibility
of a potential border detection device, a committee should be
established to review the devices which may become available
for future utilization. The White House Office of Science
and Technology should be consulted for assistance in this
endeavor.

Dogs, German shepherds particularly, have been trained
to detect marihuana, and one such animal is being used by
Customs at San Ysidro, California. It has been under test
for approximately one year, not only at San Ysidro border
points, but also at air cargo sections, mail sections and
at other points along the border. Results have not been
conclusive but tend to indicate.that the dog requires
considerable time, manpower and effort to sustain. The
dog has assisted in the detection of some marihuana and
definitely has a psychological effect on smugglers amounting
to a limited deterrent. However, the limited work time of
the dog is approximately four hours per day. It requires
a trainer-handler who might otherwise be engaged in regular
searching activities.

The Army has trained a number of dogs for these purposes.
However, there is a problem of Army involvement on the Mexican
border because of posse comitatus statutes.

There are numerous perimeter detection devices that could
be utilized to cover the border area These would be used
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primarily by the Border Patrol to cover border areas outside
of designated crossing points. The Border Patrol is presently
using a sensor device, which when activated, indicates to a
centralized unit that an object has crossed the border at
the point. Regardless of what devices are implemented, there
must be sufficient manpower to back them up. The intrusion
device presently used at the border enables the Border Patrol
to detect more intruders than could possibly be done with
the human eye at night, but its effectiveness in stopping
intruders can only be measured in terms of available personnel
to follow up each border-crossing detection.

The Task Force recommends:

A committee should be established to study
existing means of detection to^evaluate their
relative effectiveness. • The Office of Science
and Technology should participate in this
study and render technical advice and- ass"ist-
ah'ce to the committee. ;'v

The United States Government should obtain
perimeter detection devices that are economically
feasible and practical for use on the border.

BORDER SURVEILLANCE OF AIRCRAFT AND VESSELS

Based on reports submitted to the Task Force, it would
appear the use of aircraft in the smuggling of drugs from
Mexico is on the increase and it poses a problem requiring
more attention. Air smuggling usually involves small rented
or leased planes which proceed to obscure airports or makeshift
landing fields in Mexico. Upon returning to the United States
they either discard their contraband by air drops at secluded
locations or they land at small private fields or on roads
where their presence is unlikely to be observed. Present
efforts to detect these illegal flights must be considered
inadequate.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service currently
employs 20 planes along the Mexican border. They are
primarily used for observation purposes and are not con-
sidered to have pursuit capability. In addition, they
maintain an Air Intelligence Center at Yuma, Arizona,
where data on 73,000 private aircraft and pilots, including
pilots suspected of alien smuggling, is catalogued.
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The Bureau of Customs has only one aircraft at the
present time. It has pursuit capability and is used
primarily in the investigation of smuggling at the Mexican
border.

The pilots of these government planes have gathered,
in the normal course of their contact within the flying
fraternity, considerable information of value relating to
smuggling activity. Wider dissemination and exchange of
such intelligence is clearly desirable.

In examining the role of the Federal Aviation Administration
in relation to illicit flights and the licensing of pilots,
it is apparent that existing regulations and sanctions should
be reviewed at an early date. For example, at the present
time, private pilots of non-commercial aircraft are not
required to file a flight plan on a non-instrument flight
prior to departure for Mexico. Precedence exists for the
promulgation of such requirements. Conviction for smuggling
or other felonies is not grounds for the revocation of an
airman's license. Only the airman's skill and physical
fitness is an issue in such action.

There is some recent evidence to indicate that small
pleasure boats are sometimes used in drug smuggling. Smuggling
by boat is potentially a very serious problem. It represents
a means of smuggling that is very difficult to control.
Effective surveillance of the thousands of pleasure crafts
operating in the waters off southern California and in the
Gulf of Mexico would represent a Kerculean task and would
not, at this time, justify the expenditure of manpower and
equipment necessary to implement a meaningful program. Better
coverage might be achieved at various Mexican ports of call
and investigative procedures relating to small vessels should
concentrate on gathering intelligence on their illegal use.

The Task Force recommends:

FAA regulations should be amended to require
the filing of a flight plan prior to departure
of all aircraft on international flights between
Mexico and the United States.

FAA statutes and regulations should be revised
to permit license revocation in the case of
pilots convicted' of smuggling/ or possession
of contraband drugs.
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Existing radar facilities along the Mexican
border should be expanded and improved to <.S"
conduct greater surveillance off'low altitude
aircraft and canyon air corridors.

Pursuit-type aircraft should be utilized on
an increased basis to combat smuggling "b"y air.

UTILIZATION OF ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL

The Bureau of Customs, the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, and the Immigration and Naturalization
Service need greatly increased manpower to carry out the
duties and responsibilities of their respective agencies.
Should a manpower increase be granted, the agencies would
utilize these additional personnel as follows:

1. Customs would significantly increase its
agent personnel, a substantial portion of
whom would be assigned to augment the anti-
smuggling drive by increasing information
gathering facilities and emphasizing
smuggling conspiracy investigations.

2. The Border Patrol would utilize new personnel
at border areas other than designated crossing
points. This would augment the Border Patrol's
current effort to make it more difficult to
avoid the ports of entry and to discourage
potential smugglers from using unauthorized
entry areas.

3. The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs would
utilize its additional manpower to develop intelli-
gence data, form specialized mobile units, and
expand undercover operations and conspiracy-type
investigations.
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VI. ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF STATE DEPARTMENT
IN SECURING MEXICAN COOPERATION

The Department of State is the primary representative
for communicating to foreign governments the vital
interests of the United States and for doing everything
necessary to advance those interests through diplomacy.
The consumption in the United States of drugs and narcotics
produced abroad and illegally imported into this country
has reached such proportion as to be in the highest rank
of those matters affecting the vital interests of_the
nation.

Accordingly, the Department of State, in its
dealings with the highest officials of Mexico and in the
setting of agenda therefore, should give no subject
higher priority or greater emphasis than the desire of
the United States to realize an eradication of the pro-
duction and refinement in Mexico of opium poppies and
marihuana in violation of Mexican laws. The basic
responsibility for effecting such control lies with the
Government of Mexico and its law enforcement agencies.
Nothing should be done which would weaken or shift
that burden of responsibility. _Only a massive, continuous
effort, directed by the highest officiais of Mexico,
will significantly cartail the production and refinement
of marihuana and other dangerous drugs. — — —

The Task Force recommends:

The Department of State must devote its
efforts to persuading Mexico to place a
program for eradication and control of
marihuana and dangerous drugs among the
highest of its national priorities.

The United States Ambassador in Mexico
should have this problem on his highest
priority list on a continuing basisJ
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MEMORANDUM
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

JUNE 18, 1969

FOR THE PRESIDENT

Herewith is a report of your marijuana and dangerous drugs
task force headed by Dick Kleindienst, •

We have prepared a brief synopsis of the report which is
attached to its cover.

The task force recommends that the Mexican government be
forced into a program of defoliation of the marijuana plants
(using borrowed or leased equipment from the United States)
by commencing a campaign of strict enforcement and
customs inspection at the border including control of small
plane flights, etc.

JOHN (VEHRUCHMAN

Attachment
• r

UOXJN



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS HINCTON

June 27, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Honorable William P. Rogers
Honorable David M. Kennedy
Honorable Melvin R. Laird
Honorable John N. Mitchell
Honorable Clifford M. Hardin
Honorable Maurice H. Stans
Honorable Robert H. Finch
Honorable John A. Volpe
Honorable Robert Kunzig

RE: "Action Task Force"
Narcotics, Marihuana and Dangerous Drugs

On June 3, 1969, Secretary Kennedy and Attorney General Mitchell
submitted to me an inter-departmental task force report dealing
primarily with narcotics and marihuana, their traffic between
Mexico and the United States and their sale and consumption in
the United States. Some 23 persons representing ten Departments
and agencies of the Government worked several months on the
report. I concur in the basic conclusions and in the essential
recommendations of the report.

In order to implement many, if not all, of the essential
recommendations of the report as expeditiously as possible, I
have this date asked the Deputy Attorney General to organize
and place into immediate operation an "Action Task Force".
This task force will proceed at once upon the following general
guidelines:
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In concultation with the respective Cabinet Officer
or Agency head, and the Deputy Attorney General,
there will be immediately appointed one. person to
serve on the task force from the following Departments
or divisions thereof:

3 )
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Customs
Defense
BNDD
Criminal Division - Justice
FBI
Immigration
Transportation

2. The Ambassador to Mexico shall be kept advised of
all programs of the task force by the Deputy
Attorney General.

3. The task force shall bring about and put into action
immediate steps calculated to make a frontal attack
on the narcotic, marihuana and dangerous drug
traffic across the Mexican border .

4. Specific proposals of the task force shall be submitted
to the -Attorney General in advance and prior to their
effectuation.

5. I hereby designate John Ehrllchman, Counsel to the
President, with the authority and responsibility to
either consider and resolve any problems which
might ar ise in connection herewith or to refer the
same to me for disposition,

6. The Deputy Attorney General shall submit interim
written reports to the Attorney General and to the
Counsel to the Pres ident , and, in addition, shall
prepare a full report at the end of each three-month
period following July 1, 1969, to the President and
the Attorney General.

UOXLM
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7. The work of the task force shall be confidential
and any and all publicity "with respect to its work and
accomplishments shall be released only by the
White House.

The work of this task force is government-wide. Because of the
alarming increase during the past three years in the consumption
of marihuana in particular by our Nation's youth, the task force
and its work must be given high priority. I request that each
Cabinet Officer and Agency head give his Department's or Agency's
unqualified support to the task force in terms of cooperation,
facilities, resources and personnel wherever and however possible.
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C O N F I D E N T I A L MEXICO 4038

REFi MEXICO 4015

i< THROUGH oVfrRSiGHT̂  i NEGLECTE TO REPORT'THAT DURING MY
CONVERSATION WITH PRESIDENT DIAZ OROAZ YESTERDAY* I REPORTED
THAT HIGHEST LEVEL OF US GOVERNMENT WAS DEEPLY CONCERNED
ABOUT PROBLEMS OF NARCOTICS TRAFFIC ENTRY INTO UNITED STATES
FROM HEXICO» I MENTIONED BRIEFINGS AT HIGH LEVELS IN WASHINGTON
ON THIS SUBJECT.

2O DJAZ ORDAZ REPLIED THAT MEXICO WAS ALSO VERY MUCH PREO-
CCUPIED WTTH THIS QUESTION AND WAS A[_READY CONTRIBUTING TO
SURVEILLANCE ACTIVITIES AT A COST NOT ONLY OF MONEY AND EFFORT
8UT OF LIVES OF CONTROL AGENTS WHO1 WERE SOMETIMES KILLED IN
THE LINE OF DUTY» PRESIDENT OF MEXICO ADDED I COULD ASSURE
AIL OF THOSE INTERESTED IN WASHING-TON OF HIS OWN PERSONAL
ATTENTION TO THIS MATTER. HE THANKED ME FOR INFORMING HIM OF
OUR OWN PROFOUND WORRY AT PRESENT SITUATION* HE CONCLUDED HE
WOULp BE GLAD TO HAVE MEXICAN DELEGATION CONTINUE TO DISCUSS
THIS SUBJECT AT HIGH LEVELS WITH US•
MCB'< JOE

CONFIDENTIAL
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WASHINGTON

SECRET

MEMORANDUM FOR. THE PRESIDENT

©^FORMATION

FROM: Henry A.

SUBJECT: Your Meeting w&k Mexican President Gustavo
Diaz Ordaz, September 8

You-are scheduled to participate with President Diaz Ordaz in a
ceremony dedicating the Amistad (Friendship) Bam at 1:35 p.m.
September 8, when you will be returning to Washington from San
Clemente. Amistad Dam, which is located on the Rio Grande
12 miles from Del Rio, Texas, was constructed jointly by
Mexico and the United States under the auspices of the US-Mexico
International Boundary and Water Commission.

You and President Diaz Ordaz are each scheduled to make brief
(6-10 minutes) addresses at the dam site during the dedication
ceremony. Following the ceremony fwhich -will last about 50
minutes), President Diaz Ordaz will host a luncheon for approxi-
mately 110 guests at a building on the Mexican side of the border.
(President Johnson hosted at the last meeting in El Paso in
December, l%8._) Affcet the luncheon you are scheduled to meet
privately for about 45 minutes with President Diaz Ordaz in an-
other room. President Diaz Ordaz does not speak English. He
specifically requested that the State Department provide its inter-
preter, Donald Barnes, whom he knows from previous meetings.

Mexican Foreign Minister Carrillo Flores, Secretary Rogers,
mz& othea* advisers will meet simultaneously in an adjacent room
and will be available should you wish them to join you later.
(The ladies will remain in the luncheon room for a musical
program,)

yeur private conversation, you will rejoin the guests
in the dining room. You may wish to suggest £hat yo»
President Diaz Ordaz offer brief farewell remarks.

SECRET
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President Diaz Ordaz will arrive for the meeting at the airfield
in Ciudad Acuna, across the river from Del Rio. He will̂ stnotor
to the dam site and meet you there, where appropriate honors
will be rendered in. front of the assembled crowd. Because of
his recent eye operation, President Diaz Ordaz cannot travel by
helicopter; therefore, he will depart the dam by car separately-
after your private meeting.. A schedule of the entire meeting and
a detailed scenario is at Enclosure 6.

u

f i

The temperature is likely to be quite high during the open-air
ceremony. However, tfee luncheon and. private meeting will be
held in an air-conditioned building.

Talking Points on the subjects likely to arise during your conver-
sation with President Diaz Ordaz and Background Papers on these
subjects are at Enclosure 1, A memorandum from Secretary
Rogers on the background and objectives of the meeting is at
Enclosure 2. A copy of Governor Rockefeller's memorandum to
you summarizing Ms conversation with President Diaz Ordaz in
Mexico during Ms visit there in May is attached for your background
information at Enclosure 3.

1 J

Talking Points for your brief address at the dedication ceremony,
your toast at the luncheon and a possible farewell statement are
at Enclosure 4. Additional background information and biograpMc
material are at Enclosures 5 and 7.

The meeting at Amistad Dam is important because it will demon-
strate the continuation of the close and constructive relations wMch
exist between the United States and Mexico. It will give you an
opportunity to establish your personal interest*^ maintaining a
special relationship with the Mexican President!

I believe it will also be a fitting occasion to begin, in your pub-
lic remarks, to affirm your recognition of the special Western
Hemisphere relationsMp {as you indicated in the recent NSC
discussion on Latin America) as a concept which will underlie
your new Latin American policies.

The Latins understand that your basic policy decisions will be
taken after you have reviewed the Rockefeller Report, but they
are very anxious for reassuring signals that they are not forgotten

SECRET
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among your other priority concerns. The "special relationship11

theme will "be reassuring to them, but will not foreclose any
specific policy or program options. It also ties in nicely to the
Mexican meeting, since Mexico can be cited as a prime example
of ike "special relationship. "

President Diaz Qrdaz attaches great importance to Ms meeting
with you* He is in the fifth year of a six-year term of office
(ineligible for re-election) and he is particularly proud of having
maintained cordial relations with the United States without com-
promising Mexico's basic foreign policy tenet of strict indepen-
dence. Diaz Ordaz will be interested in establishing a personal
rapport with you and demonstrating Ms rapport to the Mexican
people. We have no-,, major bilateral problems outstanding with
Mexico, and we anticipate that he will raise few bilateral issues
at your first meeting.

The main subjects President Diaa Ordaz may wish to saise with
you are:

1. US-Mexico Trade Relations; Diaz Ordaz may express concern
about the growing protectionist feeling in the US and measures
which restrict importation of commodities important to Mexico
{he emphasized this point to Governor Rockefeller).

2. \ Colorado River Water Salinity: Diaz Ordaz may indicate that
he is under domestic pressure to take the matter of Colorado
River salinity to the International Court of Justice, but that he
intends to continue working for a practical solution along the
lines of the 1965 agreement.

* " " " —
You may wish, to raise the following points wltfcTDiasi Qrdaai

1. Narcotics: It would be useful for you to inform President
Diaz Ordaz of our concern and general intentions regarding the
narcotics problem, and to reassure him that we will consult with
Mexico before firm decisions are taken in matters wMch affect
Mexico.

SECRET
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2. | Settlement of Remaining Territorial Issues: You may want to
indicate your support for the efforts of the IBWC Commissioners*
efforts to find cooperative solutions to the minor territorial prob-
lems remaining between our two countries.

i;

•i

3. US-Latin American Relations: You may wish to indicate the
administration is giving active consideration to Governor Rockefeller's
Report, note the importance you 'attach to the special Western
Hemisphere relationship, and ask Diaz Ordsz for his views on
Latin America-United States relations.

4. Yottr Recent World Trip; To convey the impression you recog-
nize Mexico's global role, you may want to give President Diaz
Ordaz a brief account of your recent world trip and of the US
approach to major world problems.

President Diaz Ordaz has been a moderate and effective leader
of Mejdco. However, there are indications that he has begun to
suffer somewhat from a "lameduck" syndrome. A lawyer, scholar,
and politician, Diaz Ordaz is a serious yet cordial man of genuinely
simple and conservative tastes. He regards his personal relation-
ship with the American President as a matter of great personal
satisfaction and is delighted by your decision to meet with him at
A'mistad Dam, He will do everything possible to make the visit
pleasant, cordial and non-controversial.

SECRET
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TALKING POINTS FOR YOUR MEETING
WITH PRESIDENT DIAZ ORDAZ OF MEXICO

September 8, 1969

SUMMARY

Points to Emphasize

i .

i :

K

!
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i
X
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\
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\
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- - The importance you attach to continuing cooperative
and cordial relations and mutual respect which exist

• between Mexico and the United'States.

; — Recognition of Mexico's role in the hemisphere and
international affairs,

- - Your desire to maintain a close personal relationship
with the Mexican President and to cons-ult with him on
matters of mutual interest.

- - Your recognition of the special "Western Hemisphere
relationship, which underlies your desire to improve
the effectiveness of our policies and programs in Latin
America.

You may wish to seek Diaz Ordaz' views on

- - The state of United States-Latin American relations.

— How the US can establish the kind of constructive rela-
tionship it has with Mexico throughout the hemisphere.

Fo.r openers, you may wish to §.
*

- - Recall your interesting visits to Mexico in 1952, 1955,
and 1967.

- - Stress your hope that you can continue the tradition of
maintaining a close personal relationship between the
US and Mexican Presidents.

— Express appreciation for the warm reception accorded
Governor Rockefeller, and more recently Ambassador
McBride.

SECRET
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- - Extend best wishes on the forthcoming marriage
(September 10) of President Diaz Ordaz1 son.

- - Congratulate him on an effective administration which
has maintained Mexico's outstanding economic progress.

— Express hope that he has fully recovered from his recent
eye operation.

: i
Topics Diaz Ordaz May Raise

1. . ,US-Mexican Relations

Diaz Or^az may wish to comment, as he did to Governor Rockefeller,
on the state of US-Mexican Relations. He will probably say:

- - Meadco's foreign -policy derives from its sovereign
• independence and its. own personality.

- - However, the United States can count on Mexico's strong
friendship when it is faced with any major problera or
military danger.

- - Our bilateral relations are excellent; all major differ-
ences between our two countries have been cleared up.

— He hopes to maintain close personal contact with you.'

You may wish to say

- - You value our1 cordial relations with^exico as an
,• essential element of our foreign policy.

— The excellent relations between our countries rest on
mutual respect for each other's sovereignty, as well
as on mutual interests.

— You share President Diaz Ordaz1 desire to maintain
close personal relations, as your predecessors did.

— You intend to consult with him from time to time on
matters of mutual interest.

SECRET
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— He may note that the US. reaction is unfortunately being
interpreted in some quarters as a sign of a cooling in
US-Mexican relations.

You may wish to say

— Our reservation relates solely to our concern mat
; ! Mexico's claim, could be used as a precedent for closing

international waters elsewhere in which we have strong
security and other interests.

— Our response should not be considered in the context of
our bilateral relations, but rather as a matter of prin-
ciple in the context of our global interests.

8. US-Mexico Border Development Commission (CQDAF)
(Background Paper at Tab G)

Diaz Ordaz may ask for your judgment of the work of the Border
Development Commission. He may express concern over some
border issues, such as sales by duty free stores along the border,
US union pressures against entry of Mexican laborers {''green card"
holders) into the United States, and establishment of US border
industries in Mexico,

1 F
J

You may wish to say

- - CODAF has done some useful work in improving living
conditions along the border.

— You have full confidence that the new Chairman of the
US Section, Assistant Secretary Me-jger and the new
Executive Director, Antonio E.odrigu4ja, will help the
Commission to achieve its potential for dealing with
border problems.

POINTS YOU MAY WISH TO RA3SE

1; The Narcotics Problem {Background Paper at Tab H)

A major US enforcement effort in this field will get under way
shortly. This will involve tightening up controls along the Mexican
border, where a large percentage of narcotics traffic passes. We

SECRET
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.; • ! I have held consultations with the Mexican Government, but an un-
j '' > fortunate slip-up l a s t week by the Wavy, which announced that i t
| ;• ; was declaring Tiajuana off l imits to al l mil i tary personnel because
% '• , of exposure to narcot ics , ruffled Mexican, sensit ivit ies. Ambassador
•: • : MdBride has explained to the Mexican Government that the Navy
'( [ | announcement was an e r r o r and that no f i rm decisions have been taken.

i j ; .
. .• • You may wish to say

l\ \
u I < — We are very much concerned about the problem of drug
>j [ i abuse in the United States.
J! ; j
| Ji ! - - We appreciate Mexico's continuing cooperation in trying
f. . to meet this problem; you understand that at the meeting

of enforcement officials- in Mexico l a s t June, both sides
i • agreed on the need for stepped up enforcement activit ies.

[ i — We are considering plans for major enforcement efforts.

" i . •
,; i* : - - Ambassador McBride will be instructed to consult with

f. | Foreign Secretary CarriHo Flores in advance of any
;; r effort, after firm decisions are taken.

I ). i
: - - You hope that our enforcement officials can continue to

•. • work together closely. We would be happy to host another
\ • meeting soon in Washington.
\ • •

jf : 2. Settlement of Remaioing Territorial Issues (Background Paper
u | Tab I)
•I i i

There are several minor territorial questions pending with Mexico.
The most important of these relates to the Ojin&ga tracts, which are

j i under active discussion between the IBWC Commissioners.
1" n '•
1: You may wish to say

".. ! — You understand that this matter is under active discussion.

• — You support this effort and regard it as evidence of the
1; ; intention of both countries to find cooperative solutions

• ; to long-standing problems.

I i l
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Diaz Ordaz -will probably say

- - He hopes this problem can be resolved in a cooperative
way.-

- - I t may be desirable to try to achieve a comprehensive
settlement of all outstanding territorial issues, includ-
ing agreement on procedures to deal with such territorial
questions in the future.

3. El Salvador-Honduras Conflict

It might be useful to comment on the continuing problem of the
El Salvador-Honduras dispute and encourage Diaz Ordaz to have
the Mexican Government play a more active role in seeking a
solution.

You may wish to say

— You were gratified that the OAS members were effective
. ; ' in their effort to obtain prompt withdrawal of Salvadoran

troops.

- - The roots of the problem are complex and deep, and it
is important that the GAS members continue to work
actively towards a permanent solution to prevent a
renewal of hostilities.

— We are working quietly, both bilaterally and through
the OAS mechanisms, to persuade both'Honduras and
El Salvador to adopt more conciliatory attitudes for
negotiations and to reverse the growing arms race
between the two countries.

- - You feel that Mexico, which has great influence in
Central America, can be very helpful in seeking a
constructive solution.

Diaz Ordaz will probably say

\ — He shares your concern about the situation.

— Mexico will continue to work with, the other OAS members
to find a positive solution.

SECRET
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- - Mexico must proceed with some restraint, since
some Central Americans increasingly view Mexico as
the "Colossus of the North. "

4. US - Latin American Relations

You may wish to" say

- - We are giving very active consideration to Governor
Rockefeller's report in considering new approaches to
our Latin American policy.

You believe that the United States is bound to the nations
of the Western Hemisphere by a special relationship,
and that concept will underlie our policy approach.

You would be interested in President Diaz Ordaz' views
on the state of US-Latin American relations.

Diaz Ordaz will probably say

— He has always felt that the Alliance for Progress raised
high hopes which could not be fulfilled^

- - US trade policy is critically important to Latin American
economic progress.

- - He told Governor Rockefeller that the Inter-American
system needs to be reinvigorated politically and coordin-
ated more effectively with other organizations.

5. Your Recent World Trip

You may wish to give President Diaz Ordaz a brief account of the
highlights of your recent world trip and of your approach to some
major world problems„

ft

B

^
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PRESIDENT HIXQN'S VISIT TO MEXICO
SEPTEMBER S.

Background•Paper

United States-Mexico Commission
For Border Development and Friendshiu

Organization and History

if
s
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3
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The US-Mexico Commission for Border Development and
Friendship was created through an Exchange of Notes dated
November 30 and December 3, 1966, in accordance with
previous agreement that a joint commission would help to
accelerate the economic and social development of both
sides of the border and strengthen the friendly relations
between the two countries.

The Commission consists of sub-cabinet level repre-
sentatives from the major federal departments of both *
nations. A series of joint work groups deal with specific
areas of concern. On the US side, the work groups include
representatives of federal agencies, as appropriate, and.
the CODAF staff.

Assistant Secretary Charles A. Meyer is the Chairman
of the US Section of the Commission and Mr. Antonio F.
Rodriguez is the Commissioner-Director. Ambassador
Enrique Sodi Alvarez is Chairman of the |Iexican Section
Of the Commission. He also serves as Director of the
National Frontier Program (PROKAF).

Objectives and Functions

CODAF1s obj ective is to address itself to the improve-
ment of economic and social conditions along both side's of
the border through cooperative or parallel programs. In

LIMITED. OFFICIAL USE
Exempted from automatic decontrol.
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;, ! addition, the Mexican Government proposed that CODAF
: should concern itself with any programs which would

stimulate "friendship" between the two countries.

;: Accordingly, CODAF stimulates and guides:

j 1) The development of plans and proposals for
i . joint, cooperative or parallel activities of

mutual benefit by focusing the interest and
; resources of the two federal governments

on border problems.

2) Contacts and working relationships between
local governments and institutions along the
border.

3) Demonstration or technical assistance projects,
in the context of cooperative programs with
Mexico, which can help meet the needs of local
border areas.

Legislative Background

During its first two years of operation, as CODAF was
finding its way, it was not clear that the US Section1s
limited coordinating functions would require statutory
authorization. However, last year the Congress indicated
it no longer approved of the method of financing US-COBAF*s

jj ] overhead expenses by contributions of tbje participating
\ agencies. Accordingly, authorizing legislation is now
[ | necessary. Senate Joint Resolution .119 establishing the
!• I Commission is now under consideration by Congress.

; Program
\ '- Although the specific programs to be addressed by CODAF
! depend on the conclusions reached at frequent meetings held

by working groups, it is anticipated that during the coming
year emphasis will continue to,be placed on joint urban
development planning, tourism, manpower studies, vocational

| | training,.and cultural exchanges.
:. ; LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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I i PRESIDENT HIXON'S VISIT TO
SEPTEMBER 8, 1969

Background Paper

Narcotics

The use of narcotics, dangerous drugs, and marihuana
has increased drastically in recent years in the U.S.
A large percentage of the narcotic traffic comes from
Mexico. Mexican enforcement efforts have slowly improved
but are still inadequate to cope with the problem.

A team of U.S. enforcement officials, led by the
Deputy Attorney General, met with their Mexican counter-
parts in June, 1969. This' meeting was one of- a- series
of: informal discussions which began in 1961 and have been
held at irregular intervals since then. The participants
discussed means of improving informal cooperation between
the two countries on narcotics enforcement. The two
sides issued a communique which, among other things,
called upon both countries to accelerate their respective
enforcement activities. •

Over the yearsj the Mexicans have resisted U.S.-
initiatives to establish a formal bilateral commission
to coordinate narcotics enforcement. They have, however,
agreed to the stationing of U.S. .enforcement officers on
Mexican soil, have accepted materiel from the U.S. to
help in their narcotics and marihuana eradication programs,
and have exchanged intelligence with VLS^

Ambassador McBride has: informed President Diaz Ordaz
of our great concern over the worsening narcotic problem,
and the President assured him of Mexico's desire to

. ' CONFIDENTIAL
GROUP 3
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continue dollaborating closely with us. Our major problem
will be to convince the Mexicans to divert substantial
additional resources into improving their police capability.
The Mexicans are very sensitive to- any suggestion that •
Mexico itself is to blame'for the present drug situation'
in the U.S., or that Mexico has been ldx in enforcement. •
Accordingly in our,approach to-Mexico on this issue it
is.important to acknowledge the cooperation received from
Mexico in the past. '

i
i

1 ;

!
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Subject: Your Meeting with President
Gustavo Diaz Ordaz of Mexico,
September 8, 1969

You are scheduled to meet with President Gustavo •
Diaz Ordaz on September 8, 1969, to dedicate the new 83"
Amistad ("Friendship") Dam, located near Del Rio,
Texas. The Dam was constructed jointly by Mexico and
the United States under the auspices of the Mexico-
U.S. International Boundary and Water Commission.

The meeting is important because it will give you
the opportunity to demonstrate your personal interest
in maintaining the cordial relations which exist between
our, countries. We believe the theme of the meeting
should be that the Amistad Dam is a tangible benefit of
enlightened cooperation and respect between good
neighbors.

President Diaz Ordaz is in the fifth year of a
six-year term of office. He is not eligible for re-
election. He is particularly proud of having maintained
cordial relations with us without compromising the
basic Mexican foreign policy tenet of strict independence.

We anticipate that President Diaz Ordaz will not
discuss bilateral issues extensively at your first
meeting. He will be interested mainly in establishing

CONFIDENTIAL
GROUP 3

Downgraded at 12-year intervals;
not automatically declassified.
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a personal rapport with you and demonstrating this rapport
to the Mexican public which can be expected to give your
meeting close scrutiny. He may use the occasion, however,
to express his general view of the importance to Mexico of
trade with the U. S. He may also mention the problem of
Colorado River water salinity.

For our part, we wish to emphasi2e oar desire for
continuing constructive relations with Mexico. We are
discussing with Mexico the possibility of an onmibue
settlement of remaining territorial issues (all of them
minor) along the Rio Grande. You may wish to express
your support, in principle, for efforts to reach such a
settlement.

» t

You may also wish to raise the question of narcotics
and drug abuse. A major U, S, enforcement effort in this
field will get under way shortly. This effort will cause
some inconvenience to travelers on the U. S. side of the
frontier and will, no doubt, provoke a certain degree of
indignation among Mexican merchants <m& ot-her/s dependent
on the tourist trade. It would be^ appropriate ami de*
sirable for you to inform President Bias Ordaa of otsr * .
general intentions, while expressing your recognition of
the fact that Mexico is cooperating., with us in efforts to
solve the drug problem.

Talking points are enclosed. Additional briefing
materials will be available to you under separate cover.

I !

William P. Rogers

Enclosure:

Talking points

CONFIDENTIAL
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TALKING PAPER FOR YOUR MEETING WITH
PRESIDENT DIAZ ORDAZ OF MEXICO

September 8, 1969

TALKING POINTS

Presidential Opener

I recall my very interesting visits to Mexico in
1952, 1955, and again in 1967.

I am looking forward to continuing the close
cooperation and collaboration which have
characterized Mexican-TJ.S. Presidential relations
in recent years.

Mrs. Nixon and I extend our very best wishes to
your son who, I understand, is to be married on
September 10.

I appreciate the warm reception given by you
first to Governor Rockefeller and subseepienfely
to Ambassador McBride when the latter presented
his credentials in July.

I am most satisfied that no major differences
exist between our countries on substantive
matters. I would, however, like no bring tmo
matters to your attention.

a. Mv g;raye concern about growing drug abuse in
the United States* *'

I was most pleased to hear of your assurances
of continuing Mexican cooperation in meeting
this problem (given to Ambassador Hs&eide).
I was particularly glad that at t&e Jtm&
meeting of enforcement officials ia Mes&eo
City both sides agreed OR the need £
stepped-up enforcement activities.

CONFIDENTIAL
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I am planning to initiate very soon a major
enforcement effort in the U.S.

This effort may result in some inconveniences
to travelers in the U.S. border area.

Ambassador McBride will be instructed to brief
Foreign Secretary Carrillo Flore$ in advance
of this effort.

I hope that both countries can arrange to hold
another informal meeting of enforcement officers
in the very near future. We will be happy to
act as host for such a meeting in Washington.

b. The U.S. desires to push ahead_jgn_the settlement
of remaining teixltorial;" issgasjb&t^ea tlhs^ tmo,
countries along the Kle —-*-

fi

J.

I understand this matter is under active
discussion between the IBWC Gonmdssioners and
between Ambassador McBride and the Mexican
Foreign Secretary.

I support this effort and regard it as another
proof of the intention of both countries to
find cooperative, solutions to long-standing
problems.

Todies M a g Ordaz May Raise $.
*

Trade

— Diaz Ordaz may emphasize to you the great importance
he places on continuing access to U.S. markets for
Mexican products. The President may express concern
over the delay in creating the system of genetsliged
trade preferences to aid all developing eonatsies.

You fefey Wish to Sav

- - Governor Rockefeller has already informed me tfeat
trade i s uppermost on the wtt>&& of a l l Latin

CONFIDENTIAL
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American leaders. I anticipate that the governor's
formal report will give much attention to this
matter. As far as Mexico specifically is concerned
we have always given special attention eo assuring
that differences between us are equitably settled
and we shall continue to do so. We are ha^py aa4
pleased that various channels mxeh as tlte-Joint
Trade Committee are available for eoa&tdlfca&i&si on

ii i ' matters of tr^de* &&& we shall eo&tinsa to utilise
;. these channels fully.

j ; ' • -- Th& United States is well aware of th& importance
: , that Mexico and other developing countries placfs on
[ ' the creation of the generalised preferences system,
| : The United States is earefnUy studying the matter
i t and.has already fabled ±t& ideas- cm the
| j with the OECB, Is eonEliig weeks a Jdiat
• I prefe3?eaee» will he wowk&d oat hy th&
, ' iaed coimtries la th^ O®0&. Shis report: will be

presented to the. developing countries for their
consideration in November,

* Colorado Kive-^ Saliajty
i

r ; — Diaz Ordaz inay bring to yotir attention his concern
over renewed public outcry in Me&iee OK tfee
Colorado Eiver salinity iss^e. He wilt
say that despite pressisres to fcak© the matter feo
the International CJarssEt of" Jastiee, Ms
intends to coatinua working for a
solution along.- Ute ttnes of ^^
between Mexico and the U.S.

i Yoa Way Wish to Say

' — The U.S. will continue to reduce, as rapidly as it
practically can, th& salinity of the m t e r1 -

) ! to Mexico. We hope thafe the ©e?o S©veia?Me&t&
! ! be able to estead the 1965 &grea®e&£

1 " in Kovember 3J70 and in tfcis v̂ ay £tad the-meanff to
a practical solution.

1
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PRESIDENT NIXON'S VISIT TO MEXICO
SEPTEMBER 8, 1969 .

Background Paper

. Mexican Political Situation

The Mexican political situation continues stable.
President Diaz Ordaz has provided; five yeaxs of
moderate, effective leadership. There is no political
party capable of providing serious coffipetitiou to tbe
ruling PRI (FarC£dp .gey^gei^gg^ip InatfttaggioBgl) ox*, a -
nationwide scale. . -

President Bias 0rda2*s term in office
ends December 1, 1970. Under the Mexican
Constitution he cannot be re-elected.

The selection of Bias Ordas^s successor
will occur this fall and general elections
will be held in the summer of 1970. Affeer
extensive consultations witii p&nty leaders f

: President Diaz. OKdas td.ll make known M s '
choice, Tfae chcsext aasa wtil then be* ratified
by & Farty convention*

At this point, there are tl|ree or four men
who are given a good ehance&to be selected.
All are Cabinet: Jlinisters; Isiis Selieverris
(Secretary of Government).; Srdlio

CONFIDENTIAL
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Manautou (Secretary of the Residency);
<: Juan Gil Preciado (Secretary of &gri-

culture); and Alfonso Corona del Rosal
(Regent of the Federal District). All
of these men are of relatively moderate
persuasion; none are'associated mitU

, . the left oir i;Î t.t*iitg.ef .ehe.^rty, ,
All would be acceptable frost the United
States point of view.

There are several trouble spots in the internal
situation with the potential to become serious problems
in the future.

I •

i,

The student riots last fall revealed a
"generation gap" in Kexican politics.
Important sectors of Mexican, youth clearly
believe that the PRI is now more-concerned
with perpetuation of its mm power thmk
with continuing economic/social
Winning back the allegiance of
alienated sectors will be as ia&©rtspfc add
difficult task*

The moderately conservative PAH
de Accion Blacional) hast been mafei&g
but steady progress in certain areas' of
Mexico, alt&ottgh It controls no more than
'about:. 10 p#x©es&t of the natfanal vote*
I t has won several in^ortsn^f"l0cal eleetioiis
in the past several years. This fall the
PAK is expected to make a defcemined h±4 fosr
the Governorship of the State &£
The PRX could faee -a dilesssa in this
tt has never lost a state election aaad to

i.
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| • so would be a severe psychological setback.
IJ ' ' On the other hand, .if the FBI rigs thej. ' . election in Yucatan, the youth alienation,
i - I * referred-to above, may be acceleE^feed,
t I •! • ' " ' ' '

f .! In general, however, tHe FSI continues to hold
) •• ;• . . the support of t h s ©vesnsbetsdLtig isa jor i ty o£ M^tieaj^a
: . ' . • particularly the rural sector, organised labor, ahd

{••"'. the mi l i tary . And the Party ea&
•• ;* credi t for the groM.Bg f

!• . developiasut of W&gdLeo.

\
i
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PRESIDENT NIXON'S VISIT- TO MEXICO
SEPTEMBER 8, 1969

Background Paper

Mexican Foreign Relations •

Mexican foreign policy has traditionally been, based on
two principles: . . . . .

Non-intervention.in the affairs of other countries;

Defense of its sovereignty from encroachment by the
United States.

Until- very recently, the implementation of.the above
policies.has meant to Mexico a relatively passive and
insular rola in world and hemisphere affairs. However,
with Mexico's growing prestige and with her expanding
economic and commercial interests, her leaders seem now to
be beginning to devote energies to increasing Mexican
international activities. '.

-- .In 1964, President Diaz Ordaz toured., the Central
.American countries.. '

The Mexicans are very proud of their achievement
in staging the 1968 Olympic Games-. •

Mexico has joined the Latin"American Free Trade
.1. ' Area;

; -~ Mexico is playing an important role in certain
specialized UN agencies, and in the area of de-nuclearisation.

if '
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Issues with the United States center around bilateral
hemispheric questions. ' • . •

The "style" in which U.S.-Mexican relations are
conducted is now very cordial, Mexico, seeks, and has
received, a "special relationship" with the U.S. Numerous
Presidential meetings, and other high level contacts, are . .
now an accepted part of Mexico's relations with us. '

However, it is still most important that the
Mexican leadership adopt, at least publicly, an independent
posture In dealing.with the U.S. (Foreign Secretary Antonio
Carr£llo Floreis, for example, would probably be a. serious
candidate for the Mexican Presidency were it not for the
fact that he has been identified for years as-a "close .
friend of the gringoes.") .

In GAS affairs, the Mexicans frequently utilize..- . '
their "non-intervention" doctrine to demonstrate th&ir
independence of the U»S, Hgnee, Mexico opposed easr
in the Dominican Republic in 1965. and it continues to

diplomatic relations with Cuba.

CONFIDENTIAL



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 29, 1969

To: Bud Krogh

From: Tom Whitehead

Attached is a paper from, the Budget Bureau on a proposed
major program issue in the area of marihuana policy.

It has some interesting implications for the process
whereby policy issues and alternatives are referred to
the White House and the President. - More importantly,
if it is an accurate representation of the situation, it
suggests the possibility that our policy in this area may
have more political costs than benefits and may backiire.

I assume you people are the focal point for White House
involvement in this area and forward this for whatever use
it may be.

Attachment



PROPOSED MAJOR PROGRAM ISSUE ON MARIHUANA POLICY

Background; The "Report of the Special Presidential Task
Force Relating to Narcotics, Marihuana, and Dangerous Drugs"
(June 6, 1969) represents the basis of Federal policy at the
present time. The Report recommends strong measures to
suppress the importation of Mexican marihuana.

The Report served as a grossly inadequate basis for Presidential
decision, and the,policy line laid down in the Report seems
likely to result in embarrassment to the President in an area-
of extreme importance to him. This results from the following:

1. The President was given no policy options, no pro's and
con's, and no cost estimates.

The Report asked the President to make a major commitment of
funds and prestige to the fight against marihuana without looking
at the alternative of a fight against the hard drugs (LSD, heroin,
etc.). The problems of the two are different, and a 1967 Budget
Bureau study suggested that Federal resources used against the
hard drugs are about 100 times as effective as equal resources
used against marihuana.

The Report listed none of the objections to the policy it proposed,
some of which are discussed below. Finally, the Report did not
inform the President of the costs of making the policy effective—
costs that the discussion below suggests could rise to the '
hundreds of millions of dollars annually. ,

2. The proposed policy will damage relations with Mexico far
more than the Report suggests.

The annual cash value of the marihuana crop to Mexico is on the
order of $100 million. For a county whose total exports are
about $1.1 billion, this is an important product.

To the individual farmer, the value of marihuana may be up to
40 times the value of any alternative crop. This provides sub-
stantial incentive for large scale resistance. The Government of
Mexico may be most reluctant to commit itself to a program with
such potential for social unrest.

Thus, if the U.S. desires Mexican participation in a crop
eradication program, it will probably have to pay a multiple of
$100 million/year (this is typical of efforts to persuade farmers
not to produce) plus tens of millions of dollars annually in direct
budget costs.



fl

3. The proposed policy will raise a political backlash from
U.S. border communities.

Even if the U.S. spends tens of millions of dollars in improved
border facilities, the blanket search undertaken as "Operation
Intercept" will continue to keep border commerce depressed by
the 50-90 percent now being experienced. According to press
reports, the United States -Mexican Border Cities Association
is presently mobilizing Congressmen, Governors, and Mayors to
protest to the Administration.

4. The proposed policy has a high risk of making the Administration
appear inept by playing into the hands of organized crime and
creating more hard drug addicts.

The Report failed to consider the place of marihuana in the total
drug picture. There are substitutes for marihuana, the hard drugs.
As marihuana becomes scarce, these substitutes will be used. This
is true to some extent for LSD and heroin but even more likely
for hashish and the super-potent tetrahydrocannibols (THC). The
latter two belong to the same basic family as marihuana, and
substitution is logical. There is absolutely no benefit to
society from the substitution of stronger drugs for milder ones.

Even more seriously, the hard drugs lend themselves to manufacture
and/or distribution by organized criminal syndicates. It seems
probable that the Mafia would be a~strong supporter of a diversion
of Federal resources to marihuana as opposed to hard drugs.

Since the problem of substitution is known to anyone interested
in the drug problem, the failure to alert the President to the
risks of the proposed policy is surprising.

Study: A major, short-term study should be started at once to
address the issue of allocation of Federal resources against
"marihuana vs. hard ̂ drugs. The study should compare explicit
alternatives at equal resource levels. In addition, it should
cover the following items:

a. Costs to Mexico of crop eradication program;

b. Direct budget costs of crop eradication and border
control;



c. Substitution effects. It is not likely that
precise data will exist, but models can be constructed
under various assumptions that will illuminate the
•problem.

The study should be done on contract or by a group of profes-
sionals, so as to secure a judgment independent of that of the
enforcement agencies. The function of the present Task Force
should be to review and comment, so that the White House and the
Budget Bureau receive the benefits of an adversary process. . The
reviewing Task Force would benefit from the participation of
agencies with a more balanced perspective, such as the National
Academy of Sciences, the Office of Science and Technology, the
Council of Economic Advisers, and the Bureau of the Budget, all
of which were excluded from the first effort.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: Henry A. Kissinger / ; : -

SUBJECT: Letter to You From Mexican Foreign Minister on
--" Operation Intercept

In the handwritten-letter at Tab B, the Mexican Foreign Minister asks you to
take steps to correct the "excesses" o£ Operation Intercept, the narcotics
control measure we are enforcing along the length of the US-Mexican border.
The Foreign Minister states that:

" - - the operation is doing great harm to the economy of the border region
and creating serious frictions without, as far as he can ascertain,
being especially effective in stopping marijuna traffic,

- - i t has disturbed the Mexican people who cannot understand how, what
they believe to be a drastic and unfriendly measure could be taken
two weeks after you met with President Biaz Ordaz.

- -he has talked about this to Secretary Rogers, who was attentive and
sympathetic, but that you are the one who has the authority.

The Minister acknowledged the unorthodox nature of such a letter and asks your
pardon, but stresses the unusual nature of the situation. This unusual step
does, in fact, underline the intensity of the Mexican feeling about Operation
Intercept. As you know, President Diaz mentioned this "somber curtain"
over US-Mexican relations during Ms toast for the astronauts at the offici-al
luncheon he hosted September 29.

*
A great deal of the intensity of the feeling is due, I believe, to the belief that
the U. S. is cooling off toward Mexico, and that our attitude toward them, will
be basically unfriendly. After years of a very warm relationship, this is
traumatic to them... It does appear, in short, that the operation is becoming •
a serious problem in our relations with Mexico.

In his talk with Secretary Rogers, the Minister suggested a bilateral meeting
to review the operation and see what could be done to ameliorate the excesses.
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Justice has agreed to bilateral talks, and we have instructed Embassy
Mexico City (cable at Tab C) to inform, the Mexican Government of this
and to suggest that the Mexican Assistant Attorney General communicate
directly with Deputy Attorney General Kleindienst to work out a time,
place, and agenda.

I attach a brief acknowledgment to the Minister's note at Tab A, pointing
out that in. response to his suggestion we are prepared to enter into
bilateral consultations on this problem. This is a longer and warmer
letter than might normally be sent to a Foreign Minister, but I think
the occasion calls for it.

RECOMMENDATION:

That you sign the letter at Tab A.

Attachments
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Dear Mr. Minister:

I am deeply appreciative for the candor of your letter
on "Operation Intercept" and of the spirit of friendship
and interest in the good health of the relationship be-
tween our two countries which inspired it. Please be
assured that I fully understand your deep concern. As
you know, we are prepared to hold bilateral talks with
officials of your government to review the operation
and the problems this has caused. This is the direct
result of your suggestion to Secretary Rogers.

You will, I know, understand how seriously I view the
problem of narcotics. Traffic in narcotics has reached
such proportions that I consider strict enforcement of
laws against it to be absolutely essential. I am
convinced that this traffic must be stopped for the sake

• of both our societies, and it was for that reason that
I stressed the importance of cooperation between our
two governments when I met with your President at
Amistad.

It is naturally not our wish to damage the economies
of the border area, harm the tourist industry or disrupt
legitimate border traffic. I am sure that the bilateral
talks which will be held will be able to find ways to
achieve the objectives of Operation Intercept with
minimum disruption of this kind. I would hope, in
addition, that such talks might be expanded to consider
how cooperation between our two countries can be
even more effective in combating this problem, and I
ask your earnest support for such cooperation.

2)
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May I express to you again my appreciation for your
letter, and assure you of my complete understanding
and good will as well as my profound desire to main-
tain the cordial friendship and mutual respect that
have marked relations between our two countries.

Sincerely,

His Excellency
Antonio Carillo Flores
Secretary for Foreign Relations
Mexico City, D.F.
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WAS H1NGTON

October 7, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. EHRLICHMAN

FROM: THE PRESIDENT

What is the situation with regard to the negotiations with Mexico
on Operation Intercept? Rogers raised the point with me, and I suggested
he talk to Mitchell and/or Kleindien^t. It would appear $hat this is the
time to negotiate since we haY-e^roved our point pretty effectively.



JOINT DECLAnATIOlT OF TttE UNITED STATES AND MEXICAN
DELEGATIONS

Mexico City, October 30, 1930
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In accordance with the agreement signed at

Washington, District of C>limiHa, .in October 10, 10G9,

representatives of the G •fcrrn-ncnto of the United Elates of

America ami Mexico mrt la ' Trxlco City on October 27, £8

and 29, 1060, for bilateral talks on the control of the illi-

cit traffic in narcotics, i mrihuaaa and other tian&croue

drugs.

At this meeting, Hie two delegations re -

affirmed the Joint cora.minlqid Issued at Moxict* City m June

11 f 1909, (t3 vi'cll as the commitments entered into by br>th

G.wern-'icnta in the agrccnr.nt fiigncu In Wastiinjjtwn, D.C,

on October 1 \ 1009, in u'.ilcli, by mutual ajjreemrnt, Gp«-

;dcti b / Operation C'jopoi-aU^a.

it as a result of the Ticas'UGs ta-

h Intc. cept was

.%: Unites! Ffcttcs n^tcd

ken in p-irs-ianco of Its commit me nt, , irritationa and

Incmvcmlnncea at the border and at other ports of entry had

been cdoced ttAvirU au# pre-Operatioa lotorcept levels.

The?
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Tho talks were based on the agenda which

emanated from the agreement signed at the above-mentioned

Washington meeting. The United States delegation presented

to the delegation of ' Tcxlco (or Us consideration working

materials relating to tho various Items of the agenda*

The two delegations decided to establish a

Joint working group to osamino these materials and those

which will bo presented by tho Mexican delegation la detail

with a view to identifying pollute basoo lor agreement be-
1

tween the two Governments and to report thoir findings to

the two Governments. It was agreed that tho working group

would submit a progress report by December 15, and lur-

ther reports Iron! time to time, with the understanding that

such reports wou

live Governments

d only be recommendations to the respec-

The delegation of Mexico emphasized that,

In accordance wlJh Mexican national policy and the provisions

of tho Mexican Constitution, its Government*© efforts to con-

tinue Intensifying tho light again** the Illegal traffic of

I
narcotics would
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narcotics would continue to be carried out exclusively by

Mexican personnel under Mexican direction. Tho United

States expressed ltn complete understanding o£ thie position*

The two delegations expressed their satis-

faction at the spirit of mutual friendship and understanding

which characterized the meeting and reiterated their deter-

mination to maintain relations between them at ibe highest

levels of friendship, underotaadlag and respect lor the

dignity and sovereignty tit their respective countries.

Mexico City, October 33, 1969.

For the Government of the
United States hi America,

Uobert Henry I

For the Government of the
United Mexican States,

cwrlde David Franco Rodrfguez

Richard G. Kleindienst GBcar Rabasa

Eugene T. Rossides
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25, 1971

Mr. Matthew J. Harvey
Director
Office of Legislative Affairs
Agency for Inter national Dt-vclc;pn:ev:t:
I ] <"x s h i n g t o n, D . C .

Deor Mr. Earvcy :

illiams ]og; OI3S

OPS/LA Routlnp

PEllena
CPBernal__:
JHCald
AWJee_

Remark

A press report from Mexico City carrier] ;'r: the
Foreiru2 t;r£Kidc-':;;t Iwforientiu'd Scnrvi.ce for.' Jin-u. 18
(page ],1) alie^oE triat the lnj.litary officers ii"i
charge of the "Falcons" were trained in the U7V.; ted
States . The reports specif ical ly mentioned Cojone!
Mail u e 1 D i a z E s cob a r .

I would appreciate any information avail
AID with respect to this matter.

:.bJ.c to

In addition, please supply a detailed description
of AID's police or related training prop,ra>vs involving
Mexican nationals for the last five year:;. Include tin
names of each Mexican receiving such training, as wall-
as the dates, location, and nature of ureining.

S i n c e r e 1 y y o u r s .

J. W. Fulb7;igtrc
Chairman
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FEDERAL R E S E R V E BANK
O F N E W Y O R K

OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

April 8, 1976

o

TO F i l e s suHiFi-T, Request for $360 mill ion swap

drawing by Bank of Mexico

dflTLE-iPENTIA-L

Mr. Miguel Mancera, Deputy Director General of

the Bank of Mexico, called yesterday to request a drawing

by the Bank of Mexico of the full $360 million available

under the swap arrangement with the Federal Reserve. He

explained that Mexico had suffered a sudden heavy outflow of

funds over the last few days, which had already cost $160

« million in reserves, including $80 million on April 7 alone.

1-1 More outflows could be expected through ±he Easter weekend.

o
^ For some time, the market had been nervous over
at
22 policy possibilities in view of the forthcoming presidential
2
<u

O election. The election will take place on July h and the
£o
H inauguration of the new president will be on December 1.
>8 Although it is a foregone conclusion that Lie, Lopez Portillo

will win, there is genuine market concern over the policies

of the Echeverria government as it moves into its final months.

Devaluation rumors in particular are rife, in view of the

higher rate of inflation in Mexico than in the U.S. In addition,

each year prior to Easter weekend the peso is subject to

speculative selling; in I95I+ the peso was devalued over an



Easter weekend, and the market remembers that even today.

Finally, Mancera noted a political squabble, which had

developed in recent days, over a bill prepared by the

government to deal with real estate interests. This has•

given rise to some rather personalized mud-slinging about

profiteering in real estate. He naturally did not want to

go into the specifics, but said that the squabble had been

damaging to market sentiment at this time.

Last week, when I was in Mexico, Lie. Fernandez

Hurtado, Director General of the Bank of Mexico, had indicated

that the trade position had improved somewhat in early 1976

and that Mexico had had a small reserve gain for the first

quarter of the year. He expected some selling pressure on

the peso during the Easter period but believed it manageable.

He thought that the election time in July and inauguration

in early December might also be difficult. Nevertheless, he

expressed confidence that they could weather speculative

pressure as long as the current account continued to improve.

In that connection, they are banking on the economic recovery

in the U.S. and elsewhere to expand exports, while Mexico will

do its best to hold down imports.

In yesterday's call, Mancera said that the heavy

reserve losses were a surprise . With a week and a half to

go before Easter the outflows would surely continue,and for

that reason the Bank of Mexico might well need to use the full

o

8
31



$360 million available under the swap. Although some reflows normally

develop after the Easter period, Mancera suggested that in view of the

general atmosphere of uncertainty, it would be realistic to expect that

they would ask for renewal after three months, with repayment within

six months.

Turning to repayment prospects, he said that the Bank of

Mexico believes that policies already adopted should suffice to stage

an important improvement in Mexico's current account through next

October. As of now, no new policy measures are planned. The process

is more one of maintaining pressure within the government to avoid

budgetary excesses by the outgoing administration, and the Bank is

reasonably hopeful that this effort will succeed.

As backstop to the drawing, Mancera said that reserves

stand at $1,550 million, including $118 million in gold and super

gold tranche positions with the Fund and just under $100 million of

SDRs. Mexico also might have access to up to. $626 million of credit

tranche drawings from the Fund (including the 45 per cent increase

agreed at Jamaica) under certain conditions. In addition, although

he did not specify the amount, the Bank of Mexico has not made

unusual use of its credit lines with commercial banks. At this stage,

however, since most of Mexico's currency reserves are held with com-

mercial banks, heavy liquidation of CD's or drawdowns on credit lines

would provide those banks with a signal that a significant outflow

has occurred. On that basis the swap drawing directly on the Federal

Reserve would help avoid additional repercussions in the marketplace.



When in Mexico last week, I raised with Lie.

Fernandez .Hurtado the question of market concern over the possible

devaluation of the peso. He reiterated the Mexican authori-

ties' strong view that there is no reason for the peso to be

devalued. He admitted that the rate of inflation in Mexico

has been higher than in the United States over recent years.

(Last year, prices there rose by some 13 percent, and the

authorities hope to reduce this year's rise to no more than

10 percent.) Nevertheless, he argued that the experience

with devaluations has been negative both in Mexico, citing

the Mexican markets' long memory of the 195^ devaluation, and

in other developing countries, citing the inability of

devaluation-prone countries like Brazil to bring their

inflations under control. The Finance Ministry and the Bank

of Mexico concur that a fixed rate policy vis-a-vis the dollar

is necessary to maintain internal discipline. In their view a

devaluation would exacerbate inflationary pressures and open

a pandora's box of other problems.

On receipt of the request for the swap drawing,

Mr. Holmes and I discussed the matter with Chairman Burns and Mr,

Volck.er, Vice Chairman Gardner and Governor Wallich, all of whom

agreed that the drawing seemed appropriate. Several commented

that the Mexicans had a good repayment record in the past. In

discussing the matter with John Reynolds of the Board Staff,

I suggested that a memorandum be prepared by Yves Maroni, who

has a sound grasp of the Mexican economic situation. Subsequent



to our conversations within the Federal Reserve, Mr. Holmes

and I consulted with Under Secretary Yeo, who also agreed

that the drawing was appropriate, I also informed Under

Secretary for Economic Affairs at the State Department,

Charles W. Robinson, of the drawing.

Following these various conversations, I called

Mancera back and told him that we agreed to the swap drawing

for value April 9- I stressed that in the event market

reflows did not occur, we would look to Mexico's drawing _
o

rights with the Fund as a.take-out. Mancera thanked me for g

-S
responding so quickly, but I answered that the Bank of Mexico's ***

excellent repayment record on past drawings had paved the way. 3
On>

He was pleased to hear this and indicated that he would stress 3.
a.

the point in discussions with the government. °̂
Tlo
3.
r

I
SEP:msb
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Recent Economic and Financial De.velop».-ip.nts
in Mexico

and Prospects for 1976-77

V

Mexico's balance of payments deficit on current account

increased substantially in 1975, mainly as a result of the world re-

cession and a rise in interest payments on external obligations. As

shown in table 1, according to preliminary data, the current account

deficit exceeded $4 billion, up from about $2.9 billion in 1974. The

world recession was the principal reason why most traditional exports

declined, and it was only because of the steady rise in exports of

petroleum from wells opened in 1974 that the year ended with the value

of total exports virtually unchanged from 1974. In contrast, the value

.of imports rose more than 8 per cent. The rise in j.mports in 1975 was

modest when compared with increases of more than 50 per cent in each of

the previous two years, and it was associated with a marked slowdown in

the country's rate of economic activity. The world recession also

brought about a 5 per cent drop in tourist earnings. The rise in interest

payments reflects the rapid increase in the country's external debt and

a rise in the average interest rate.on outstanding obligations.

The"current account deficit was financed by a net inflow of

medium- and long-term capital, as has been the case for many years.

'Last year, this net inflow totalled about $4.3 billion, over $1.3 billion

more than in 1974. This was enough to allow an increase in net official

foreign assets of $151 million. .-.:.~̂
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Table 1

Mexico - Balance of Payments

1973-75

(in million dollars)

Merchandise Exports
Merchandise Imports
Trade Balance

Services (net)
Travel (net) .

. Investment Income (net)
Other (net)

Private Unrequited Transfers ;(net)

Balance on Current Account

Govti Unrequited Transfers (net)

Long-Term Capital (net) ...
Direct Investment in Mexico (net)
Other Long Terra Private, Capital (net)
Public Sector Borrowings (net)
Subscriptions to IBRD' Shd"IDE

Short-Term Capital (net)
Private Non-Bank Capital (net)
Bank Capital (net)

Official Foreign Assets (net)--
(increase:-)

Errors and Omissions (net)

1973

+2,419
-3j_656
-1,237

- 252
(+ 808)
(-1,135)
(+ 150)

+ 66

-1,423

+ 8

+1,820

(+ 119)
(H,293)
(- 48)

- 308
(- 178)
(- 130)

-.144-

+ 46

1974

. +3,443
-5,754
-2,311

- 678
(+ 902)
(-1,599)
<+ 19)
+ 100

-2,889

+ 13

+3,048
(+ 678)
(+ 590)
(+1,780)
( .~ )

+ 242
(- 441)
(+ 683)

32

- 381

19751/

+3,445
-6,283
-2,838

-1,344
(+ 810)
(-1,974)
(- 180)

+ 114

-4,068

+ 12

+4,303
(+ 749)
(+ 854)
(+2,700)
( - )

+ 486
(+ 250)
(+ 236)

- 151

- 582

P/ Preliminary

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial
Statistics, and IMF staff.
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The country's real gross, domestic product last year is

estimated at about 4 per cent more than in 1974. With population

rising at about 3.5 per cent per year, this represents little real

growth per capita. The 1975 growth rate was also well below the averige

rate achieved in the. past 20 years and below the 1974 rate—both about

6 per cent. With slower growth came a slower rate of increase in prices,

but the consumer price index late last year and early this year was

still showing a rise of more than 13 per cent over the year-earlier

levels, and the monthly percentage increase appeared to have begun to

turn up in January and February,after diminishing rather steadily during

1975. Recent price movements are summarized in table 2.

Until early 1973, the rate of inflation in Mexico was compa- ' .

| • . rable to. that in the United States. Its subsequent acceleration is

* only partly attributable to''the impact of rising prices of many imported

products. More important,"perhaps, were an accelerated growth of

domestic expenditures, chiefly by <the public sector, an expansionary

incomes policy, and shortfalls in agricultural production owing to in-

clement weather.

Public spending began to increase faster late in i972 as the

Government stepped up its rate of investment and the growth of its

welfare programs. As public sector revenues rose more slowly, reliance

on financing from the banking system grew. However, the ability of the

banks to channel non-inflationary resources into the purchase of public

sector securities was rising more slowly, and the Bank of Mexico itself

RESTRICTED
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ended up holding an increasing amount of these securities.

At the same time, the authorities undertook to compensate

workers for the rise in the cost of living and began to grant more

generous and more frequent increases in -he minimum wage, setting the

pattern for significantly larger raises in other wage categories. The

latest increase in minimum wages, effective early this year, averages

about 21 per cent (with a range of 17 to 34 per cent). This was the

first increase in 15 months and,like earlier ones, it is fairly close

to the rate <£>f inflation in this 15-month period. It is bound to make

it more difficult to reduce the inflation rate, further in 1976.

Steps began to be taken to correct the internal financial •

disequilibrium in the latter part of 1974. In September of that year,

the reserve requirements of the banks were raised substantially. Sub-

sequently, some administrative improvements vere introduced to achieve

greater discipline on cur'irent,,government expenditures. In addition,

a number of taxes were substantially increased and a new 50 per cent

tax on gasoline sales was instituted. Rates for public services also

were raised. At the same time, the decline in world interest rates

beginning in the latter part of 1974 made Mexican interest rates rela-

tively more attractive, and this helped the financial institutions in

the country to attract a larger flow of funds l.lum in the previous two

years, enabling'them to absorb a greater volume of public sector se-

curities in 1975. Absorption of public securities by the financial.

RESTRICTED



Table 2

Mexico - Irwl >:< of Consumer Prices

in Mexico City

in Selected lior.L'is Since December 1972

1972 •- December

1973 - March
June
September

. December

1974 - March
June
September
December '

1975 - March
June
September

Oc tober
November
December

1976 - January

February

124.1

128.2
132.6
139-G
149.5

?156.7
,161.2
169.3
180.6

192.5
198.7

200.3
202.8
204.6

207.9
211.9

Average Monthly
Change Since

Last Month Shovm
(Per cent)

+1.1
+1.1
+1.8
+2.4

+1.6
+1.0
+1.7
+2.2

+ .7
+1.4
+1.1

+ .8
+1.2
+ .9

+1.6
+1.9

Change from
Same Month
Previous Year
(Pei* cent)

+ 7.4
+ 9.8
+13.8
+20.5

+22.0
+21.6
+21.3
+20.8

+17.8
+19.5
+17.4

+15.2
+13.3
+13.3

+13.3
+15.1

Source: Banco de Mexico, Inch'cadoros Rconomicos
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institutions was helped by the severe I.iniltirions on credit to the

private sector brought, about by the l\i jjhLcni'i" in nisorvo require-

ments. • ~~

However, the slowdown in ecnrionij*" .-:el.iv.i.ty as the year

progressed began to cause concern nod, after mid-yenr, the Government

again stepped up the rate of public •tyr:Midi.r-;> For the year as a whole,

about 5 per cent of total public expimditin;"!** vesre financed directly

by the Central Bank, and this f5.nanc.lng accented for about 75 per cent

of the increase in the money supply (varro ly dslined). The increase

in M^ in 1975 was 23 per. cent, sowcM.-'Hit more than in the two previous

years, and about twice the; prc-1973 rales.

For 1976, public spending is prr-j ••.•ted by the authorities

to increase by only 10 per cent' over l:he W25 level. This compares

with a 30 per cent increase in public spcrj<J? 05 from 1974 t:o 1975. If -

the tecent rates of inflation continue unci!.-:nv,od during the year, this

would represent a cut in publi.c sector spen:?.i'.ij; in real terras. Even

so, the fiscal deficit would amount to abo1.'!: 27 per cent of total public

expenditures. The authorities' hope that thxeo-fourths of this can be

financed internally and without direct recourse to the Central Bank,

and. the rest externally. To avoid reeourg.:* Lo the Central Bank, credit

to the private sector will have to remain rifely restricted. Under,

such a projection, the rate of growth of real CUP for the year would

probably not exceed the 1975 rate., and there, should be some improvement

in the balance.of payments on current account.
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There arc reasons to question whether this projection will

be realized. The recent waoe__increases appear to exceed what would

have been consistent with a 10 per cent increase in public spending.

Moreover, it is likely that public spending will.exceed the projection

if only because, this is the last yeai* of the term of office of the

President of Mexico, and the outgoing Administration, like its pre-

decessors, will want to complete as many of the projects which it

started as it possibly can. The American Embassy reports that private

sector economists generally tend to doubt that public spending will be

held down as much as is officially projected. Private forecasters

believe that there will be some recovery in real GDP growth,an in-

tensification of inflation, and a further deterioration of the balance

of payments on current account. , A. .
* " ? •

As regards the balance of payments, the worldwide economic

recovery should be reflected in an upturn in Mexican exports and tourist

earnings. However, Mexican industry may find itself increasingly at a

competitive disadvantage, after three years of inflation at rates in

excess of those in the United States, especially if this differential S\

widens in 1976. Also, some tourists may stay away because of Mexico's \ I

stand on Israel in the United Nations. The principal hope for increased I

current account earnings lies in the petroleum sector and this could make I

a substantial contribution. Production from the rich wells of southern I

Mexico began in 1974 and has not yet reached its full potential. It has

already turned the country's position from that of a net impor
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petroleum to one of n net exporter, as shown in table 3. Official

policy is "to increase the rate of production /there/ to the highest

sustainable rate consistent with current conventional practices, in ~~

order to make the maximum contribution to the current account of

Mexico's balance of payments."—

At the same time, it will be difficult to hold down imports,

especially if it proves impossible to hold down public spending.

Equally important, interest "payments on the. external debt are bound to

rise as the debt increases. All told, any improvement this year in the

balance of payments on current account is likely, at best, to be rather

moderate, and there is a possibility that some further deterioration

may occur.

For the longer tun, there are reasons for somewhat more optimism

A new Administration will take office in December, following the expected

election of former Finance Minister Jose Lopez Portillo as President in

July. The change in Administration may be the occasion for the. adoption

of stronger anti-inflationary measures if, as seems likely, the new

President's Finance Ministry experience leads him to attach more im-

portance than his predecessor to the financial consequences of his

political decisions. In addition, in 1977, it is expected that a large

new copper mine now under development will begin to contribute substan-

tially to the export picture.

1/ Prospectus for $50 million Issue of Mexican Government Bonds, dated
February 19, 1976, p.14. , . .-.—-.
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Table 3

—Mexico - Petroleum

Exports niirl Imports

(in -million dollars)

Crude Oil

Natural Gas "

Refined Products

Petrochemicals

Total

1

Exports

61.9

62.0

9.5

133.5

9 7 4"

Imports

76.4

240.5

74.4

391 r3<5*

Balance

- 14.5

+ .1

-178.5

- 64.9

^257.8

1 «

Exports

393.3

23.7

4.3

.421.3

3 7 5 £ /

Imports

225.7

57.5

283.2

Balance

+393.3

-202.0

- 53.2

+138.1

P/ preliminary

Source: Prospectus for $50 million Issue of Mexican Government Bonds,
dated February 19, 1976, p. 15.
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But until tiiese developments occur, uncertainty will

continue to produce periods of nervousness in the Mexican foreign ex-

change market, heightened by questions as to whether Mexico can raise

enough financial resources in external markets to cover its needs.

The question whether the peso should be devalued is receiving increas-

ing attention in private circles- The principal argument in favor of

devaluation, is that", over the last three years, the rate of inflation

in Mexico has'exceeded the rate" prevailing in the United States by

an average of about 9 percentage points per year (as measured by the

respective consumer price indices) and a large differential is likely

to continue for at\least,another year, and that this is interfering •

with the competitiveness of Mexican exports. On the other side, it

is argued that the dollar-peso rate has remained unchanged for 22 years,

that its alteration vould ,be?a shock tbeforeigners who have invested

large amounts in peso-denSminated accounts in Mexican financial institu-

tions and would close this source of external financing for many years

(for fear of nev? devaluations), that the internal burden of servicing

the country's huge foreign debt would be greatly increased, that exports

of raw materials (still the bulk of the country's exports) are traded

at world pric.es which would not be affected by a devaluation, that

there is little or no excess industrial capacity with which to increase

manufactured exports* and that a devaluation would set off an upsurge

of inflation as prices of imported goods (in pesos) would increase and

prices of domestically produced articles would go up in sympathy - '"7.-.-.
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(presumably more for psychological reasons than in response to cost

increases)—in effect leading to what is called the "argentinization"

of the Mexican economy.

The authorities are determined to defend the current* dollar-

peso exchange rate. Their principal line of defense is the country's

reserves which amounted to more than $1.6 billion on March 29. The

country's credit tranches in the International Monetary Fund total

about $626 million (including the 45 per cent addition approved at

the recent Jamaica meeting of the IMF's Interim Committee), but

all of it would be available without the adoption of corrective policy

measures acceptable to the FiifwJ. The Bank of Mexico's swap arrangement

with the Federal Reserve System is for $360 million, having been doubled

in August 1975* Mexican drawings under the swap have.occurred twice

before, in August 1974 and in SeptemberT975. Both drawings, for

$180 million in 1974 and«,for $360 million in 1975, were repaid before

they came due at the end of three months. The Bank of Mexico also has

a swap arrangement with the US Treasury, the amount of which was in-

creased from $200 to $300 million at the end of 1975. But this cannot

be drawn upon until after the swap line with the System has been fully

drawn. The country appears to be able to continue to borrow in inter-

national markets, and this may be important in helping to repay short

term obligations.
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Whether the defense of the peso will ultimately succeed

""""*
~"xi"Tikely to depend importantly on the ability of the authorities to

- \
prevent the fj-scaX^position from'getting out of hand, and eventually

to restore a sound*'fiscal and monetary policy.

i

Division of the International Finance
April 14, 1976
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON 30230

May 24, 1976

PRESIDENT HAS SEEN..-.™

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Subject: Trip to Chile, Brazil and Mexico

I
^ .—.

il .
¥

The purpose of my trip was to explore ways in which
we could develop closer economic ties with the countries
of Latin America. Economic cooperation in Latin America
can bring not only economic benefits to the United States
but also can assist us in our foreign policy goals in that
part of the world. #e have been able to develop such a
parallel economic and political approach in the Middle
East, and based on my experiences in these three countries,
I believe we can. also do it in Latin America.

Each of the countries I visited poses a different
set of problems, but I completed this trip very optimistic
about the economic potential in Latin America. I met with
President Pinochet in Chile, President Geisel in Brazil,
and President Echeverria in Mexico.,&-as well as having
extensive discussions with their economic leaders. In
each of the countries, I.made it clear that I was not
bringing additional aid'-commitments, but rather that I
wanted to find ways we could help the countries to help
themselves.

Chile

The government in Chile is taking firm economic steps
to restore stability and economic growth to the country.
Its .Finance Minister, Jorge Cauas, inherited an economy
that" was characterized by (a) high inflation, (b) the
inability to service its foreign debt obligations,
(c) declining output, and (d) labor crises in many sectors.
Most of these problems were the direct result of excessive
domination and intervention of the previous Allende
administration. Minister Cauas and the current economic
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team have taken firm economic steps and have demonstrated
a clear desire to bring greater economic freedom to the
country. They have removed most of the price, foreign
trade, and other economic controls that existed previously.
As a result of these policies and despite extensive
obstacles, Chile has made considerable economic progress.
The country has been able to double its non-copper exports,
increase its agricultural production, and resume full
payment of its foreign debt. Economic problems certainly
remain. Chile still faces high inflation and high levels
of unemployment, but based on my discussions, I feel that
both of these problems should be improving this year.

Without offering any foreign aid, I was able to
support these efforts toward greater economic freedom and
I made it clear that the United States is interested in
Chile's well-being. At the same time, however, I was very
direct in telling the Chilean Government that we will not
be able to help, and that they would continue to lose the
support of others, unless.they demonstrated that they are
committed to ensuring human rights. We had had extensive
discussions in Washington on this subject before I accepted
their invitation to go. Here in Washington, and again in
Chile, they emphasized that they were committed to ensuring
human rights, and during my visit, I think we were able
to agree on some significant concrete steps toward that end;

< j

(1) They announced.the release of 49 prisoners and,
more important, stated'that the momentum of the "parole
program", under which prisoners are released, would be
increased. In fulfillment of that commitment, they
announced the release of another 50 prisoners just last
week after my visit. I believe more will be coming.

(2) They announced that they would meet with the
working group on the U.N. Commission on Human Rights to
work out procedures for a group to visit Chile.

(3) They announced publicly for the first time that
they had tried and sentenced officials who had abused
prisoners.

EYES ONLY
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This is certainly not the end of what is needed on
the human rights issue in Chile. A state of seige still
exists there under which they still may imprison people
without charge. However, I do think that we got an
important message across -- namely, that they must do more
or they will continue to lose the support of the United
States and others. President Pinochet agreed with this,
and I feel that the things.they did while I was there
and afterward are solid steps in the right direction. I
believe it is a mistake to focus on the number of prisoners
released, whether it is 50 or 30 or 100, but rather to
focus on the process under which human rights will be
respected. In this regard, I think we have made good
progress, and it would be a .grave mistake to impose
sanctions now. In this regard, we must resist current
Congressional efforts to cut back our economic support to
Chile, especially when they seem to be moving forward.

Brazil

Brazil offers great economic potential and certainly
is playing a central role in Latin America. Henry Kissinger
visited there in February and established a consultative
mechanism to provide political impetus to our relationship.
During my visits we were able to reach agreement on
important bilateral issues which sWirld help us to expand
trade and investment between the United States and Brazil.

In the trade area, we agreed on the following:

(1) That Brazil would phase-out its subsidy progran
which has resulted in an unfair trade advantage for
Brazilian products.

(2) That as a result of this action, we would act
to further liberalize trade by agreeing not to reevaluate
present countervailing duties on footwear until the last
quarter of 1977; and by waiving countervailing duties on
leather handbags, effective July 1, 1976. In addition,
with respect to soybean oil, we resolved the threatened
action by the U.S. industry. Based on the Brazilian
government's action, the U.S. industry announced they
would not file a complaint.

EYES ONLY
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In the investment area, we agreed to work together
to facilitate U.S. private sector investment in Brazil.
They gave me a list of key Brazilian projects in areas

- such as iron ore, oil, hydroelectric power, copper and
agriculture, and I am distributing these to the private
sector here in the United States. We also arranged for a
negotiation of a double tax treaty which will be an
important step towards increasing investment. A team from
Brazil will visit Washington in June to negotiate this
treaty.

^ I believe these agreements will mark a new level of
g cooperation between the United States and Brazil. In
H2 order to ensure that the relationship grows, Finance Minister
TJ Mario Simonsen, and I established a formal mechanism, under
JS the framework of the memorandum which Henry Kissinger

L . signed last February. It involves the establishment of
Js !̂  a consultative group on'trade, investment and financial
•| "g ' issues which will meet regularly. In this way, I believe
$ that we have properly .institutionalized the important
a economic relationship between Brazil and the United
,2 States.

I* Mexico *
4

£ I had extensive discussions with Finance Minister
Mario Betetta and other.economic officials about the
economic situation in Mexico. Recently, there has been
a great deal of speculation about the Mexican economy and
the peso, with the press reporting that- the peso was about
to be devalued. I thought it was important that the focus
of attention be shifted away from the value of the peso
and towards the underlying economic policy that Mexico is
adopting. The Mexican officials explained to me the
measures they are taking to bring public sector -spending
under better control. This, along with limiting wage increases,
is the key to Mexico's current economic program. They
indicated that the increase in public sector expenditures
had slowed, revenues had risen and the budget deficit had
been reduced in the first four months of 1976. Further,
the current account deficit in the first quarter of 1976
had improved, with exports increasing by 20% over the
first quarter of 1975, while imports were falling by 2%
over the same period.
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I believe the Mexican government knows what needs
to be done economically, and -I think the prospects are
gp.o.^for- a significant reduction in the level of inflation
arid'1'in the cuTT^n^i^^gij^Odeceit. I am particularly-
encouraged about the benefitsj that can flow to the Mexican

| economy from increased oil production. They have the
potential for exporting over one million barrels a day

> by 1980 which at $l<0*ia*barrel: would provide annual
J revenues of about $4 billion.» There have been recent

press stories that Mexico had; decided to join OPEC and we
:; discussed this ma^terr^ They told me that they had not
; ••'•'"•>'* decided to join. x"Tliey"are very well aware of the drawbacks
\ of their joining; the principal one of which is that they
' would lose their ability to set their internal oil policy.
3* - - I- believe- t1rai:""MSTlJc"c»'"5ffers one sound, alternative source
3 to OPEC in the future and we should be encouraging Mexico
3 to develop their oil potential.

* Overall, I was delighted with the results of this
5 trip. I view it as another step in strengthening the
\ t understanding of U.S. economic policy abroad. These
S countries have welcomed your trade decisions which clearly
' demonstrate that we are not turning protectionist. In
s the months ahead, we should be encouraging policies like
^ that- throughout the world.

William E. Simon
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

INFORMATION

September 14, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR: BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM: ROBERT HORMATS
Q

SUBJECT: The Mexican Float--
Many Unanswered Questions

£» Two weeks after Mexico's decision to float the peso - - effectively a
£ 40% devaluation at this point - - there are signs that the experiment
3 may be turning sour. The measure can only improve Mexico's inter-
"H national economic position if followed by appropriate corrective
^ domestic policies. But such policies do not appear to have been
* devised as yet. The burden will fall on President-elect Lopez Portillo.

Background

The devaluation surprised Mexicans as well as foreigners. The
symptoms of over-valuation were many and visible, but it was generally
thought that the Mexicans would continue theirvc,&s.tly foreign borrowing
(roughly $5 billion per year) until earnings from oil exports corrected
the imbalances in the trade account* • (Trade deficits have been running
above $3 billion. ) In the meantime, however, the costs were high in
terms of both debt service and of economic growth, as capital flight
($200 million per month) reduced investment and job creation. Budget
deficits financed partly from abroad fueled inflation, which has averaged
17% in recent years.

The Announcement

The announcement was made on the eve of President Echeverria's final
State of the Union address. Echeverria emphasized the long-term bene-
fits of a more competitive international position, noting that exchange
rates must reflect fluctuating economic conditions. It was justifiable
to borrow money to invest, Echeverria said, but not to increase consump-
tion, and certainly not to finance capital flight.

k ' 1
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Echeverria also outlined measures to insure that the domestic impact
of devaluation was cushioned. Selective salary increases would protect
wage earners, price controls would be applied to basic consumer items,
and interest rates would rise for savers and remain stable for small
borrowers. Inflation would be controlled by cutting back non-essential
budget expenditures and limiting the growth of credit. Taxes would be
imposed to reduce the windfall profits of exporters.

Reaction

The initial reaction in Mexico was mild. The government moved
ostentaciously against retailers who took advantage of the confusion to
jack up prices. Informed business circles were reassured by the

£» availability of $1 billion of IMF money to bolster exchange reserves,
Jg and more through U.S. swap arrangements if necessary. But now
•J pressures are building. Labor organizations, at first seemingly unaware
g of the implications for the standard of living of wage earners , are now
^ expressing their concern stridently, and there is considerable uneasiness

,2 * about implementation of the announced stabilization measures. Pr ices
g 7? of basic items are now rising sharply; and confusion is increasing in the
•g (5 absence of firm and visible government action.
Q a

8
"** Internationally, the peso seems likely to stabilize at the new rate of
§* roughly 20 per dollar, which the Bank of Mexico is supporting. On the
2 first day of free trading in Chicago, futures settled at this spat rate, and
•g the Finance Minister has now'indicated it may become relatively fixed.

Potential Problems.

The most immediate issue is whether the devaluation will correct Mexico's
distorted payments position. The success of the devaluation depends
primarily on the extent to which the government reduces liquidity and
consumption in a politically tolerable way. A devaluation cannot be
successful without some degree of austerity, since the inflation which
made it necessary must be treated simultaneously through monetary and
fiscal measures. Moreover, the capital reflow resulting from the
devaluation must be neutralized to prevent an increase in the money
supply. In addition, import prices will obviously be higher immediately,
intensifying the need for domestic restraint. To correct this requires
a lower level of deficit spending and a reduction of the money supply,
which together will lead to lower real incomes. Echeverria1 s rhetoric
emphasized working together rather than sacrifice, and protection from
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negative effects rather than tightening up to fight inflation,* and Embassy
Mexico City reports that the realization that things are going to be
tighter seems not to have taken hold. The austere budget being planned
by Lopez Portillo may thus come as a shock. How firmly he will be able
to hold to the wage and price guidelines which will be necessary to make
the devaluation work is a key question. Insufficient control will simply
re-create the conditions whi ch lead to the crisis. Firm control, on the
other hand, could create problems with the less affluent mmt on the other
side of our southern border.

A second question is the response of the international sector. Mexico's
import requirements of capital goods and raw materials would appear to
be relatively inelastic - - i. e., they are essential to economic growth
and production and will be imported no matter what the price. In this

J3* case imports may not fall in volume, and they will certainly rise in price
£ terms even at constant volume. Further, the country's exports cannot
T3 expand rapidly if they are now being produced at capacity, as is the case
j° with at least some products. Thus it will take adroitly designed and

•o ̂  administered incentives to insure that the devaluation has the desired
5 •« effects on earnings and production in the medium to long term.
S3 2 '
5
S3
C4

g Another question, one which has'immediate implications for U.S. investors,
g is whether the devaluation portends a shift on the part of the Mexican
>, Government from financing development through foreign borrowing - -
8 which they clearly realize had reached unhealthy, levels - - to a new
o strategy of encouraging equity, participation of~tHe""foreign capital which

o-i will be attracted by the more favorable exchange rate.

We will also have to be aware that the increased competitiveness of
Mexican exports to this country may result in complaints from U. S.
manufacturers of affected products, with corresponding demands for
increased protection. This may test our established policy of objective
review of these cases on their economic merits. The removal of export
subsidies, made possible by the devaluation, and the imposition of higher
export taxes to reduce windfall profits, should if anything increase the
"fairness" of Mexican competition.

Finally, we can expect that as things get tougher at home for poorer
Mexicans and the dollar earned abroad buys more for the family back
home, the U.S. labor market will become even more attractive to
"illegals. " This will result in additional calls to end the displacement
of U.S. workers by cracking down on immigration laws, already a
delicate element in U.S. -Mexican relations.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Subject: Financial Arrangements with Mexico
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SUMMARY

The Treasury and the Federal Reserve are today
announcing new arrangements which will make up to
$600 million in additional funds available to the
Government of Mexico to counter disorderly market
conditions. These funds are being made available on
an interim basis to cover possible Mexican needs until
credit can be disbursed by the International Monetary
Fund (IMF). The necessary groundwork has been laid.,
with the IMF management to enable Mexico to obtain
future support from the IMF. I believe the arrange-
ments we have concluded will have important psychological
benefits in helping to calm the market situation in
Mexico. They will also serve as a demonstration of con-
tinued U.S. political,interest in Mexico, At the same
time, the security of our funds is^aVsured by the agree-
ment of the Government of? Mexico to repay any drawings
under these arrangements within 10 days of the receipt
of funds from the IMF. ''•"'•

BACKGROUND

The actions we have taken implement the steps outlined
for you in my memorandum of August 24. The Mexican Govern-
ment has abandoned its unrealistic exchange rate and is
•introducing a number of major changes in its economic pol-
icies. It has had a series of intensive discussions with
the staff of the International Monetary Fund and the Managing
Director has today written the Mexican Finance Minister
stating that in his view the Mexican program is sound and
adequate to overcome Mexico's balance of payments problem
within a reasonable period and that the program will enable
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Mexico to re-establish a stable economy over the long
run. The IMF will now proceed to formal consideration
of Mexico's request for credit arrangements which could
eventually make up to about $1.2 billion available over
a period of approximately three years.

It may be several weeks, however, before the first
portion of the IMF money available to Mexican authorities
under its existing rights to borrow funds from the IMF will
be disbursed. In the meantime, the Mexicans needed assur-
ance that funds would be available to deal with possible
disorderly market conditions. A new $365 million U.S.
facility will meet that need. Under the $365 million agree-
ment, drawing facilities will be available for a period of
up to three months or until Mexico is authorized to draw
from the IMF an amount of currencies approximately equal
the the $365 million level, whichever occurs first.

In addition to the $365 million facility, we have
established a separate $235 million facility which will be
tied to additional credits to be provided by the IMF during
1977. Mexico's eligibility to obtain additional resources
from the IMF will depend on IMF management judgments about
the actual performance of Mexico's stabilization program
over the medium term. Once official^IMF approval is given,
the $235 million will. enah,le Mexico"to draw money from the
United States in advance of its actual receipts from the IMF.

Under both agreements we have included provisions
which protect the security of U.S. funds. Under each
agreement, when the IMF funds are disbursed under the cor-
responding IMF credit program, any drawings from the United
States facility will be repaid within, ten days. In addition,
as Mexico draws from the IMF facilities, the amount available
under our respective facility agreements will be reduced
accordingly.

Our long-standing, but unutilized, stabilization
agreement with the Mexicans remains in effect, although
we have shortened up the terms on which they can borrow,
That agreement allows the Mexicans to draw a total of
$300 million, $150 million of which can be used directly
by the Mexican government and another $150 million which
must be deposited in the United States. In addition, the
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Mexicans have a swap arrangement of $360 million with
the Federal Reserve System, the full amount of which
was drawn in July of this year. At the option of Mexico,
they may repay up to $180 million of this swap in advance,
in which case the Federal Reserve will participate up to
that amount in the $365 million facility announced today.
If the Federal Reserve does not participate in this new
arrangement, the full amount of any Mexican drawing will
be provided by the Exchange Stabilization Fund.

The Mexican government has embarked on a difficult
undertaking. Over the next two years they need to imple-
ment significant internal economic adjustments. The neces-
sary adjustments will not be easy, and there will be
individuals and sectors of the Mexican economy who will be
hurt in the process. Thus, the government will be under
severe internal political pressures. By providing the
Mexican government with these borrowing facilities to
enable them to deal with, disorderly exchange market condi-
tions, we hopefully have reduced a potential source of
external instability.

I
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Comments on the Mexican Program
in the Light of Recent Developments

The Mexican program negotiated with the IMF staff—' is a

very comprehensive one covering all facets of economic and financial

policy. It will require a considerable amount of austerity for the

three-year period over which it will be phased. This period begins

January 1, 1977, and there are no policy understandings between Mexico

and the IMF for the remainder of 1976. This hiatus for the next three

months reflects the fact that the present Mexican administration will

be leaving office on December 1 when President-elect Lopez Portillo is

scheduled to be inaugurated. Apparently, outgoing President Echeverria

was willing to take the blame for the devaluation, but not for the

austerity measures which the situation requires. The result may well

be an erosion of the advantages expected from the September 1 devalua-

tion before the austerity program begins to take effect. Recent de-

velopments in Mexico described below would seem to be in line with this

assessment. If this trend continues, the peso, which is currently held

within narrow margins by the Bank of Mexico, may well have to be

allowed to float to a lower value in coming months.

1/ A summary of the Mexican program will be found in a separate
paper also being circulated.

t
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Recent Developments

The Mexican stabilization effort has gotten off to a shaky

start. On the basis of rumors (officially denied) that (a) bank

accounts would soon be frozen and (b) exchange controls were about

to be imposed, a run on banks developed around mid-September, and the

capital inflow of early September was reversed. While the panic has

abated, withdrawals from banks continue. Our Embassy in Mexico and

the banks themselves are receiving an enlarged volume of inquiries

about investment opportunities in the United States. The demand for

U.S. currency has also increased.

Late last month, the Mexican government announced that the

wage increase promised by President Echeverria on September 1 would

range from 16 to 23 per cent. Organized labor, which had threatened

a general strike unless the raise amounted to 65 per cent, agreed to

this outcome when the authorities made it clear that prices of many

consumer goods would not be allowed to rise by more than 10 per cent

and that a freeze would be placed on others. These price measures

were put into effect on September 27.

However, this wage increase is in addition to the wage

bargains currently being negotiated by individual employers and unions.

These range up to 10 or 15 per cent, so that the total wage increase

this year will turn out to be close to 35 per cent for most workers.
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On September 29, the Mexican government tightened controls

on public expenditures and placed new restraints on investment spending

and on hiring of workers by the public sector. But the public sector

must now pay the higher wages just announced, and the peso burden of

its external debt service payments has jumped with the devaluation.

It will also have to cover the increased losses which public enterprises

must incur as a result of the price freeze on essential goods and services

sold by them in the face of higher costs. In this situation, the

September 29 measures appear likely to provide only a partial offset to

the continuing fiscal deterioration.

The full extent of the program and the magnitude of the re-

quired adjustments have not yet been spelled out for the general public.

As a result, the public remains confused and skeptical of the Government's

ability to prevent a further deterioration of the economy. The Govern-

ment's credibility has been damaged by the fact that the currency was

devalued after repeated assurances that it would not be, and now its

confident statements about the future are widely disbelieved. •

More significant measures than the newly announced restraints

on public spending will be needed before confidence begins to return.

For this, most observers believe that we will have to await the inaugura-

tion of president-elect Lopez Portillo on December 1.

The Long-Run Prospects

The magnitude of the Mexican disequilibrium is such that a

major shock would have to be administered to the economy if it were to

•••"" :':"V\
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be corrected quickly. The decision to phase the adjustment over a

three-year period will make the annual adjustments smaller and

therefore easier to accomplish. But there is a danger that the will

to practice austerity may gradually weaken before the objectives of

the program have been fully achieved. If this should happen, there

could well be some slippage in the country's economic and financial

performance under the program.

Indeed, the magnitude of the adjustment required, particularly

in the budgetary area, is so large that some slippage may be inevitable.

But even if the precise targets of the program are not fully achieved,

the result should still be beneficial--unless the slippage is so large

that the country ends up in effect with no program at all.

Mexico's prospective drawings on the IMF under the Extended Fund

Facility arrangement will be phased over the three years to which the

program is to apply, and Mexico's eligibility to draw will be subject

to-suspension if specified targets under the program are not met.

This will give the Mexican authorities an added incentive to persevere

in their efforts. The Fund staff will closely monitor Mexico's per-

formance under the program and will conduct frequent reviews to deter-

mine its continued eligibility. Should slippage occur and should

eligibility be suspended, new targets must be negotiated with the Fund

to restore the country's right to draw. This will provide flexibility

in case of slippage and ensure that Mexico is not faced with an
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all-or-nothing situation. In other words, if the improvement expected

under the program does not fully materialize, the door will be open

to promote a more moderate measure of progress--one which, hopefully,

will be attainable.

This flexibility on the part of the IMF, though understandable

carries the risk that the authorities, encouraged by knowledge that a more

modest degree of progress may be forgiven by the Fund, will not exert

their best efforts to carry out the original program, or will tend

too easily to give in to domestic political pressures to relax their

austerity policies. But this risk is probably the price that must be

paid to avoid a complete break between the member country and the Fund

in case of unavoidable slippage.

The Mexican program is very specific in most areas of economic

and financial policy, but it does leave a few things unsaid. One of

these has to do with interest rate policy. In this area, there is

a need for a rise in interest rates to make them positive in real terms

and thereby enhance the attractiveness of peso assets to domestic and

foreign investors. No such commitment or target is explicitly mentioned in the

Mexican memorandum to the Fund. However, the Mexican authorities have ac-.

cepted a commitment to pursue interest rate, credit, and reserve requirement

policies that will permit the currency issue to increase by no more than

the amount of any increase in the country's net international reserves,

and within that constraint they have made a vague commitment to pursue
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an interest rate policy aimed at retaining the largest possible portion

of domestic savings within the country and inducing compensatory capital

movements. Some more specific interest rate action might be particularly

helpful in cushioning the capital outflows that have resumed at a

steady rate over the past three weeks. In fact, Mexican interest rates,

which are administered by the Bank of Mexico and remain fixed for sub-

stantial periods of time, have not been increased since the devalua-

tion. The last increase occurred only about three weeks before September 1.

The most crucial task of the program must be to permit a shift

of resources into the external sector. The program requires that strong

steps be taken in this direction, especially on the fiscal, side. But

even over a three-year period, the proposed reduction in the size of the

public sector deficit is huge and must be thought of as quite ambitious.

A large part of the public sector deficit may be found in the state

enterprises, the social security system, the state and local governments

and the Federal District. There may be great difficulties in bringing

about the needed reduction in these sectors.

If the reduction which is envisaged were achieved, it would

allow the tightening of monetary policy that would support the aggregate

demand objectives of the program and encourage a net inflow of capital.

However, the measures needed to achieve the 1977 target for the public

sector deficit may have to be so severe as to produce a recessionary shock.

R&STRICTED
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This will severely test the will of the authorities to persevere

on this course and may bring about social unrest.

On the external side, the restoration of confidence so as

to end capital flight is another problem area. This may require the

adoption of political and social policies which partially reverse the

course followed in recent years—a difficult move to carry out. It

may also require steps to overcome the credibility gap that seems to

have been created by the decision to devalue after repeated assurances

that there would be no devaluation. Should the flight of capital

continue, this would jeopardize the achievement of the targets for

external official financing and for the rebuilding of international

reserves.

The performance of real wages is likely to be the most critical

element in determining the success or failure of the program. Holding

down increases in real wages will help directly in reducing pressures

on the balance of trade by restraining real consumption. It will also

help improve the public sector finances since wages are such a large

fraction of total public expenditures. But organized labor in Mexico

is powerful and holding down wage increases will not be easy. Indeed,

the shift of resources into the external sector could create significant

difficulties with the incomes policy.

Prepared by Yves Maroni
Division of International Finance
October 8, 1976
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To: Chairman Burns

From: Ted Truman ^ ^4"7*

At Governor Wallich's request I prepared
the attached notes on the meeting on the Mexican
economic situation that was held at Treasury
yesterday. I have also enclosed a copy of
Mr. Maroni's notes on the Mexican economic
situation that were circulated to the Board
earlier in the month.• Finally, you will find
copies of the latest summary economic and
financial data on Mexico that we have.

If you would like to discuss with me any
aspect of these materials this afternoon, I will
be available. I will'also be available either at
home or in my office over the weekend.

RESTRICTED



E.M. Truman
October 29, 1976

NOTES ON MEETING ON THE MEXICAN ECONOMIC SITUATION
(October 28, 1976)

Participants: Governor Wallich, Under Secretary Yeo, Messrs, Robichek
(IMF), Cross (Treasury), Widman (Treasury), and Truman

Note: These notes are not intended as a comprehensive treatment of the
Mexican economic situation. They are based, on a meeting that was
held at the U.S. Treasury at which information on the major
features on Mexican economic performance was exchanged. (The
discussion covered wage policy, exchange-rate policy, fiscal policy
external debt, and short-term prospects.) However, along with
the notes prepared by Yves Maroni on October 8, (copy
attached) these notes serve to bring the evaluation of Mexican
economic situation up to date to the extent that available data
permit' A set of the most recent Mexican economic and financial
indicators is attached.

I. Wage Policy

Mr. Robichek led off the discussion by commenting that the Fund

staff has passed through several phases in its understanding of Mexican

wage policy following the initial floating of the peso on September 1.

First, there was fear that wage increases would eat away all of the

competitive advantage to be derived from the depreciation. Second, when

the Government announced agreement on a package of wage increases ranging

from 16 to 23 per cent, this was regarded as favorable. Third, it was

learned to everyone's disappointment that these adjustments were to be

on top of regular wage bargains. On Wednesday, the statement was made

in the IMF Executive Board that the government would encourage the re-

opening of wage bargains that appeared to be excessive; no matter how

desirable such a policy might it, it hardly sounds realistic.
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Mr. Robichek explained his understanding of the situation. The

roughly 16 million Mexican labor force consists of three, approximately

equal groups: (1) workers who earn the minimum wage, (2) workers

covered under normal collective bargaining arrangements, and (3) workers

who are "self employed" who are concentrated at both ends of the income

distribution.

In Robichek's opinion, the wage increase of 23 per cent granted

to the first group were not excessive given that the last adjustment

was on January 1, 1976 and assuming that a further substantial adjust-

ment would not occur in January 1977.

In his opinion, the major problem involves the second group of

roughly 5 million workers covered under collective bargaining agreements.

The one million government workers in this group had not received a wage

increase since August 1975; therefore, Mr. Robichek did not think that

the 21-23 per cent increase that they had now received was too worrisome.

The big question mark concerns the other four million workers covered

by collective bargaining agreements, who will receive a 16-23 per cent

increase automatically. Here, case-by-case negotiations are now under

way and no one can tell how they will come out.

Mr. Robichek offered the following general observations. (1)

His hope was now that the average wage in 1976 would be no more than 30-

35 per cent above the average wage in 1975. (2) Over the first eight months

of 1976 the increase in wages had been about 10 per cent. (3) Prior to the

depreciation, changes in the cost of living were running at about a 15

R-ESTRICTBB
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per cent annual rate. (4) He had thought that the maximum tolerable 1976

wage adjustment given the depreciation was an overall increase of 20-25 per

cent which he felt would have been consistent with an "equilibrium"

exchange rate of 20 pesos per dollar — a roughly 40 per cent depreciation

from the previous parity of 12.5 pesos per dollar. (5) While he did not .

think that present wage situation was a disaster, he found it disturbing

and still very uncertain.

Mr. Yeo echoed Mr. Robichek's sentiments; he had gone from elation

to gloom and was now in the middle.

A question was raised about union reaction to the second deprecia-

tion of the peso. Mr. Widman reported that he had heard that the (or

some) unions had indicated that they would not seek to reopen the over-

all wage bargain.

II. Exchange-Rate Policy

Mr. Robichek remarked that Mexico's exchange-rate policy since

September 1 had been badly handled. First, they had managed the rate

too heavily. Second, they had adjusted it after the initial depreciation

in the wrong direction, i.e., forcing a small appreciation of the peso.

Third, they had held the peg at 19.80 pesos too long. All of the official

intervention that occurred was at pegged rates, which was contrary to

the advice the Fund had given to Mexico. (The Fund paper on the

Mexican drawings of their expanded first credit tranche and under the

Extended Fund Facility states as an assumption that "the Mexican peso

RESS&ICEED
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will be allowed to float in the next few months with only limited net

intervention by the Bank of Mexico, the latter's net international

reserves should not change much over the remainder of this year.")

Mr. Robichek said that he was, therefore, relieved that the

Mexican authorities had apparently now decided to allow the peso to

float more freely. (The average quotation on Thursday was 25.90 pesos

per dollar or a depreciation of over 50 per cent since August 31.) The

question was what would be the market's reaction. It was a second and

risker gamble.

Mr. Robichek commented that the figures the Federal Reserve and

Treasury had been receiving on Mexican intervention were an inaccurate

indication of the change in Mexican reserves. These figures cover

only net sales to banks by the Bank of Mexico. On the one hand, they

do not include purchases of dollars from government enterprises in

connection with their financial and other operations. On the other

hand, they do not include payments to finance withdrawals from dollar-

denominated accounts with Mexican banks.

Mr. Gross offerred the estimate that the actual change in

Mexican reserves since September 1 was on the order of minus $350 million,

in contrast with the over $1 billion in reported "net intervention."

Mr. Robichek reminded the group that no one had been able to obtain

hard figures — the Mexicans are very hard to pin down. It was agreed,

however, that hard figures were necessary in order to assess the damage

inflicted by Mexican intervention policy.
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Mr. Robichek commented that the analysis of the intervention and

reserve statistics was complicated by the fact that the Mexican situation

was one of a large current account deficit, capital flight, and the need

for large amortization payments all of which led to extensive external

borrowing. (See Section IV below.) He also commented that withdrawals

from dollar-denominated accounts were associated with persistent worries

that these accounts would be blocked or taxed.

Mr. Yeo commented that Lopez Portillo wanted to hold the rate

so that he could take adjustment action later. (It was unclear to me

whether he was talking about exchange-rate adjustment or macro-economic

adjustment or both.) He said that Fernandez Hurtado had been caught in

a crossfire involving the present government, Lopez Portillo, and the

unions. He, too late, persuaded the authorities to let the rate move;

now he has not only lost a large amount of dollars but a psychological

advantage vis-a-vis the market. His problem now was that he had to

intervene to some extent to prove that he had not "run out of gas" or

"exhausted hisammunition," but he could not afford to get trapped again

(in the near future?) into pegging the rate. Mr. Yeo said he expects

runs on the peso because observers realize that there is a high

probability that at some point the Bank of Mexico will be forced to block

the dollar liabilities of banks.

III. Fiscal Policy

As a prelude to the achievement,of the objective under the

Mexican drawing from the IMF Extended Fund Facility of reducing the
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global public sector deficit from 9 per cent of GDP in 1975 and an

estimated 8.2 per cent of GDP in 1976 to 6.0 per cent of GDP in 1977

and 2.5 per cent of GDP in 1979, the Mexican Government on September 29

announced the tightening of controls on public expenditures, new restraints

on investment spending, and restrictions on hiring new workers by the

public sector.

At the meeting, it was generally agreed that everyone had

received glowing reports on what was happening on the fiscal policy

front, but no one had any specifics. It was agreed that such specifics

were urgently needed.

IV. External Deb.t

Governor Wallich asked what information we had about Mexican

debts that were, coining due.

.Mr. Robichek replied that in his analysis he viewed the problem

as having three components. The first component is borrowing necessary

to cover the current account deficit estimated, by the IMF, at $4.3 billion

for 1976 less long-term capital inflows estimated at $1.2 billion for

1976 — a net figure of $3.1 billion. (Note part of the long-term

capital inflow is in kind, directly offsetting the current account

deficit.) The second component is the amount that is necessary to

cover amortization payments on external public debt. For 1976, he

estimated these needs at $1.7 billion, including the assumption that all

debt with an original maturity of under one year must be rolled over or

refinanced once during the year. Adding these two components together
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one-gets a combined total of $4.8 billion ($3.1 billion in net current

account financing plus $1.7 in amortization) or an average $400 million

a month, which was the figure he worked with.

Governor Wallich commented that Fernandez Hurtado had told him that

they needed only $250 million per month. Mr. Robichek replied that this

was an example of the problem of pinning the Mexican's down; what

assumptions was Fernandez Hurtado making? He cited the example of

Mexican statements that short-term credit lines of about $3,2 billion

in mid-1976 were "renewable lines of credit." But this was certainly

not the way banks saw them. (In other words, if Fernandez Hurtado

were including only the borrowing needed to cover the current account

deficit net of long-term capital inflows, then the average monthly figure

would be just over $250 million per month, using the IMF's estimate of

the 1976 current account deficit, which is higher than the official

Mexican estimate.)

The third component in Mr. Robichek1s analysis of the Mexican

debt situation is the potential gross outflows from the dollar liabilities

of banks. As of mid-1976, such demand liabilities were about $1 billion,

and they rose somewhat thereafter according to reports, but we do not

have up-to-date figures on these liabilities. Total dollar liabilities

of banks were about $3 billion in mid-1976. Mr. Robichek made no

attempt to include these amounts in his calculations of Mexican needs

for external financing. However, everyone agreed that they were a

critical element of the story on which current information would be

obtained.
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Mr. Yeo said that the situation was not entirely one of measuring

Mexico's needs. Mexico needed to establish the proper "adjustment atmosphere."

If they were faced with policy paralysis, or had a poor financial

environment, or did not take needed adjustment actions, then they were

headed for trouble no matter how comfortable the formal debt situation

was.

Governor Wallich asked Mr. Robichek what he knew about the $800

million syndicated loan for Mexico; what was its role in all of this?

Mr. Robichek said that this was designed to cover part of the residual

financing of the 1976 public sector deficit. No new expenditures would

be financed from it either in 1976 or in 1977. In principle, it would

cover the $400 million per month in external financing needed during

the last two months of 1976.

Mr. Yeo said that we would be obtaining specific information on

Mexican debts coming due. He also volunteered "the observation that it

was a very confused situation, citing the experience he had the day

before when first he was told Mexico was receiving $150 million from

Deutsche Bank and later was told that the deal had been cancelled.

V. Effects of the Mexican Program

It was asked what evidence, if any, we had regarding the effects

to date of the Mexican depreciation of the peso and the associated

program on the balance of payments. It was agreed that we had none but

would try to obtain seme.
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Mr. Robichek merely repeated' the figures in the IMF paper which

indicate a gross external borrowing requirement of about $5 billion for

1977 composed of $2 billion for the current account net of long-term

capital inflows, $1 billion to add to reserves, plus about $2 billion

for "amortization." (In other words, the rate of Mexican external

borrowing in 1977 will on average be higher than in 1976. But the

purposes will be different.)

VI. Items not Mentioned

The following items were not discussed at the meeting.

A. There was no mention of the fact that Mexico has

removed its export taxes imposed after the first depreciation of the

peso and has reinstituted export subsidies. The second action would

appear to violate the spirit, if not the letter, of the Mexican

commitment to the IMF on commercial policy.

B. There was no discussion of monetary policy.

Attachment
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RESTRICTED Y. Maroni
November 4, 1976

Summary of Recent Information on the
Mexican Economic Situation

We have no statistical information on the Mexican economy

for the period after the abandonment of the 12.50 peso-per-dollar

exchange rate on September 1, except for the price indices for

September. In September, the national consumer price index was

3.4 percent higher than in August, and 14.7 percent higher than a

year earlier. The wholesale price index for Mexico City was 5.9

percent higher than in August, and 12.2 percent higher than a year

earlier.

The measures taken immediately after the introduction of

tl O floating on September 1 appear to have had mixed consequences. The

23 percent wage increase came on top of increases already granted

during the year through collective bargaining, resulting in an

increase in wages for the year averaging around 30-35 percent. The

introduction of, export taxes and the abolition of the tax rebates

for exporters have further raised costs for exporting firms. For

those relying on imported components, the increased peso cost of

imports represents an additional burden, only partly alleviated by

the reduction of import duties. Under these circumstances, several

American companies operating in Mexico have told the U.S. Embassy

that their export competitiveness has been impaired by the devaluation

and accompanying measures.
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It would appear that this condition became sufficiently

widespread to prompt the authorities to reduce the new export

taxes effective on October 26 and to reintroduce selectively the

system of tax rebates for some exporters. But the second devaluation,

on October 28, dealt a new blow to firms with obligations denominated

in foreign currencies. A few American firms have told the American

Embassy that they were contemplating liquidating their inventories

£» and reducing their operations to a minimum.
2

j The Mexican stabilization program agreed to in conjunction

2 with the IMF Extended Fund Facility arrangement is not due to become

•B operative until January.1. ' No commitments were made by the Mexican

jj <3 authorities regarding the ,remaining months of 1976. However, there

i • '

&: are some indications that revisions in certain program targets m a y have

}F to be negotiated even before the program starts, as a result of the

£ deterioration which has occurred since the program was formulated in

August-September. This appears to be especially true of the public

sector target. The Government employees' wage'increase (totaling at

least 23 percent) and other cost increases, together with lower income

tax collections from firms hard hit by the devaluation and the

accompanying measures, appear to have widened the public sector

deficit for 1976, making it that much harder to reach the 1977 target

for the public sector deficit to 6 percent of GDP.

The authorities did announce steps to hold down public

spending at the end of September, but their impact for the remainder
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of 1976 is expected to be limited. Their principal significance

arises from the fact that they represent a signal for the future.

It is encouraging that the second devaluation, on October 28,

was not followed by demands for new wage increases. The fact that

business has been adversely affected by the various steps taken since

September 1 and that, as a result, something of an economic slowdown

has apparently been triggered, may have influenced the labor leaders

to take a more restrained attitude than after the first devaluation

on September 1. However, another wage increase may occur on January 1

when the minimum wage is due to be reviewed.

The dominant characteristic of the current Mexican situation

is that the general public has lost confidence in the Government's

pronouncements and in its ability to handle the economy's problems.

The Echeverria administration has less tha^wa month to go and is

becoming.increasingly powerless to act. Meanwhile, the Lopez Portillo

administration is not yet in office and the President-elect is not in

a position to make public statements about his intentions. As a result,

there is not only a power vacuum but also a lack of information con-

cerning what the new administration will do. The Mexican program

agreed to in conjunction with the Extended Fund Facility arrangement

is not widely known, and ignorance fuels lack of confidence.

On the external side, there is a wide divergence of opinion

as to the size of the current account deficit in the current year.

The Mexican authorities continue to speak of a deficit not exceeding
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$3 billion, while the IMF staff is projecting it at $4.3 billion.

Actually, the two estimates are not comparable because of differences

in accounting for certain transactions. But the gap between the two

is considerably larger than in 1975, when the official Mexican

compilation put the deficit at $3.6 billion while the IMF staff's

was $4.1 billion. I have discussed the IMF estimate for 1976 with

the IMF staff and found that they assumed that the devaluation would

Ss have a negligible effect on the balance of payments in the last four

f months of 1976. Their estimate of Mexican imports is about 10 percent

higher than the 1975 level, but this seems high considering that, in
o

3 *
^ the first seven months of the year, imports were about at the same

! u
J g level as in the same period of 1975. My own guess is that the 1976

^ • deficit on current account (on the IMF basis) will be around $3.7

S billion. . .̂ jjl̂
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MEXICU: tCOMOMIC INDICATURS
(NUT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED)

November 4, 1976

1960 PRICES
REAL GOP(fcm.P)

I P ( 1 9 7 3 = 1 0 0 )

UNEMPLOYMENT

wPI ( 7 3 = 1 0 0 )

CPI ( 73=100 )

M l * (Seas, a d j . )

EXPORTS ( I B I D

IMPORTS ( I B I D

TRADE BAL C4BIL)

BALANCE OF GOODS

& SERVICES($BU)

* Percentage change

107i

3 5 i . 1

100.0

197,

375.0

107.3

NOT AVAILABLE

100.0

100.0

24.1

2.1

3.B

- 1 . 8

- 1 . 3

122.5

123.7

8.3

2 . 8

6 . 1

-3.2

-2.6

1975

390.9

112.3

135.«

142.3

22.3

2 . 9

6 . 6

-3.7

-3.6

Jfcrom previous period. '

1975
02

N . A .

115.7

133.6

140.3

6.7

0 .8

1.7

-0.9

-0.9

1975
03

N.A.

i i ? : 8

138.0

144.8

2.9

0.7

1.6

-0.9

-0.9

197S
na

N.A.

"113.8

1*1.2

i47.8

5.8

o.e

1.9

-1 .1

-1 .1

1976
01

N.A.

116.3

119.1

154.2

3.8

o.a

1.4

-0 .7

-0 .6

197o
02

N . A .

1 1 0 . 6

153.9

158.2

4.8

0 . 9

1.7

-0.8

-0.9

1976
03

N . A .

N . A .

C

162. U

163.2

N . A .

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

1V76
MAR

N . A .

123.3

151.2

156.2

1.0

0 . 3

o.s

-0.2

N . A .

1976
APR

N . A .

113.6

151.9

157.2

1.7

0 . 3

0 . 5

-0.2

N.A.

1976
MAY

N. A ,

118.6

154.2

158.3

3 .1

0 . 3

0 . 5

-0.2

N . A .

197o
JUNE

N . A .

117 .

155 .

159.

- 0 .

0 .

0 .

- 0 ,

N . A .

a

6

0

4

3

6

3

1976
JULY

N.A

N.A

15V

160

3

0

0

-0

N.A

•

•

.5

.3

. 1

.2

.6

.3

1976
AUb

N . A .

N . A .

159.0

161.9

N . A .

N . A .

N . A .

N.A.

N.A.

V
SEI -T

N . A ,

N . A .

1 6 0 . 8

167.4

N . A .

N

N . A .

N.A.

N.A.
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C.9b FINANCIAL INDICATORS — MEXICO

RESTRICTED-CONTROLLED

(dollar amounts in millions) 1975 4.976

YEAR QI QII QIII AUG SEPT OCT
NOV 1-
,3

Week ended
SEPT 29 OCT 6 OCT 13 'OCT 20 OCT 27 NOV 3

EXCHANGE RATE (CENTS PER PESO, END OF PERIOD)

SDR VALUE OF PESO

SHORT TERM INTEREST RATE (E.O.P.)

jLONG TERM INTEREST RATE (E.O.P.)

RESERVES- (TFS, E.O.P.)

AVAILABLE IMF CREDIT TRANCHES (E.O.P.)

| INTERVENTION, PURCHASES (+) OR SALES (-)

OF DOLLARS

(OF OTHER CURRENCIES; EQUIVALENT)

SWAP ACTIVITY

DRAWINGS (+), REPAYMENTS (-)

SWAP LINE — 360

I

8.00

.06842

8.00

.06924

12.94 ' 13.11

1,533 ! 1,501

433 i 620

360
-360

8.00

.06985

8.00

.04364

8.00

.06957

5.03

.04364

3.90

.03398

(3.92

.03398

5.03

.04364

5.03

.04351

5.04

.04367;

5.03

.04363

3.77

.03398

3.92

.03398

13.11 13.U ; 14.00 14.36 \ 14.36 V 14.36 14.36 . 14.36 I 14.36 ! 14.3 6

1 I i
'No appropriate long-term rate available

'615 • \

897p . 1,159 I

621P! 618 ' 621pj 62lP*

360
- 3 6 0

I

9. •

-131 , . -189.... r̂j.5.6... ,,..^241.

— I

14.36 j 14

-288 -122

* With additional credits negotiated from the Compensatory
and Extended Fund facilities, Mexico overall access to IMF
credit could rise over time to $960 million.
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Office Correspondence ?>*** November 5 , 1 9 7 6
Xo Chairman Burns Subject! Mexican Swap

From Henry C. Wallicfa

I have promised Fernandez-Hurtado to call him today,

Friday, November 5. It is my impression that he would rather be

told "no" than to be kept waiting, because he must make immediate

decisions about his rate.

I spoke to Yeo, who is holding $150 million available

without requiring prior drawing upon the Federal Reserve, and I

have informed Fernandez-Hurtado of that fact. It is surprising

that he should have been under the misapprehension that prior

drawing on the Federal Reserve was required since Yeo is in daily

contact with him.

The information we have from Mexico does not indicate

that they have unmanageable maturities before them, unless there

are difficulties with rollovers. Thus there seems to be no clear

and immediate threat to our banking system. There obviously is in

the background a latent and very serious threat. In view of that

contingency, I suggest the following approach:

(1) Allow the Mexicans to draw on the Federal Reserve

pari passu with the Treasury up to $150 million.

(2) The total to be made available should be paid out in

small amounts, say, $25 or $50 million at a time, providing an

occasion to talk to the Mexicans each time to restrain their inter-

vention. -•..----..
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(3) Because there is no take-out, the Mexicans should maintain

the dollar value of the pesos they give us by increasing the amount of

pesos if the peso declines. This provision has a precedent in the

maintenance-of -value clause of the IMF. It could be implemented in

an approximate fashion, by rewriting the swap every week or every month

at the then prevailing exchange rate if that rate had declined. We

would then have full collateral for our loan. While it is unlikely

that we would ever try to collect our loan by selling the pesos in the

market, and while the Bank of Mexico could prevent us from doing so by

blocking the peso account, nevertheless our position in negotiations

with the Bank of Mexico, and perhaps also in the eyes of possible critics

of the operation, would clearly be stronger.

Scott Pardee has major misgivings about this approach. He

argues that it would set a precedent for all other swaps and could also

be applied to U.S. drawings under these other swaps. I see no necessary

precedent or parallel, particularly since existing swaps contain some

asymmetries, for instance, with regard to loss sharing. Also, we do

not ordinarily offer a specific take-out in our own drawings.

(4) We might examine with Fernandez-Hurtado whether a swap

of the sort which the Treasury holds available for a second $150 million

would help Fernandez-Hurtado. This second $150 million that the Treasury

could supply would be kept by the Treasury as collateral, so that the

Mexicans do not effectively receive any funds and the Treasury runs no

risk. My impression is that the Mexicans can use this deposit for
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inclusion in their required minimum reserves, allowing them to draw

down their own reserve funds by an equal amount. Fernandez-Hurtado

told me that he was concerned about violating his required reserve

limit. Conceivably an arrangement of this sort with the Federal

Reserve, also to be used only pari passu with the Treasury, could

help him.

Fernandez-Hurtado told me that he was trying to manage a

trend in the rate with minimal use of resources. If he did not

succeed, he would have to go out of the market in a few days. Yeo

said that yesterday, Thursday, Fernandez-Hurtado made "a big push,"

presumably to set the rate on an upward trend, and failed. Yeo

would be in accord with a policy of doling out funds piecemeal and,

in general, going pari passu with the Federal Reserve.

* • • •
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PRH 41 - Human Rights

While it generally supports positive multi-
lateral human rights initiatives, Mexico's domestic
human rights record leaves room for significant
improvement. At the same time, Mexicans have criti-
cized the United States for human rights violations
against Mexican-Americans and Mexican citizens in
the United States. In the human rights area we want
to continue our multilateral cooperation, manage a
quiet and reasonable dialogue, and encourage human
rights improvement on both sides without undue cost
to our other interests.

Background on Human Rights in Mexico

Mexico's record on human rights is reflected in
a complex set of policies and actions. In multi-
lateral areas, Mexico generally supports positions
to improve human rights in hemispheric nations, and
follows this up by granting political asylum to the
persecuted of those nations. The Mexican Government
has not yet adhered to the American Convention on
Human Rights. Their officials have informed us that
they will ultimately sign it, though they have some
reservations about its jurisdictional aspects. Al-
though rather cautious about visits by the IAHRC, by
the Red Cross and by private human rights groups,
Mexico informed the 1977 OAS General Assembly that
the Inter-American Human Rights Commission would be
welcome to visit. Amnesty International was allowed
to visit Mexico twice and the Mexicans have permitted
the formation of domestic human rights groups.

On the domestic side, Mexico's record is more
complex and contradictory, with sizable credibility
gaps between Mexico's professed policy and actual
record. The Mexican Constitution and law support
such basic human rights as freedom from torture or
arbitrary arrest, the right to a fair trial, and
freedom of speech and association. Mexicans take
great pride in the social content of their Constitu-
tion which guarantees the right to work, education,
food, labor union membership, collective bargaining
and the like. However, confronted by the tensions
inherent in rapid development, Mexico, like most
countries, falls short in fulfilling its human rights
goals.

4*
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The obstacles to Mexico's implementation of its
human rights protections have their roots in poverty
and in the political system which grew out of the 1917
Mexico Revolution. The system is dominated by one party,
the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI). While there
has been scope for considerable debate and opposition
within the PRI, the increasing rigidity of the political
system and the concomitant rigidity of tha economic system
has not left sufficient room for dissidence in the
Mexican political system, thereby producing extremists
and even terrorists.

Today Mexico is faced with a terrorist movement
(on a smaller scale than in the past and in many
other Latin American countries) which calls for
radical revolution and has engaged in kidnappings,
bank robberies and murders. To meet this threat,
the government has adopted a hard line to deal with
suspected members of terrorists organizations. The
principal anti-terrorist instrument is an ad hoc
elite group reportedly consisting of some police and
military elements and known as the White Brigade.
In its drive to eradicate terrorists the White
Brigade and other security force elements have some-
times ignored the human rights of the suspects and
Mexican judicial procedures. Human rights groups
and opposition political parties have charged that
the security forces have tortured and executed
suspects and are responsible for the disappearances
of as many as 200-300 persons over the last decade.

While the emphasis of repression has been on
those suspected of terrorism, occasional extra-legal
actions by the security forces have also affected
agrarian, labor, and student strike leaders.

The Government of President Lopez Portillo is
sensitive to these abuses and in an effort to heal
the breaches in Mexican society caused by dissident
groups dating back to 1968, sent the Mexican Congress
a bill to provide amnesty for political prisoners
early in September 1978. The law was passed'and
promulgated in late September and has already bene-
fitted about 200 persons although questions about
the fate of some people who have disappeared persist.
Because of certain restrictions contained in the law,
its full impact on those who have committed violent
crimes has not yet been determined.
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Realizing the importance of renewing and
opening up the Mexican political system, President
Lopez Portillo has instituted a series of political
reforms to increase the number of opposition politi-
cal parties and their representatives in Congress.
These reforms will be important in the process of
advancing political freedoms in Mexico by giving
dissidents a more active role in the mainstream of
Mexican politics. It is not expected that the re-
form for the foreseeable future will weaken the
dominant role of the PRI.

U.S. Policy Approaches

General Improvement of the PS-Mexican
Dialogue*

Our approach to promoting further human rights
improvement in Mexico is through encouragement of and
cooperation with human rights groups, ranging from
the IAHRC to Amnesty International, to Mexican human
rights groups. Given the Mexican Government's
support for human rights initiatives in international
forums and the special sensitivity of Mexicans about
being told what to do by the United States, it would
be ill-advised and counter-productive for us to take
Mexico to task publicly for its domestic violations
of human rights. We will continue to use quiet diplo-
macy on human rights. In the continuing dialogue with
the Mexican Government on human rights developments
we want to assure the Mexicans that we believe human
rights violations in both the United States and Mexico
are legitimate issues of discussion between our two
Governments. ,

It is apparent that Mexico's implementation of
its economic and social human rights will depend on
Mexico's economic development. The distribution of
income is now markedly uneven, with a large segment
of the population lacking permanent employment or
basic social services. Our policy is to support
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Mexico's attempts to redress these human rights
problems within the context of improving Mexican
economic and political development.

Mexican Adherence to the American Convention
on Human Rights"

We continue to encourage the Mexican Government
to adhere to the Convention, notwithstanding the
legal difficulties which can, as in the case of United
States adherence, be resolved through reservations on
certain articles. Now that the Convention is in
effect and a Court is close to establishment, Mexico's
adherence would support its professed preference to
resolve international problems through multilateral
organizations.

Improvement in Human Rights of American
Prisoners

Despite the decrease in the number of American
prisoners held in Mexican jails as a result of the
prisoner transfer treaty of 1977, new arrests occur
monthly and sometimes involve violations of our
citizens' human rights by security forces. We con-
tinue to press for improved treatment of arrested
Americans, consistent with Mexico's international
and bilateral agreements.

Mexican Complaints About U.S. Human Rights
Violations

Within the framework of discussions on treatment
of American prisoners we are prepared to discuss
Mexican complaints about mistreatment of Hispanics,
including illegal Mexican workers in the United States.
The Mexicans have complained about a number of cases
in which Mexican citizens and Mexican-Americans have
been mistreated by federal, state and local authori-
ties in the United States and allegations that they
have not in all cases received full protection of
American law or judicial procedures.
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Mexican Support for U.S. Multilateral
Efforts to Promote Human Rights

We appreciated Mexico's privately expressed offer
to support our human rights initiatives in the 1978-79
UN General Assembly. To date there has been little
opportunity for them to do so, but as Mexico seeks a
wider role in international organizations we hope to
be able to count on Mexico as a voice for balance in
UN treatment of human rights. At the same time it
should be noted that Foreign Secretary Roel, both in
the 1978 OAS General Assembly and the 1978 UNGA, has
staked out a position arguing that the protection of
human rights throughout the hemisphere and the world
should include protection of the human rights of
migrant workers.

November 21, 1978
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U«B. POLICY TOWARD MEXICO (U>

A politically stable, economically healthy anil cooperative
Mexico Is of crucial importance to G»£» national security,
Therefore, it is U,S, policy to foster the political stability
and economic well-facing of Mexico? to strengthen our cooperation
on issues o£ mutual interest and concern vith a view to
overcoming our bilateral and multilateral differencesj and to
achieve better understanding and acceptance of U»S. foreign
policy, especially with respect to Central America and a
reduction o£ narcotics production, transshipment, and
distribution. The complexity and vital importance of our
relationship with Mexico, particularly the harm to tf.S. interests
which would be an Inevitable consequence of Mexican instability,
require that greater attention be given to U.S. policies,
programs and actions regarding Mexico. To support this tt + S,
policy, the President has made the following decisions based on
the intaragency study dated April 14, 19B7, prepared in response
to National Security St^dy Directive 5-B7i ̂ J

1. Tht Int*ragancy Group on Mexico, Chaired1 by
Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Afrerican A £ fairs t stall
meat regularly to assure the fullest coordination of Coherent and
consistent policies, programs and actions: regarding Hexictt. the
executive secretary of the 16, designated by the chairman, vill
be the principal point of contact for all departments and
agencies in assuring appropriate interagency coordination.
Reports required by this W S D D shall be submitted to the Executive
Secretary of the IG with a copy sent to the NSC, The functions
of the Interagency Group shall include but not he linited to the
follow ing i (?1 yj

-- coordination of public statements, meetings with
Mexican officials, and other actions by senior U»S< officials so
as to maintain a high-level dialogue in a climate which fosters
cooperation, progress and mutual understandings $4

E 9 avoidance., to the extent possible, of the IKS* becoming
a major issue in the 19GB Mexican elections or of otherwise
strengthening elements in Mexico which are hostile to tf.S.
interests} Ce)
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preparation of

and Mexican Presidents;
for the 19SB meeting of the U.S

review and coordination of the implementation of other
U.S. policies * programs and actions, including those described
below, in order to assure that such implementation best supports
overall U.£. objectivesj ipf

coordination of the implementation of other
recommend at ions set gut in the interagency study.

3. The Inter national Standing Committee of the National
Drug Policy Board will review U,S, narcotics cooperation toward
Mexico with a view to strengthening all aspects of cooperation«
This assessment should analyse the level of personnel and
financial resources and recommend changes in their allocation
cowmen&urfrte with the magnitude of the volume of narcotics
entering the United States from Mexico, This asses am* nt shall be
submitted to the Intor&gency Group within 3D days of the
effective date of this NSDD. ffi

A* TO strengthen CF.S*-Mexican trade and investment tiesr
and support Mexico's economic recovery, the Economic Policy
Council will examine prospects for establishing a special trade
and investment relationship with Mexico. Th* EPC will also
examine developments in trade and investment along the
U.S.-Mexico border to determine their effect On the overAll
bilateral economic relationship* The EPC shall submit its report
within 30 days, (0V^

S. The Secretary of the Treasury vill devise a long-term
strategy for helping Mexico overcome its external debt problem*,
including external financial support linked to progress on
Mexican economic refomfr, financing from multilateral development
banfcfi and private direct investment, to Sttpplcm&nt lending to
Mexico by private commercial banks. "
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consideration not later
than 30 days from HSPP effective date, ($4

6. The Secretary of State and the Attorney General
assure that the immigration and tiaturadlzation He form and Control
Act of 19 86 is implemented vith minimal disruption of bilateral

vith Mexico* \

7, To achieve greater ttutual understanding between CUE tvo
societies* and greater acceptance of U*S. policies by the Mexican
public and opinion leaders, the Director of USIA will report on
the. existing program of interaction already begva with Mexican
leaders to explain U.S. policies and outline our plans: to
increase this effort within approved Agency resource levels.
UStA progress report is due within 30 days from the effective
date of this NSDD, j£

8* Tht Secretary of Dafensa will devise a long-term
strategy to strengthen relations with the Mexican military
through txchangec^ visits: and assistance in its modernization
e£forte. The strategy shall he submitted within 30 days. f̂

The IG will report the status of tha actions taken in
response to tha foregoing decisions, and make specific recommend•
ations on taov these blibjects should best be treated at the 1938
meeting of Presidents Reagan and de la Madrid.
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NSDD-291 (Decewbar 16, 1987} r concerning tf,S. policy toward
Mexico, is hereby amended by the substitution of the following in
liau of paragraphs 4 and 5 thereof:

4

4. To strengthen U.S.-Mexican trade and investment ties and
support Mexico's economic recovery, the Economic Policy
Council will examine prospects fox building upon the U*S***
M&xico Framework Agreement toward a specid! trade and
investment relationship with Mexico* This examination vlll
include the impact of developments in trade, ajid investment
along tha tJ.S.-Mexico border on the overall biiateral
economic relationship* Tho Council vlll report to the
President any significant recommendations for further
action, The Executive Secretary of the Council will k
the JQ apprised of development* on this issue. ij?)

The Secretary of the Treasury vlll continue actively to
implement the long-tern strategy tor helping Monica overcome
its external debt problems vhile achieving sustainable
economic growth• This strategy inc-Ludes external financial
support linked to pxogre&n on Kexican econcmic refotms, vith
financing ffoa nultllatftral development banks mnA private
direct inveataent to supplamut lending by private
com»erci*l banks * Refinements to the strategy will be made
a* needed over tltta and will he
vith other
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